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If work is so good,
how come they got
to pay us to do it?

KENTUCKY POLITICS

Speaker race
still undecided

'Slats Grobnik'
page 4

By The Associated Press
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I must still be up
for it or you guys
wouldn't be here...
Gino Torretta
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25 shopping
days to Christmas

HOOP PREVIEW
From the Racers' 6-10 Antoine
Teague to the Lady Racers'
4-10 Layette Arnold, this
year's Hoop Preview covers
the long and short of the local
high school and college
basketball seasons.

FORECAST
Tonight, cloudy in the evening, then gradual clearing
overnight. Low in the upper
20s. West wind 5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday, partly sunny. High
45 to 50.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
355.9, +0.6; below 314.9, 0.0
BARKLEY LAKE
355.0, +0.3; below 321.0, 0.0

Mary Beth Harp, left, accepts a cup of punch from Patsy Massey at Country Collectibles' open house
Sunday. The antique stores in Hazel held open houses this weekend for Christmas shoppers.

Explosions damage aid trucks in Iraq
GENEVA (AP) — Explosions
'damaged six trucks hauling U.N.
relief supplies to the capital of
Kurdish northern Iraq, a U.N.
official said today. No injuries
were reported.
The U.S.-donated wheat and
flour on two of the trucks were
destroyed, said the official, who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
"The situation is still very
confused," the official said. He
refused to speculate on Kurdish
reports that the explosions might
have been caused by time bombs
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, cal'
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

attached to the trucks by Iraqis
loyal to President Saddam
Hussein.
U.N. officials coordinating the
relief operation in northern Iraq
could not be contacted by telephone for comment.
Armed U.N. guards in the
U.N.-protected northern zone are
investigating, the official at the
United Nation's European headquarters said. He said the trucks
were part of a 25-truck convoy
that left Diyabakir, Turkey, on
Sunday.

Sexual harrassment
a world-wide problem
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer

INDEX

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

said Michel Hansenne, directorgeneral of the Geneva-based
organization.
Thomas said cultural differences may determine how sexual
harassment is defined. A new law
in France targets supervisors who
make unwanted advances but not
co-workers because "they don't
want to break up the (workplace)
romances."
Only seven of the 23 nations
surveyed — Australia, Canada,
France, New Zealand, Spain,
Sweden and the United States —
have statutes specifically defining
or mentioning sexual harassment,
the ILO said. In most countries,
sexual harassment is handled
indirectly in other laws such as
those dealing with unfair
dismissal.
Among e findings:
.The term '!ual harassment"
originated in th United States
and U.S. federal courts were the

WASHINGTON — Sexual
harassment pervaaes the workplaces of the industrialized world,
but few countries have laws that
deal specifically with the problem, according to an International
Labor Organization study.
The ILO's 300-page report,
issued today, said awareness of
the issue has come a long way in
a relatively short time. And the
United States, it said, has been in
the legal and judicial forefront.
"In general, American women
are fairly intolerant and perhaps
more strenuous in their perseverance" in pursuing harassment
charges, said ILO civil rights
lawyer Constance Thomas.
The ILO's findings in 23
industrialized countries around
the globe "demonstrate that sexual harassment is a pervasive
problem affecting a considerable
proportion of working women," • TURN TO PAGE 2

The trucks were in the CARE
Australia warehouse in Irbil, capital of the self-proclaimed Kurdish republic in Iraq, when the
explosions occurred, the official
said. The city is about 200 miles
north of Baghdad.
The Iraqi Kurdistan Front
issued a statement in Washington
saying Turkishdrivers from the
convoy said they had been
stopped at Iraqi checkpoints on
their way to Irbil and were taken
away for questioning by Iraqi
officials.

Three of Kentucky's regional
House Democratic caucuses met
during the weekend, but none
came out in support of either candidate in the race for House
speaker.
Two other regional caucuses
are scheduled to meet tonight.
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville
and Speaker Pro Tern Pete
Worthington, D-Ewing, are vying
to succeed Speaker Don Blandford, D-Philpot, who is under
indictment on federal corruption
charges. Blandford announced
last week that he would not seek
re-election to a fifth term as
speaker when the General
Assembly convenes for its organizational session Jan. 5.
A candidate needs a majority
of the House's 72 Democrats to
win a leadership post.
Clarke and his allies are now
openly calling themselves "a
slate" after initially insisting
they were running separately.
The slate includes Clarke, the
nation's senior legislative budget
committee chairman and a House
member since 1970; current
Majority Leader Greg Stumbo of
Prestonsburg, who is seeking reelection and has vowed to deliver
virtually the entire Mountain
Caucus to Clarke; and current
Majority Whip Kenny Rapier of
Bardstown, who also is seeking
re-election.
Also now clearly on the Clarke
Learn are current Democratic Caucus Chairman Tody Richards of
Bowling Green and Louisville
Rep. Larry Clark, who wants to
succeed Worthington as speaker
pro tern.

CHRISTMAS (TREE) SHOPPING

GINA HANCOCK/Ledger & Times photo

Dick Ford, right, looks on as Patricia and Trevor Knight try to
select a Christmas tree from the Murray Optimists Club's lot. The
Knights were out Sunday trying to find a tree. -

Discussions among 18 western
Kentucky Democrats seemed to
favor Clarke, over Worthington,
according to Rep. Charles
Geveden.
In Jefferson County, the nine
Democrats attending the regional
caucus endorsed virtually every
pro-Clarke candidate for other
leadership positions, but stopped
short of supporting Clarke.
"We had a lot of unanswered
questions," said Rep. Leonard
Gray, D-Louisville. "We decided
we needed to have some dialogue
with the two people running for
speaker and then get back
together and vote on the
speaker."
Gray said the group is concerned, among other things, about
committee chairmanships held by
members of the Jefferson County
delegation. "We'd like to make
sure we still have those and we're
looking to. pick up maybe a few
other things."
He said the Jefferson County
group voted to back Clark in his
bid for speaker pro tern, the position Worthington now holds;
Stumbo for majority leader;
Richards as Democratic caucus
chairman; and Kenny Rapier, DBardstown, as majority whip.
The six House Democrats in
northern Kentucky, a region that
had been believed to be a Worthington stronghold, also abstained
from an endorsement. Their
spokesman, Rep. Jim Callahan of
Southgate, said the group instead
authorized him to quiz prospective leaders about committee
posts.
On Saturday, Worthington was
II TURN TO PAGE 2

Incidents keep
authorities busy
during holiday
Several incidents kept local
and state police busy over the
Thanksgiving holiday.
The Kentucky State Police
post one at Mayfield reported
27 DUI arrests, 61 citations
for speeding over 55 mph and
33 citations for speeding over
65 mph.
Troopers also and cited two
persons for child restraint seat
violations.
Statewide, the holiday period began at 6 p.m. Wednesday and ended Sunday at
midnight.
• The Murray Police Department reported four burglaries,
four thefts, two cases of criminal mischief and two other
arrests.
The Murray Fire Department responded to a twovehicle personal injury accident Friday.
The Calloway County Sheriffs Department reported no
activity.
*(See details, page 2)

Despite rough spots, Jones proud of first year in office
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brcreton Jones is taking
Ipride in the things he has accomplished during his initial year in
office and remains upbeat about
prospects for ethics and healthcare reform in the year ahead.
"If you'll recall, in the campaign I said I wanted to change
the way state government operated and change the expectations
people have for government,"
Jones said. "The state has made
many changes. I feel exceptionally good about success in that
area."
But there have been rough
spots during Jones' first year as
Kentucky's chief executive,
including:
*Efforts to retire a. $1.6 million
campaign debt left over from his
successful 1987 campaign for
lieutenant governor after assuming the governorship.

*The appointment of his chief
fund-raiser, Jack Hall, to a government post in October.
*An effort to award his top
cabinet appointees a 5 percent
salary increase during a time of
fiscal crisis after rank-and-file
employees were denied 3 raise.
That move was rescinded.
*The Transportation Cabinet's
hiring of a man who worked for
Jones at his Woodford County
thoroughbred farm. The farm
worker
received
a
533,000-per-year position even
though a hiring freeze is supposed to be in place. Another
Jones farm worker was also hired
as a maintenance man and then
promoted to foreman on a highway department crew.
*An ongoing federal investigation
that led to the indictment of present and former lawmakers. No
one in Jones' administration is

believed to be a target in the
probe, however.
*A near-fatal helicopter crash in
August.
*Tension with news organizations
that Jones says create conflicts
where none exist.
In fact, Jones blames many
perception problems about his
administration on the news media, who "create news."
"I've quit worrying about it,"
Jones said' "I wasted a lot of
time worrying about the first six
months. You all have a job to do,
and I'm going to do exactly what
I think is right seven gays a
week."
The administration is also trying to put its own spin on things
before reporters intervene. He has
begun regular radio interviews,
will appear monthly on Kentucky
Educational Television starting in
Decemher and the administration

is producing a year-end report on
Jones' accomplishments.
Jones believes he can change
the way state government operates, despite sometimes depressing money problems. And he's
committed to overhauling the
state's health-care system, perhaps during a special legislative
session in January.
"Kentucky is much farther
advanced on this issue than the
federal government is," Jones
said during a recent interview
with The Kentucky Post. "We
need to develop a blueprint to
give to President Clinton saying,
'Here, Kentucky has solved the
greatest problem facing society
today.'"
Among the progressive accomplishments Jontrs hopes to leave
as a legacy are changes in the
II TURN TO PAGE 2

GOV. BRERETON JONES
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•Speaker race still...
FROM PAGE 1
said to "have a lot of support" in
northern Kentucky, according to
Rep. Martin Sheehan, D Covington.
But Sunday, the northern Kentucky caucus decided not to make
public its members' leanings,
Callahan said. "We simply want
to see what the receptivity of the
various individuals running is to
our concerns about committee
chairmanships and committee
assignments."
Noting that the leadership outlook "has changed dramatically"
over the past week, Callahan said
his colleagues also agreed to back
him for a leadership post if any
of the races experiences "a lot of
fragmentation" and becomes
winnable for a northern Kentucky

Local News Roundup

representative.
Meanwhile, the western Kentucky Democrats endorsed only
Richards on Sunday and threw
their preliminary support for
speaker pro tern to one of their
own.
Geveden, D-Wickliffe, said
Ramsey Morris, D-Hopkinsville,
has indicated he will test the
waters for speaker pro tern. "It
was the feeling of the majority of
the caucus that Morris should
receive our support," he said,
adding that 13 of 18 Democrats
attending the caucus endorsed
Morris.
The caucus members felt it was
"premature to make any endorsements in any of the other races,"
Geveden said.
From general conversations,

"it would appear that those on
the slate are well in the lead,"
Geveden said. "And it would
appear that Joe Clarke has substantially more votes than Pete
Worthington."
Worthington said he was not
surprised that the caucuses did
not issue strong endorsements.
"I've been talking to a lot of
members in the last two days,"
Worthington said. "There is
strong, strong opposition to a
coalition and a ramrod job
pushed onto the members.
"The members have a lot of
respect for Joe but not a lot of
support for him for speaker," he
said. "They feel he has done a
good job as committee chairman
and should be retained there."
Clarke expressed some chagrin

over Jefferson County's move but
continued to voice confidence. "I
understand I've got 11 out of 13
votes there," he said. "They just
want to leverage me a little bit. I
think they may not have played it
the best tactically. They would
have done better to deal with me
after it's all over. But I think I'm
going to be OK."
Blandford, a member of the
Western Kentucky caucus, was
absent from the gathering. Asked
whether Blandford and his three
or four closest allies in Western
Kentucky would support Clarke,
Richards declined to speak for
them but added: "Overall, the
percentage for Clarke down here
is very high.... I didn't see much
support for (Worthington) down
here."

•Despite rough spots, Jones proud...
FROM PAGE 1
state's campaign finance laws
and the new selection process for
members of university governing
boards.
Jones has stressed ethics in
government, even though critics
maintain he often says one thing
and does another.
He cited a campaign pledge,
which he subsequently carried
out, to sign a new ethics code for
the executive branch within a
minute of taking the oath. He
also claimed credit for a wideranging campaign reform law
adopted by the 1992 General
Assembly.

"I made up my mind when I
had to raise $8 million in the
governor's race that no one
should have to face that debilitating experience again," Jones
said. "I set out to change the system permanently."
What emerged was a law that
provides partial public financing
for gubernatorial-lieutenant governor campaigns. That change
became possible, Jones said, only
after he persuaded House Speaker
Don Blandford, D-Philpot, to
"change his mind" and support
the legislation.
Jones originally hoped the
1992 General Assembly would
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produce ethics reform for the
executive and legislative
branches, but "it didn't work out
that way." Now, he said, the federal probe of government corruption is affecting action on the
task force proposal, and he urges
lawmakers to "get in and get it
done."
Jones said he will convene a
special legislative session to
adopt ethics reform measures as
soon as House and Senate leaders
indicate they are prepared to do
so, perhaps as early as this coming month.
The Jones administration also
is concentrating on formulating a
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comprehensive health-care package after what Jones admits was a
false start.
"There were some legislators
influenced by some special interests who inevitably said it was
unfair to small business," Jones
said.
The process became bogged
down with lawmakers privately
criticizing the governor for not
fully developing a plan.
Still, Jones remains convinced
that the Kentucky General
Assembly eventually will pass
the "most meaningful piece of
health-care legislation" in the
nation.

CLARIFICATION
Due to a photographer's error,
a cutline under Friday's frontpage photo of Christmas shoppers
incorrectly stated that Wal-Mart
donated their receipts over a
three-hour period to Need Line.
The store actually donated a percentage of those receipts.
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A Mayfield man was arrested by the Marshall County Sheriff's Department
Saturday in connection with the abduction of a Mayfield woman. According
to reports, a 34-year-old female was abducted from Mayfield and taken to
Marshall County at 1:30 a.m. Friday where she was allegedly raped and
assaulted. Marshall County authorities have arrested Terry L. Hayes, 22,
812 W. Water St., Mayfield, and charged him with kidnapping, first degree
rape and first degree assault. Hayes is lodged in the Marshall County Jail.
Marshall County authorities and the Kentucky State Police are continuing
the investigation.

BANK OFFICIALS WARN CITIZENS OF SCAMS

Local bank officials are warning local residents of some common telephone
scams occurring throughout the United States. During these scams, it is
common for a someone to call residents telling them they have won a prize
and that the only costs for which they are responsible are shipping and applicable taxes. The person will then usually ask for either a credit card number
and/or a bank account number. Another number commonly asked for is the
bank routing number which they claim will expedite the forwarding of the
'prize' to you. Officials said the public should be aware that these types of
operations are fraudulent and their only intent is to access credit card numbers and other account numbers to defraud the customer. Everyone is
urged not to give any information over the phone and to guard account information as they would a checkbook.

LOCAL BUSINESS REPORTS BURGLARY
The Murray Police Department is investigating a burglary at J&S Chevron
on South 12th Street. According to reports, the business was entered
between 10 p.m. Nov. 24 and 6 a.m. Nov. 25. Entry was made through a
rear window and an undetermined amount of cash was taken.

MAN REPORTS ITEMS TAKEN FROM VEHICLE
Stephen B. Flatt, 1200 Sycamore St., reported to the Murray Police Department that someone took a radar detector and a small amount of cash from
his vehicle while it was parked in front of his residence Nov. 25.

RESIDENTS REPORT CRIMINAL MISCHIEF
Mary Rascoe, owner of the Question Market, 200 S. Fourth St., reported to
the Murray Police Department that someone vandalized the decorations on
the front of her business Nov. 28. According to reports, witnesses stated
that a female who left in a beige Ford truck committed the crime. In a separate incident, Dale Campbell, 1573 Mockingbird Drive, reported to police
that someone broke all the windows in his vehicle Nov. 30 while it was
parked at a construction site in Campbell Estates.

SEVERAL THEFTS REPORTED TO POLICE
Betty Hobbs, Rt. 1, Cunningham, reported to the Murray Police Department
that someone took several items from her purse while she was attending a
wedding at the First United Methodist Church Nov. 28. According to reports,
Hobbs left her purse in a changing room during the cermony and discovered
the theft when she returned to the room. In an unrelated incident, Jack L.
Waldrop, No. 86, Shady Oaks Trailer Park, reported someone took $400
from him while he was visiting friends at 502 Vine St. Nov. 28 at approximately 10:10 p.m. In another incident, Sharon Davis, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn., reported to police that someone took several items from her vehicle
Nov. 28 while it was parked at the K-mart lot.

MAYFIELD MAN ARRESTED BY MURRAY POLICE
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* Call About Weekly Specials *

MAYFIELD MAN ARRESTED IN ABDUCTION

Telethon
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November 30
Murray Independent Schools

December 1
Calloway County Schools

The Murray Police Department arrested a Mayfield man Sunday on a Calloway District Court warrant. According to reports, David E. Sanders, 32, 149
Pryor St., was charged with contempt of court for failure to pay fines and
court costs.

POLICE INVESTIGATING THREE BURGLARIES
The Murray Police Department is investigating three burglaries that
occurred at local businesses Nov. 30. According to reports, officers
answered a burglar alarm at Wingfoot Golf, 102 N. 15th St., at approximately 4 a.m. Police arrived at the scene within minutes, but no one was found
and nothing was reported missing. In a separate incident, Copy Plus, 1411
Main St., reported a cash register containing approximately $80 in cash and
$58 in stamps was taken. In another incident, Rolling Hills Nursery, North
12th Street., reported a small amount of money was taken from the
business.

TWO ARRESTED ON DRUG CHARGES

Two more persons were arrested as a result of a narcotics investigation
which netted several arrests last week. According to reports, Stacey and
Billy Riley, no ages or addresses available, were both charged with trafficking in marijuana within 1,000 yards of a school. Both were arrested by the
Murray Police Department and lodged in the Calloway County Jail under a
$10,000 cash or approved surety bond.

III Sexual harassment...
FROM PAGE 1
first to recognize sexual harassment as a prohibited form of sex
discrimination in 1975. In a 1980
survey, 42 percent of women
reported some form of sexual
harassment.
sin Austria, a 1986 survey found
that 30.5 percent of women
reported serious incidents of sexual harassment.
sin Czechoslovakia, a survey
showed that 17.5 percent of
women have been sexually
harassed physically, 35.8 percent
verbally. No court cases have
dealt with the issue.
•In Denmark, 11 percent of
women questioned in 1991 said
they had experienced sexual harassment at work and 8 percent of
those said they lost their jobs as a
consequence.
sin Germany, 6 percent of
women in a 1990 survey said
they had resigned from at least
one job as a result of being sexually harassed.
*Recent surveys found that 21
percent of French women, 58 percent of Dutch women and 74 percent of British women had experienced sexual harassment at
work, and that 27 percent of
Spanish women had received
strong verbal advances and
unwanted touching.
•In Norway, 41 percent of
women in a 1988 poll said they
had been subjected to unwanted
sexual touching many times, and
38 percent said they had experienced pressure to have sex.

December 2

Au

Murray State University

"We look at these figures with
a little bit of a jaundiced eye,"
said Thomas. She estimated that
60 percent of harassment cases
go unreported.
She added that the ILO has
only begun to examine the scope
of sexual harassment in Third
World work sites. "We think
we're going to find a more serious problem" in developing
countries, she said.
The ILO report said men too
are harassed, although to a lesser
degree than women. Fourteen
percent of men in a 1991 British
survey claimed to have been
harassed.
Michael Rubenstein, a consultant to the EC on sexual harassment issues, writes in the report
that harassment is often "a
demonstration of power rather
than a reflection of lust." Despite
the impression that attractive
women are the most common victims, "the likelihood of being
sexually harassed is most closely
associated with perceived vulnerability and financial dependency
of the recipient, not just her
physical appearance."
Employers are losing millions
of dollars from absenteeism, low
productivity, employee turnover
and legal expenses related to sexual harassment, the report said.
The report recommended greater research into the nature and
extent of sexual harassment, more
activities to make people aware
of the problem, more on-the-job
training programs and better
counselling services.
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December 3
Community Focus

GREAT SPECIAL

Mary Jane Roberson, center, Is the 1992 Realtor of the Year for the
urrayCalloway County Board of Realtors. Joan Vaughan, left, Is the newly elected
1993 president of the Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors. Earleene
Woods,right, 1991 Realtor of the Year,Is retiring multiple listing chairman for
the board. These agents were recognized at the annu.al Board of Realtors
banquet. They are all agents at Kopperud Realty.

Cablevision Channel 11
7:00-10:00 p.m. Each Evening
•..
Proceeds this year go toward communications
technology in the local public schools and the
university plus Rotary Club projects.
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Kentucky students learn via satelllite network
LIBERTY, Ky. (AP) — Rural
Kentucky students who want to
take classes their schools do not
offer are doing so the high-tech
way, through a satellite teaching
network.
At Casey County High School,
six students meet in the library
each day to learn German, Latin
or Russian — but their teacher
appears to them through televised
images bouncing off' satellites
thousands of miles away, mes-

sages traveling by computer modem, and questions being asked
and answered by speakerphone.
"This is just the world we live
in," said Ed McGuire, regional
education consultant for Kentucky Educational Television. If you
want to get some Latin, this is the
way you get it if you live in
Casey County."
KET first offered the Star
Channel 4Y2 years ago, providing
foreign language and advanced

News of the World

math and science classes to rural
students who otherwise would
have to wait until college for
such courses.
More than 20 states use satellite learning. But Kentucky
devotes more resources and has
been more innovative than most.
And one feature of the Star Channel — an interactive computer
keypad that allows students to
answer teachers' questions
instantaneously — is unique.

Pon I Mitt CNC Cattle thts Saturday Dec 5

SOUTH AFRICAN BLACK MILITANTS KILL 4
KING WILLIAM'S TOWN, South Africa — The armed wing of the black militant group Claimed responsibility today for a gun and grenade attack that
killed- four whites at a country club Christmas party, police said. A caller
claiming to be from the Azanian People's Liberation Army telephoned police
this morning and said it carried out Saturday night's massacre, said police
Lt. Col, Christo Louw. The APLA is the military wing of the Pan Africanist
Congress, a relatively small black militant group whose youthful supporters
often shout "One settler, one bullet" at rallies, a reference to whites. The
congress has boycotted black-white talks on ending apartheid, calling them
a ploy by the white government to cling to power.

You'll want to watch an exciting show on our new
Memorex Moo Inlormatton System, which turns
your TV into a tun learning tool tor the family,
•4 30 pm Cermet
•5 30 pm Eaplem
•2 30 pm Pack
•3 30 pm Mountain

The keypad is a device that
allows students to give the teachers instant feedback. By pressing
keys on the pad, they can answer
true-false or multiple-choice
questions, and even tell the teacher to slow down.
Students like the keypads.
Teachers love them.
"If it weren't for the keypad,"
said math teacher Tom Graviss,
who taught at Atherton High
School in Louisville for nine

years, "I wouldn't be doing
this."
The keypad lets him float out a
multiple-choice question and
instantly measure how many are
keeping up with the lesson. Later,
he can consult computer records
and find out how individual students answered specific
questions.
Since 1988, when the program
was first used in Kentucky, the
state has been recognized for its

innovative use of technology and
for taking one of the most comprehensive approaches to satellite
learning.
The state has purchased satellite dishes for every Kentucky
public school, and KET's budget,
which comes from state and private funds, pays for half of the
equipment a school needs to
receive the programs — leaving
only about $3,000 for local
schools to raise.
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RUSSIA UPHOLDS WI ON COMMUNISTS

MOSCOW— Russia's Constitutiorrikl Court today upheld Boris Yeltsin's ban
on the Communist Party, but it also opened the door for former Communists
to reclaim some of the party's property. The court ruled that the Russian
president was within his power when he banned The party after the failed
August 1991 coup. The 13 judges also ruled that Yeltsin had the authority to
seize state property that had been under the party's control. But they said
that other party property should not have been seized without a decision of
the Court of Arbitration, the country's business court.

OSHA LIKELY TO SPEED UP REGULATIONS

WASHINGTON — Two months ago, two steel workers died when they were
overcome by fumes at a plant in Texas. Labor unions say a pending federal
safety standard, proposed years ago, could have saved their lives. Now,
with Bill Clintoll's help, the unions may get the workplace rules and enforcement they have long sought. With a new administration, "there is going to
be a more positive atmosphere" on the issue of workplace safety, predicts
Bill Borwegen, safety director of the Service Employees International Union.
Accused of foot dragging through two Republican administrations, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration is likely to speed up the adoption
of regulations to prevent job-related accidents and worker exposure to toxic
chemicals, union officials and safety experts say.
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GRAMM DENIES DOING SPECIAL FAVORS
WASHINGTON — Sen. Phil Gramm insists he did no special favors for a
Texas savings and loan owner who absorbed more than $50,000 in construction expenses on Gramm's vacation home. Gramm, R-Texas, said Sunday he sought out Dallas homebuilder Jerry Stiles and a crew of Texas
workmen to finish the interior of a two-story waterfront dwelling Gramm and
his wife bought on Maryland's Eastern Shore. At the time, Gramm, as a
Senate Banking Committee member, was dealing with the emerging S&L
crisis. The work in 1987 cost $117,000. Gramm paid Stiles $63,433— based on a verbal agreement between the two men. There was no written contract or estimate for the work, and Stiles didn't bill Gramm until three months
after the job was finished, said The New York Times. Gramm said that in
1989, after he learned that questions were being raised about the matter, he
asked a Maryland builder to look at the blueprint for the interior work. "The
bid I received was $57,000, which was $6,000 less than I paid Mr. Stiles,"
the senator said.
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RC ACTION!
Big panther race car
with 4-wheel drive

SAVE $13
Lightweight AM/FM
stereo headset radio

SAVE $40
Mobile CB radio with,
ch. 9 priority switch

•Two speeds•14" long
•27MHz•Charging jack #60-409.

•Enjoy while walking, working
or relaxing Reg. 34.95 012.146
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VENEZUELA ASSESSING COUP DAMAGE
CARACAS, Venezuela — As the nation begins digging out from under the
debris of its second coup attempt this year, a major concern is to prevent
foreign investors from being scared away. The government says 169 people
died in the Friday rebellion and its aftermath. The damage to the alreadyfrayed social fabric is more difficult to assess. The coup attempt reflected
widespread dismay that the country's oil riches haven't trickled down to the
general population, about one-fourth of whom live in extreme poverty. President Carlos Andres Perez, in a nationally televised address Sunday, conceded that he has failed to persuade Venezuelans that his policies aim to
better their lives. But he rejected demands for his resignation.

ATTACKS CONTINUE ON REFUGEE SITES

BONN, Germany — Ignoring a weekend of government pledges to crack
down on right-wing extremists, young thugs set fire to a refugee home south
of Hamburg overnight, police said today. No one was injured. The violence
followed tough statements from the government and actions aimed at
ending attacks on foreigners by rightists. Sixteen people have been killed in
nearly 1,800 such attacks this year. The deaths a week ago of a Turkish
woman and two girls in a firebombing at their home near Hamburg focused
international outrage on unified Germany and threw the government's fight
against neo-Nazis into high gear. A caller used the Nazi slogan "Heil Hitler"
in claiming responsibility for the attack. Chancellor Helmut Kohl promised in
a radio interview Sunday to use the full force of the law against "the radical
right mob." Justice Minister Sabine Leutheuser-Schnarrenberger said she
was looking into tougher penalties and new laws.

Jackpot now $8 million
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — No
ticket matched all six numbers
drawn in Saturday night's Lotto
Kentucky game, lottery officials
said.
The jackpot climbs by
$500,000 to $8 million, for the
midweek drawing.
Thirty-eight players matched
five of six numbers to win $673
each, while another 1,528 tickets
matched four of the numbers to
win $46 apiece.
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Talking desk clock
announces each hour
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•Just tap the button and hear
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Pocket spell checker
for instant answers
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YOUR CHOICE!
Electronic draw poker
• Shuffles 80 times
Electronic blackjack
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GREAT VALUE!
Talking chess tutor
coaches you

HALF PRICE!
2-way hi-fi speaker

060-2453

Low As $15 Per Month •

Low As S15 Per Month.

•Real walnut finish
•10- woofer Reg 99.95 -50-,0037'

•Plays 52-card deck 060.2454

Features 32 skill levels.

%INTEREST8, NO PAYMENTS 'TIL FEBRUARY
S100 MINIMUM PURCHASE OF COMPUTER PRODUCTS ON APPROVED RSVP ACCOUNTS Oeo Interest and no payment until February 1993 on
approved RSVP account with single ticket purchases of computer products only totaling S100 or more Following the VD interest period any
remaining balance is Sublect to a finance charge of up o
APR depending on your state of residence (50C minimum monthly finance
charge) Refer to your RSVP Account Agreement Otter s valid Nov 16 Dec 2 1992
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Dr. Hortin lived
the life he loved
If ever a man loved the life he lived — Dr. L.J.
Hortin did.
He taught journalism 46 years at Murray State University and Ohio University and gained a nationwide
reputation for his success in the classroom.
Dr. Hortin, who died Friday at the age of 88, began
and ended his distinguished career at Murray State,
where he served from 1928 to 1947 and again from
1967 until his retirement in 1974.
In the interim — from 1947 to 1967 — he was professor and director of the School of Journalism at
Ohio University.
His students and their achievements were a major
source of pride for him. He never missed an oppor-,
tunity to tell about them and the enduring marks that
so many have made in the journalism profession.
Known affectionately to them as "Chief," he taught
with a blend of never-waning enthusiasm and impatience with mediocrity. His was a message that inspired
students never to be satisfied with anything less than
their very best.
Dr. Hortin perpetually stressed the fundamentals.
And his students often had the opportunity to observe
in him personally the same kind of curiosity, creativity and fairness in reporting that he preached to them
on a daily basis.
He taught three who went on to claim the coveted
Pulitzer Prize — the late John Fetterman at the Louisville Courier-Journal, the late Gene Graham at the
Nashville Tennessean, and Paul Gapp at the Chicago
Tribune.
Among others who benefited from his tutelage were
John Mack Carter, formerly of Murray, who was
named the Outstanding Magazine Editor of the Half
Century, and Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, internationally
known biographer and historian.
But Dr. Hortin did more than teach. As executive
secretary of the Lower Tennessee Valley Association
in the 1930s, he was instrumental in a continuing
effort that eventually led to the appropriation of funds
by the U.S. Congress for construction of Kentucky
Dam.
He was also credited with being a key figure in
making Murray the first city in Kentucky to secure
power from the Tennessee Valley Authority.
Throughout the years, he never ceased in his efforts
to gain recognition for Nathan B. Stubblefield, the
Murray inventor who was one of the early developers
of wireless telephony.
In addition to journalism education, Dr. Hortin had
a background of professional journalistic experience
that included work for two wire services and three
daily newspapers.
But he was a teacher first — and it was fortunate
for Murray State that Dr. Ralph H. Woods and Dr.
Ray Mofield were able to prevail on him to return to
the campus in 1967 after a 20-year absence. He established both a major and a master's in journalism in
the years before his retirement.
Murray State honored Dr. Hortin with an honorary
doctorate, as a Distinguished Alumnus and as a recipient of a Golden Horseshoe Award presented by the
Alumni Association for distinguished.service.
His work as a journalism educator earned him
numerous awards and honors. However, the esteem
and .respect he commanded in the eyes of his,peers
was probably best reflected in 1981 when he was
inducted as a charter member into the Kentucky Journalism Hall of Fame at the University of Kentucky.
Yet the supreme compliment to Dr. Hortin never
came in the form of a plaque — but as an attitude
among his students of shared willingness, even eagerness, to boast a bit about their commonality.
Though the words they use to express it may be
somewhat different, their message is essentially the
same:
"We learned from the Chief."
And, for a man who loved his life in the classroom
and as a mentor to many striving for journalism
excellence, he probably prized that recognition above
all else.
We extend our sympathy to his wife Me!lie, his
brothers and othecs in the family and hope they find
comfort in knowing of the good he. did and the positive influence he had on many young lives.
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Mondays are real heartstoppers
Scientists are engaged in frenzied competition. In research centers all over this country, they are
racing to see who can come up
with a new study or shocking
finding that will be the week's
most depressing news story.
If it isn't what we shouldn't be
eating or drinking or breathing, it
is the end of the world. That's
last week's Newsweek cover
story: Everything you want to
know about "Doomsday Science," and how comets and asteroids might get us, and if they
don't, the sun will fry us to a
crisp.
But that isn't the worst, since
the world isn't expected to end
for a few billion years, so we
have time to get our estates in
order and put on clean
underwear.
Of more immediate concern is
a study that was unveiled at a
meeting of the American Heart
Association.
The study said that if you are
going to have a heart attack, you
are more likely to have it on a
Monday than on any other day of
the week. In fact, the rate of heart
attacks on Mondays is 50 percent
higher than any other day of the
week.
But not for everyone. If you
are p woman at home, Mondays
aren't any more dangerous than
any other day. (If you wonder
what "a woman at home" is, you
don't listen to public radio, which
is where political correctness is at
its most correct. A woman at
home is how they now describe
what used to be called a housewife, homemaker, wife, mother,

ROYKO SAYS

- Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
etc., in the sexist days of old.)
Nor is Monday dangerous if
you are a man at home. Or even a
man sitting in the corner tavern,
which is far better than being a
man at home.
Mondays are dangerous only to
the tickers of those who have to
get up and go to work. Which
shows what a racket scientific
research really is. The group that
revealed the Monday Ticker
Threat spent years studying thousands of people. But anybody
who works could have saved
them the bother. Every Monday
morning, millions of people
around the world get up, shuffle
into the bathroom, look in the
mirror, think about the hectic
commute, the hated boss, the
tedious job, the long week ahead,
and maybe the pain of a hangover, and mutter: "Agh, I could
die."
So should it be surprising that
many of them do?
This study will receive widespread attention, as all grim scientific findings do. That's why
the scientists are in their Gloom
Race. They know that good news
is ignored. Or even suppressed.
Somewhere, under government
lock and key, is a study that says
the martini is good for you. And

two martinis are better for you
than one. But that study is being
kept secret because it would
make millions of husbands happy, and millions of wives furious,
and poses a danger to family
values.
Most people will overlook the
real significance of the Dangerous Monday Study. It isn't that
Mondays are bad for you. It's
that work is. If people weren't
getting up to go to work, the
Monday heart-attack rate would
probably drop.
It proves that Slats Grobnik
was way ahead of his time. Years
ago, he heard some experts talk
about the benefits of work and
the glories of the work ethic, and
how it builds character, pride,
self-esteem, and a sense of
purpose.
Slats said: "Yeah? If work is
so good, how come they got to
pay us to do it?"
Besides identifying Monday as
the most dangerous of days, the
scientists also pinpointed the
most dangerous hours on Monday
or any other day. They said you
are more likely to keel over during the first two hours after getting out of bed.
So we now know that we are in
greatest peril during those 120

minutes when we roll out of the
sack, gulp down some coffee,
scrape the stubble from our faces
(or apply makeup, as in the case
of female persons or alternatelifestyled males), listen to the
morning broadcasts of mankind's
latest madness, plunge into traffic, and get out there to hustle a
buck.
And especially on a Monday
morning.
Now that we know of this peril, what can be done to reduce it?
Hah. That is another trick of
the scientists. First they say: "We
have a new study that shows you
are in grave danger." And we
say: "Oh, my goodness, what
should we do?" And they say:
"Uh, we don't know yet."
Well, thank you very much.
You go ahead and ruin Monday
mornings for millions of people,
then you say, in effect: "Well, if
next Monday you should suddenly feel like an ape has you in a
bear hug, remember, you heard it
from us first."
However, the solution seems
obvious. Don't get up on Monday
mornings. Stay home. Pull the
blanket over your head and don't
get up until Tuesday.
But the scientists already
thought of that. They said people
would just start dropping dead on
Tuesdays instead of Mondays.
So you can't win, unless you
want to stay in bed until Sunday,
which is the safest day of the
week for your heart. Unfortunately, most of us can't do that.
But I wish those scientists
would. Either that, or tell us the
truth about the martini.

'DEAR MorA. WEL,L,HEREI A.W. IN THIS Fox140LE wrni msf TWO BUDDIES, LURLiN,E
AND BRuCE I Do NOT APPEAR -to 1.,% IN ANY IMMEPIAlt'DANGER.„

Homosexuals and the military
President-elect Bill Clinton is
facing his first test: Reconciling a
promise to repeal the ban on
homosexuals in the armed forces
made in the rarefied atmosphere
of the campaign with the reality
of strong opposition from the
military and Americans uneasy.
about further moral collapse.
The fact is that the military is
and always has been a club that
not everyone can join. People are
routinely rejected for any number
of reasons, including height and
size, poor vision, age, non-U.S.
citizenship, low intelligence and
health problems. The purpose of
the military is to defend the
country, not to serve as a sociopolitical laboratory. Anything
that interferes with that objective
limits the armed forces in the
pursuit of their mission.
Military service is not a civil
right, like being able to buy a
home wherever one wishes. It is a
privilege.
That privilege requires that you
accept the Uniform Code of Military Justice, which describes
sodomy as an offense punishable
by dishonorable discharge, forfeiture of pay and benefits, fines or
even imprisonment .for up to five
years. Other sections of the code
are designed to protect people
from assault with intent to commit sodomy, indecent assault and
indecent acts with another.
The code also protects people
from "witch hunts" by providing
that no service member shall be
separated if the conduct in question "is a departure from the

homosexuals can perform their
duties in the field. It is whether
this nation is willing to sacrifice
one more standard and replace its
motto "In God We Trust" with
"Anything Goes."

member's usual and customary
behavior ... is unlikely to recur ...
was not accomplished by use of
force, coercion or intimidation,"
if "the member does not desire to
engage in or intend to engage in
homosexual acts," and if "the
member's continued presence in
the Service is consistent with the
interest of the Service in proper
discipline, good order and
morale."
The code is an official standard
of conduct that Congress would
have to significantly amend. Anyone who watches Congress
knows its members arc reluctant
to do anything that would alienate substantial members of their
constituents. Democrats, particularly, cannot be pleased that their
new president has forced them
into this lose-lose situation,
which will require that they
choose between undermining the
morals of the country and going
against the military and its supporters (Chairman of the Armed
Services Committee Sen. Sam
Nunn (D-Ga.) and Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen...
Colin Powell), or angering the
militant and unforgiving gay
rights lobby.

The military has an obligation
to itself and to the country to
maintain a moral code that contributes to a sense of duty and purpose. To allow open expression
of homosexuality undermines,
indeed invalidates, that code and
contributes to a loss of discipline
and unity.
Then there's the matter of what
soldiers call "unit cohesion," a
key to success on the battlefield.
It is difficult to explain, unless
you have been in the military, as
I have and Clinton has not. A
military unit must share certain
values and view its mission as
something noble, even righteous.
Many may be required to give
their lives for the cause.
For most people, homosexual
practice remains at best a disorder, and for many it is a sin,
which no amount of cultural conditioning can assuage. It is fine to
talk about the competency of
open homosexuals to perform
their assigned tasks, but what
about the ability of heterosexuals,
who resent homosexuals within
their ranks, being able to perform
their tasks?
The key to this argument,
though, lies not with how well
•It

During the campaign I recall
asking Clinton defense adviser
Michael Mandelbaum about the
candidate's pledge to drop the
ban on homosexuals in the military. If Clinton did not consider
open homosexigl practice a disqualification, trould he tell me
what kind of behavior Clinton
believed was inappropriate? What
about pedophilia or polygamy?
He refused to answer, saying the
question was trivial.
But it isn't trivial. It is central.
Without a moral code, who is to
say what is right or wrong? If
homosexuality is OK, why aren't
other forms of behavior and lifestyles OK, too? Are we merely
waiting for a strong enough lobby
and sufficient media support
before ratifying such beliefs and
practices?
Seventy-five years ago, G.K.
Chesterton observed, "The modern world is insane, not so much
because it admits the abnormal,
as because it cannot recover the
normal."
Repealing the ban on open,
practicing homosexulls in the
military will further render us
.
incapable of recovering the normal. It will harm severely the
defense capability of our armed
forces. Arc we willing to accept
such security risks?
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Tree farmers eligible
for federal assistance

Farm Value per Acre for Selected Crops
1991

seedlings planted to produce timber, pulp or Christmas trees that
were lost to hurricanes or typhoons and related conditions during 1992.
Additional assistance is available to owners of orchard trees
lost in 1990, 1991 and 1992 to
freeze or earthquake and owners
of forest tree seedlings lost in
those years to drought or
earthquake.

By MARGARET SCHERF
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Commercial tree farmcrs who suffered
losses from hurricanes and other
natural disasters may qualify for
federal assistance to replant,
reseed and repair damage.
The Agriculture Department is
offering a tree assistance program
for some small- and mediumscale commercial tree farmers
that includes cost-sharing to ing's oldest and most difficult
replant, reseed and repair damage problem," said R. Dean Plowman, administrator of USDA's
to trees and seedlings.
"To the extent funds are avail- Agricultural Research Service.
able, USDA will pay 65 percent "To prevent salt damage, we
of the replanting costs beyond have to know — early on —
any loss that exceeds 35 percent, where and why the soil's salt
after adjustment for normal mor- content is starting to rise."
Ground was broken last week
tality," Deputy Secretary of
Agriculture Ann M. Vencman for the new lab, a 7.5-acre site on
the University of California's
announced recently.
"The program must be oper- Riverside campus, and construcated within the $48 million which tion is scheduled to be completed
has been appropriated for this in October 1994. The lab replaces
purpose. Because of the urgent one built in 1937.
"The new laboratory's stateneed for assistance, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture will of-the-art equipment -will -enable
immediately pay 50 percent of researchers to continue pioneervalid claims and make a further ing ways to curb salt buildup,
adjustment after all claims have seek salt-tolerant crops, protect
been received," Veneman said. water quality and sustain food
Eligible crops include nursery and fiber production for the next
plants, orchard trees and forest generation," he said.

Vets to be accredited
service.
The new system will allow
those who are accredited under it
to perform federal veterinary services in any state in which they
are licensed to practice.
The written test that is currently required will be replaced with
"a comprehensive evaluation of
an applicant's ability to perform
standard veterinary proceduws,"
said the department's
announcement.
Applicants will be required to
attend an approved orientation
program covering federal animal
health laws and rgulations, as
well as ethical and professional
responsibilities of accredited

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
national accreditation system has
been established by the Agriculture Department's Animal and
Plant Inspection Service for veterinarians who work in the agency's programs.
"We believe creation of a
national accreditation system and
implementation of other changes
in the regulations will help
ensure that enough qualified veterinarians are available throughout the country to carry out
USDA's mission to control and
prevent the spread of animal diseases," said Billy G. Johnson,
deputy administrator for veterinary services at the inspection
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ing the shoots must be pruned off
before sale to consumers.
The counties quarantined thus
far represent less than 5 percent
of the domestic production of
Christmas trees, so there should
be no shortage of trees this year,
said Doug McLaren, Extension
forester with the University of
Kentucky.
Pine shoot INYetles were first
discovered in July on a Christmas
tree farm in Lorain County, Ohio.
U.S. Department of Agriculture
officials have since found the
pest in five other states.
The U.S. infestation of beetles
likely originated in the Great
Lakes area. The beetle may have
arrived on wood from Asia or
Europe, where it is the leading
pest of pines, according to
U.S.D.A. officials.
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To report local news — 753-1916

Horsemen to meet
tonight at CCHS

EARN
6.25%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

& Gift For
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SOUND DESIGNS
Now Accepting Orders For. Christmas

1'

The latest in Home Theatre Systems
Top-of-the-line Entertainment Systems
Whole House Music Systems
Trade-Ins Welcome

Home Automation
.211k Energy Management
Remote & Dimmable Lighting
121t. Now Wiring Smart Homes

Meeting set
for cattlemen
Area cattlemen are invited to a
meeting on Thursday night, Dec.
3 dealing with "Cattle Health
Recommendations for West
Kentucky."
Dr. Terry Cannerdy, Murray
State University veterinarian, will
be the featured speaker. The
meeting will be held at the Calloway County High School Agriculture Department at 7 p.m.
Anyone interested in beef
cattle production is invited to
attend.

10:111116.
N6916."1NIIIVIIiik '
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Area horsemen are invited to a
meeting on Monday night, Nov.
30, at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County High School Agriculture
Department.
The program deals with
"Reproductive Management of
the Horse," and Dr. James
Rudolph of the Murray State University Equine Science program
will be the featured speaker.
Anyone interested in horses is
invited.

Cattle

Great
Stocking
Stuffers

*4.0
•

%

orrt.
,

Per head
Medium and large 01 stock cows 1.5-3 yearold and 2-5 ma bred 510.00-600.00.

$435

Source: Stat,stpcal Reporting Serv.ce. USDA

Farmer's Market

810-1075 lb. 59.00-65.50.
Small 01 20-3701b 73.00-84.00; 430-450Ib.
70.00-71.00., 500-600 lb. 63.00-72.00; 640-6701b.
62.00-70.00;
Medium #2200-300 lb. 55.00-57.00; 300-500
lb. 66.00-75.00.
Urge No. 2 (mostly Holsteins) 340-3701b.
63.00-67.00; 510-5801b. 63.00-70.00;
Feeders, honors: Medium and large 01
250-2851b. 92.00-93.00; 390-500 lb. 75.00-79.00,
red white face 73.50; 500-600 lb. 68.00-77.00;
600-700 lb. 600-7001b. 70.00-72.00;
Medium 02 and small 01 300-400 lb.
70.00-76.00; 500-600 lb. 69.00-75.00.
Small 01 500-550Ib. 65.00.68.00;
Medium No. 2 300-5001b. 62.00-75.00; 510Ib.
65.00;

Christmas trees grown in certain counties in Indiana, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Illinois, New
York and Ohio will not be permitted into Kentucky this year
without first being certified as
being free of the common pine
shoot beetle, a pest that can cause
stunting of conifer trees.
State entomologist Bobby Pass
quarantineNovember
imposed
19 to heirprevent the infestation
of Kentucky's pine stands by the
pest. In addition to Christmas
trees, the quarantine applies to
logs, timber, and ornamental
foliage from pine, spruce and fir.
Pass, who is chairman of the
Department of Entomology at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture, said the pine
shoot beetle burrows into the
growing tips of pine trees, caus-

(dollars per acre)

The

Listed below are figures from the Christian
County Livestock Makes, located in Hopkinsville, which have been provided by the Federal.
State Market News Service
Figures listed are dated November 25.
CATTLE AND CALVES (595)
Compared to last week, slaughter cows
1.00-2.00 higher, slaughter bulls 1.00 higher,
feeder steers and heifas unevenly steady-2.00
Iowa.
Slaughter Cows: Breaking utility and commercial 2-4 37.50-45.00, high cutter and boning
utility 1-3 39.50-46.00, cutter 1-2 32.00-40.00.
Slaughter Bulls: Yield grade 1-2 1100-1800
lb. indicating 77-79 carcass boning percent
48.00-54.00, yield grade 31500-2265 lb. discontinued due to excas flesh 51.00-55.00.
Foodors, Slurs: Medium and large at
200-300 lb. 80.00-109.00; 300-400 lb.
75.00-80.00; 400-500 lb. 77.50-80.00; 500-600
lb. 77.00-80.00; 600-700 lb. 73.50-75.00;

Christmas trees will not
be sold if beetle infected

FASTFACTS

The Professionals in Electrical and Electronic Systems for the Home.

afitimort rttetriC
Find Us Fast In The Yellow Pages

Free Estimates & Consultations

For More Information Call 759-1835

NootN‘Nwetootook-gehowiosikomb,
No—

Great Gifts For
Anyone, Anywhere!
WINNERS CASHED AT ANY KENTUCKY LOTTERY RETAILER'
•
y

•17•
THE

12

Prizes up to 51,000, instantly
Free gift envelope when you buy 5 or more
Collect all 12 holiday ticket designs
GIFT;
Make great gift tags and holiday decorations
^

FARM
BUREAU

•

•

INVESTMENTS
Also Available As I.R.A.

110

753'4703
Bob
Cornelison

RENTAL
&SALES
200 E Main St.

Murray

KENTUCKY

•
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MURRAY TODAY
Parker state winner
Melody Parker, a sophomore at
Calloway County High School,
will be attending the 71st National 4-H Congress in Chicago, Ill.,
Dec. 5-10. She is the 1992 State
4-H Breads winner and will be
representing Kentucky in this
category.
The National 4-H Congress is
held annually and is one of the
many outstanding opportunities
for teens involved in 4-H.
It will be held at the Chicago
Hilton and Towers with state project winners from all 50 states
invited to attend. Over 1,500
four-her's will meet representatives from sponsoring organizations, tour Chicago, hear internationally known speakers, and
make lots of new friends.
Miss Parker's sponsor is the
Fleischmann Yeast Company
which has been involved since
1952. She will meet with this
company's representatives and
attend a banquet hosted by them.
As Kentucky's delegate in the
Breads Category, Melody has
completed four projects since she
joined the Westwood 4-H Club in
April 1989. She has done biscuits, quick loaf breads, yeast
rolls and yeast breads. Each year
her record books have won
champion at county and area
competition.
She has served as president,

Drapery Cleaning

WI

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Calloway County Homemakers have had a special project of selling poinsettias. Funds from this project will go toward the purchase of
a new photocopy machine for the County Extension Office. Members
are reminded to pick up the poinseuias they have sold at the Extension
Office in the Weaks Center on Tuesday, Dec. 1, at 1 p.m. Karen
Hicks, County Extension Agent in Home Economics, said this will be
the only day for pickup and urged all homemakers who have sold
poinsettias to get them on Tuesday.

Doll Club meeting Wednesday

Melody Parker
secretary, and teen leader of the
Westwood Club, and as an alternate to the Area Teen Council. In
June 1992 she attended the State
4-H Senior Conference in
Lexington.
One of the highlights of her
Yeast Breads Project this year
was to bake bread from her greatgrandmother's recipe book for
her Kentucky Bicentennial County and State Fair exhibits.
Melody is the daughter of Sam
and Janie Parker. She has been
playing the piano for 10 years.
She is a member of the C.C.H.S.
Speech Team, Beta Club, Co-Ed
Y Club, FBLA, and Foreign Language Club.
She is also an active member
of University Church of Christ
Youth Group. She enjoys tennis,
swimming, aerobics and singing.
Her future plans include attending Lipscomb University in
Nashville, Tenn., with a possible
career in Optometry.
Miss Parker said "she is very
grateful for all the encouragement
she has received from Alice Like,
leader of her club; Jane Steely,
Extension Agent for 4-H; Mr. and
Mrs. Arlie Scott, 4-H volunteers;
and many other interested
people."

Professionally Cleaned
In Your Home.
Inquire about our other services:
Carpet and Upholstery Cleaning,
Wood Floors • Restoration Services
Call 7594707
for a FREE estimate.

SNAPiti
SPECIAL NEEDS

Penelope S. Lenz and
Darrin F. West to marry

Wedding at West Point
The approaching marriage of Miss Penelope S. Lenz and Daffin F.
West has been announced.
The vows will be said at Most Holy Trinity Chapel, West Point,
N.Y., on Sunday, Dec. 27.
Miss Lenz is the daughter of LTC and Mrs. Robert J. Lenz.
Mr. West is the son of Ms. Katie West of Murray and Earnest F.
West, retired CW2, of Paducah.

Calloway County Band Boosters will meet Tuesday. Dec. 1, at 5:30 p.m.
at Sirloin Stockade. All members and parents are urged to attend, according
to Dudley Burton, president of the boosters.

First Baptist plans meetings
First Baptist Church WMU is having special programs this week in observance of the Week of Prayer for Foreign Missions. Betty Sledd, retired missionary from Africa, will be the guest speaker at a meeting on Tuesday,
Dec. 1, at 9:30 a.m. in the church chapel. The Dorothy Group is in charge of
this program. On Thursday, the Carol Poe Group will be in charge of the
program at 9:30 a.m. in the church chapel. The program this morning was
presented by the Lottie Moon Group. All interested persons are invited to
attend these meetings.

An Evening In December will be presented by Praise on Thursday, Dec.
3, and Saturday, Dec. 5, at 6:30 p.m. at First Baptist Church. Tickets at $7
for adults and $5 for children, 12 and under, are now available from any
member of the university ensemble, Praise, or at the church office,
753-1854. Tickets must be purchased in advance. The proceeds from this
event will go towards the funding of the spring mission tour of Praise to Colorado, according to Steve Uttlefield, minister of music.

New Boy Scout Troop meets Monday
Boy Scout Troop 641, sponsored by Murray Rotary Club, is now meeting
each Monday at 6:30 p.m. at Murray Auto Auction, Inc., located on Old 641
North nearAlmo. This is for all boys, ages 11 to 18. Chuck Morgan is scoutmaster and Darrel Studer is assistant scoutmaster. For more information call
Morgan at 753-1105.

Kappas will meet Tuesday
CLASS COLLECTS FOOD — The Elementary Sunday School
Class of Goshen United Methodist Church collected canned food
for Need Line as a special project for the holiday season. Pictured,
from left, are Todd Sexton, Eric Villafcr, Keith Wright, Nathan
Doyle, Dana Parker and Lora Sexton. Class members not pictured
are Jamie Miller, Samantha Gibbs, Brittany Yoak and Kirsten
Suiter. Class teachers are Pat Brunn and Bette Tucker.

1-800-432-9346

Residential and Commetaal

Band Boosters will meet Tuesday

Praise will present performances

ADOPTION PROGRAM

SerUkelfASTER.

Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, Dec. 2, at 11 a.m. at
the home of Geneva Osborne, 711 Usher St., Mayfield. This will be the
Christmas party and each one is asked to bring a doll for a needy child and
a gift to exchange. This will be a potluck meal and each one should bring a
dish of food. All members and interested persons are invited to attend,
according to Aggie Lee Paschall, club member.

KEW=Y CABINET FOR MAAR RESOURCES

Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday, Dec. 1,
at 6:30 p.m. at the home of Peggy Billington. This will be the annual Christmas party and Chinese Auction. Plans for the annual Kappa Tour of Homes
will be discussed. Hostesses will be Peggy Billington, Lynn Meurer and Nancy Rose.

Genealogical Society meeting changed
Calloway County Cienealogical Society will have a dinner meeting on Friday, Dec. 4, at 6:15 P.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Lowell Palmer will present a
program on 'Christmases of the Past.' The regular meeting will not be held
on Tuesday, Dec. 1. All members are urged to attend and visitors are welcome to attend the meeting on Friday.

Tree Lighting Ceremony Tuesday

I.

The Tree Lighting Ceremony for the Children's Christmas tree is scheduled for Tuesday, Dec. 1, at 4 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Park. Children of the community, their parents and friends are urged to attend this special event.

NEXT WEEK!

=Joni

Home For
The Holidays

- ar •

off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Cali:

Dec. 4-7 and Dec. 10-13,
Fri., Sat. 8 Mon.
8 p.m.
Sun. at 2 p.m.

759-1752

Paburali gzttpliang (rcilestra 84:(thorns
GALA CHRISTMAS CONCERTS
(Sold Out)

Christmas Countdown will start

Saturday, Dec. 12(Sold Out)
and

Sunday, Dec. 13, 3:00 P.M.
Performing favorite carols & seasonal tunes, including
"I'll be home for Christmas, "Jesus Child," "0 Holy
Night," "Hallelujah Chorus" and many more!

Make Reservations Now!
Call 444-0065
Adult 58.50/59.50 Child $6.50/s7.50

PRESENTS ENTERTAINMENT — Angelia Fortin, center, a
member of Westwood 4-H Club, ptesented special entertainment
at the annual Scarbrough reunion held Oct. 24 at Paris Landing
Inn. Murrell Madrey was hostess. Also pictured are Danny Alexander, left, and Cecil Like, right.

P.E.O. Chapter meets
Chapter M of the P.E.O. Sisterhood met Saturday, Nov. 21, at
the home of Mrs. Robert Wright.
All members brought an ingredient for a large "make your
own" salad with Mrs. Wright providing the greens. Her co-hostess,
Mrs. Stephen Way, provided
blueberry muffins. Mrs. Wright
also served a. dessert.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges presented
a special program on "Thanksgiving As A Heritage."
Following the program, a business meeting was held with
reports on projects and other
business.
On Sunday, Dec. 6, at 12:30
p.m., a potluck salad brunch will
be held at the home of Mrs. Har-

ry Sparks. B.1.L.s and other
guests will be included.
The next meeting of Chapter M
will be Saturday. Dec. 12, at 10
a.m. at the home of Mrs. Hugh
Oakley.

SHOP SPECIAL HOLIDAY HOURS:
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
OPEN WEEKNIGHTS TIL 8 P.M.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

ONE STOP SHOPPING & SHIPPING

UPS DAIL'? PICKUP
SERVICE
US POSTAL
Stamps and Packages
ALL IN ONE AT...

Overeaters will meet Dec. 2
Murray Overeaters Anonymous meetings will have a re-organizational
meetin9 on Wednesday, Dec. 2, at 5:30 p.m. at Ellis Community Center,
630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all interested persons. Overeaters Anonymous
is a fellowship of men and women from all walks of life who meet in order to
help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no
fees, no weigh-ins, and no diets. All interested persons are urged to attend
if you wish to continue OA in the Murray area. For information call
436-2429.

Dexter Senior Citizens plan events
There will not be a potluck dinner, just a regular meeting, at Dexter Senior
Citizens' Center on Tuesday, Dec. 1. However the members will have a potluck dinner on Saturday, Dec. 12, from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Anyone
desiring some good home cooked food is invited to attend. The meal will
consist of meats, vegetables, salads, cornbread, desserts and drinks. The
seniors are requesting a $3 donation to be used for the center upkeep.

Cordelia Erwin Circle will meet
Cordelia Erwin Circle of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church
pill meet Wednesday, Dec. 2, at 6 p.m. for its annual Christmas dinner at
'Sirloin Stockade. Katherine Rickman will act as hostess and Lurline Cooper
will present the program.

Aerobics Classes scheduled
New aerobics classes are being scheduled by Murray Family YMCA.
These will be from noon to 1 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and
at 5:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. Persons interested in the
classes may call the YMCA at 759-9622 or registered at the office on the
lower floor of the Weeks Community Center, according to Francis Ray,
YMCA director.

Singles (SOS) plan meeting
The Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Dec. 1 at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building. 'Perception: Why We See Things
As We Do' will be the topic for discussion led by Don Maley of Paducah.
The SOS is a support and social group for singles of all ages, whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed. The purpose of the group is
to provide positive social interaction and support. All singles are invited and
encouraged to attend. For more information call Pamela at 753-7638 or
Jeanne at 753-0224.

Rape Seminar on Thursday

THE

TREASURE H43112§WFS
Southside Shopping Center

Calloway County Elementary Schools will be starting an afterschool
Christmas Countdown next week for elementary and pre-school children
and parents. The holiday-enhancing programs are designed to apply math
skills through a pretend Shopping Spree, Gifts for Giving, and Christmas
Cookies. For more information phone the Family Resource Center by Monday, Nov. 30, at 753-3070 or one of the Parent Resource Centers: North,
753-7059, Southwest, 753-7121, or East, 753-5639.

753.6798

11111111 11111111111S
r
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UNIVERSITY PLAZA ON CHESTNU

In an attempt to better inform the campus community, particularly students, about acquaintance rape, Murray State University's Women's Center
will sponsor a lunch time seminar on the topic. Dr. Rose Bogal-Allbritten will
lead the discussion which will take place from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. on Thursday, Dec. 3. This will be the last in a series of lunchbag seminars offered
this
by Oa Woman's Canter. For additional information call Kim
Barrett at 7624851 or 782-30111:'
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Hospital reports listed
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday, Nov. 27, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Hollis baby boy, parents, Terri and
Ronnie, Rt. 2, Box 362, Calvert City;
Metcalf baby girl, parents, Gladys
and Micahel, At. 5, Box 372-A,
Benton.
Dismissals
Ms. Conley Louise Paschall, 309
South 10th St., Murray; Miss Rachel
Nicole Perry, 915 Memorial Dr., Paris,
Tenn.;
Roy Wyatt, At. 8, Box 1215, Murray;
Mrs. Christine Melton, P.O. Box 63,
Dexter;
Lanis H. Parker, At. 3, Box 128,
Murray; Mrs. Murrell Smith, 903 Fairlane Dr., Murray;
Miss Della Gleason, West View
Nursing Home, Murray; Bennie Simmons, 1113 Fairlane, Murray;
Mrs. Maude Johannsen, At. 1, Box
385, Hardin.
Expirations
Loren J. Hortin, 1803 Lincoln Dr.,
Murray.
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Nov. 28, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Sandy Elaine Love, 714 Powell
St., Paris, Tenn.; Miss Vair Elizabeth
Booth, 1502 Beckett Dr., Murray;
Bragdon,
BIRTHDAYS CELEBRATED- Luke Austin Bragdon, left, celebrated his eighth birthday on Oct. 18, and Nathan William
on
honor
their
held
in
party
was
Japan.
A
Himeji,
residents
of
brothers
are
13.
The
Oct.
on
birthday
seventh
right, celebrated his
with
presented
cake.
They
were
decorated
including
a
meal
served
a
Sunday, Oct. 20. They, along with their Japanese friends, were
grandparents are
gifts. They are the sons of Mike and Teresa Bragdon and the brothers of Autumn Bragdon of Himeji, Japan. Their
great-grandsons of Mr. and
and
the
Marion,
Ky.;
of
Bragdon
William
Mr.
and
Mrs.
and
Ill.,
Elgin,
Wilson
of
Terry
Mrs.
and
the Rev.
Mrs. Cyrel Wilson of Hazel, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr, also of Hazel.

Service will
be Friday

CALENDAR
Monday, Nov. 30
Murray Rotary Club Telethon
for Murray Independent
Schools/7-10 p.m./Channel 11.
Boy Scout Troop 77/First Christian Church/6:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Adult Exercise/5
p.m. and Youth Disciple Bible
Study/8 p.m.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer
Fire Department/6:30 p.m./Water
Valley Community Center.
Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Study/7
p.m./Weaks Community Center.

Tuesday, Dec. 1
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Free blood pressure checks/
noon-2 p.m./Murray Seventh-day
Adventist Church.
Kentucky-Barkley Bass n'
Gals/7 p.m./Public Library.
Coffee Break at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church/9:30
a.m.
Murray TOPS #34 at 7
p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus building.

AA and Al-Anon closed discussion meeting/8 p.m./American
Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
In

Puppets at Memorial Baptist
Church/8 p.m.

Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting,/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple

Lee Ann Eakins senior voice
recital/8 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall
of Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. Admission
free.
First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre School/9 a.m.;
Trot Class on I Samuel/7:01 p.m.
Single Too/7 p.m./Homeplace
Family Restaurant, Coldwater
Road. Info/Celia, 753-6078, Sandy, 753-0817, or Beverly,
435-4228.
Ladies Auxiliary of Post 6291 of
Veterans of Foreign Wars/7
p.m./home of Marjory Sanders.
Members note change in date and
place.
Christian Singles Group/7
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Info/Richardf759-9994 or
Joan, 759-1345.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.

Tuesday, Dec. 1
Land Between the Lakes' events
include "A Christmas Medley"/2
p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Info/1-924-5602.
Comedian will perform/7:30
p.m./Curris Center Stables, Murray State University. Admission
free.
Murray State University Racer
Basketball Team plays
Campbellsville/7:30 p.m./Racer
Arena.

The Hospice and Pastoral Care
departments of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital invite you to
attend a special service of memory honoring loved ones, friends
and patients who have touched
your life.
The service will be Friday,
Dec. 4, at noon in the third floor
classroom of the hospital.
The holiday season is an
appropriate time to honor those
who have felt caring, loving and
sharing provided by the hospital
and MCCH Hospice and Pastoral
Care programs.

Murray State University Brass
Choir recital/8 p.m./Annex Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MSU. Admission free.

MURRAY
TODAY

National Boy Scout Museun
closed until March 2, 1993.

Bob Hargrove speaker at
Xi Alpha Delta meeting

First Baptist Church events
include WMU Mission Program
and Mother's Day Out/9:30 a.m.;
Lottie Moon/Holiday Inn and
Doeothy Group/home of Chi Chi
Miller/11 a.m.; Bea Walker
Group/Seven Seas/7 p.m.
First Christian Church events
include CWF Group II/10:30 a.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Mother's Morning
Out and UMW Executive
meeting/9 a.m.; UMW
meeting/l0 a.m.; Adult
Exercise/5 p.m.; Adult Disciple
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include Ladies' Bible
Study/9:30 a.m.

Ricky A. Lamkin
Attorney at Law
announces the relocation of his office

to
304 Maple Street
Murray, KY 42071

hostesses.
On Thursday, Nov. 19, the
chapter met at Hong Kong
Restaurant for the holiday gettogether.
Joyce Nunnally read two
poems. She reminded everyone to
use their time wisely and be
thankful for blessings over the
holiday season.
Twelve members were present.

The Gospel Singers of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church made their
monthly visit to West View Nursing Home at 10:30 a.m. and to
Fern TGerrace Lodge at 1 p.m.
on Monday, Nov. 16.
Nancy Futrell read the birthdays for November.
The Rev. Dennis Norvell, pastor, gave the devotions and led in
prayers.
Louise Short is the director and

pianist for the singers.
Singers were Monette Blackford, Lilliam Butcher, Sue Campbell, Ada Mae Garland, Kathleen
Green, Nancy Futrell, Fay Hughes, Bill Reamer, Rev. Norvell,
Evelyn Scott, Louise Short and
Muriel Wright.
Cleo Grogan was a guest singer at Fern Terrace Lodge.
The group had lunch at Sirloin
Stockade.

Special House planned
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
a special event for the children of
the community on Saturday, Dec.
5.
This will be The Christmas
House from 1 to 5 p.m. at Annex

of Calloway County Public
Library.
Featured will be puppets, cookie decorating, music, fun and
games. This will be for children
between the ages of 3 to 10.
Admission will be free.

WHY TAKE A CHANCE?
For 31 years we have sold the best for less
and service the rest.
Shop for your car & home stereos, VCR, CD players,
cassette players, CB scanners, plus much more.
* All Box Speakers On Special *
Car CD Players
From $179.95
-Installers Have 20 Years Experience-

World
of
Sound

•-•00
Ise
pow
a
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ISS
*SS $

222 S. 12th St.

753-5865

Christ)nas

S•A•10E
Wool Rugs
9x12

6x9

4x6

$299

$169

$99

*Wool Runners ------

$4991)

*Wicker Doll Chairs, Wicker Doll Buggys
*Wicker Childs Rocker/Chairs
*Victorian/Cherry Foot Rest
*Curios, Gun Cabinets, China Cabinets
. ......
*Pictures and Greenery ....

SALE 47.99
One Better Perm
Price

•Large Supply Wicker Furniture For Patio, Bedroom, Bath
'Race Car Beds
'Red Iron Bunk Beds
•Red Iron Hall Tree
'Selected Lamps ---Buy One, Get One

Reg.

$55

Set• price ettacthre through
Saturday. Drocarber 5.

FREE

JCPenney
Styling Salon

Telephone (502)753-1737
FURNITURE MART
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center, 641 South

'Pk.441.

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Sunday, Nov.
29, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Snyder baby boy, parents, Tina and
Kerry, At. 3, Box 1091, Murray;
Wortham baby girl, parents, Regina
and Gary, 928 Linda Dr., Oak Grove,
Dismissals
William B. Cole, At. 2, Box 137,
Murray; Mrs. Janice L. Guess and
baby girl, P.O. Box 856, Murray;
Mrs. Lois E. Smith, At. 4, Box 80,
Mtirray; Mrs. Gladys R. Metcalf and
baby girt, At. 5, Box 372-A, Benton;
Robert Tyrone, Rt. 6, Box 275, Murray; Mrs. Terri Hollis, At. 2. Box 362,
Calvert City.

Singers give programs

Streets, Murray.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi sorority held two
meetings in November.
The first was on Thursday,
Nov. 5, in the Community Room
of North Branch of Peoples Bank.
"A Time To Refinance" was
the program presented by Bob
Hargrove.
Refreshments were served by
Anna Bailey and Traci Green,

Mrs. Audrey Louise Cherback, At. 5,
Box 685, Murray; Mrs. Jackie L. Elkins, At. 8, Box 955, Murray;
John D. Maness, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Miss Stacie Lynn Collins and
baby girl, Rt. 3, Box 1106, Murray;
David Edwards, 306 South Fourth
St., Murray; Mrs. Kristina Unn Fazi
and baby boy, P.O. Box 112,
Farmington;
Ms. Tryphena Elizabeth Crass, 530
South Sixth St., Murray; Mrs. Louanna
Trimble, At. 3, Box 330-E, Murray;
Mrs. May B. Simmons, 1403 Hughes, Murray; Mrs. Heyde Mary Hackel
and baby boy, Rt. 2, Box 79-1.
Mayfield.

753-2600

1992. JCPenney Comparny Inc

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary Call 759-981 I
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Eagles come up short against 49ers
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writs(

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Jerry Rice tied an NFL
record with the 100th touchdown catch of his career.
But the San Francisco 49ers are the first team in the
NFL playoffs largely because of the first catch of the season by the nearly forgotten Dexter Carter and two pivotal
defensive plays by Tim Harris and Merton Hanks that
stopped the Eagles about a millimeter short in the final
minute.
The Niners, sluggish for 21/2 quarters following the
catch that gave Rice a tie with Steve Largent for the career
record, heat the Philadelphia Eagles 20-14 Sunday to
improve to 10-2 and clinch at least a wild-card berth, their
ninth playoff trip in 10 years.
It also gave them their 10th straight 10-victory season
and kept them a game plus a tiebreaker ahead of New
Orleans in the NFC West.

But not by much. Hanks' tackle on Calvin Williams at
San Francisco's 11 with 36 seconds left ended a threat that
could have won the game for Philadelphia. Hanks came up
perhaps a millimeter short on the measurment — or made
it if you believe Rich Kotite and his assistants.
"A picture is worth 1,000 words," Kotite said after his
team nearly rallied from a 20-7 fourth-quarter deficit.
"They kept replaying it on television and John Madden
said it was a first down. All I know is what my coaches
upstairs say, and they said the ball was clearly on the line.
Unfortunately we can't bring it back."
Said San Francisco safety Dana Hall:
"We were just fortunate. They say it's a game of inches.
It was a millimeter today."
But none of that could obscure Rice's accomplishment,
tying in his eighth season theqnark for touchdown catches
that took Steve Largent 14 years to accomplish.
It was a 22-yard pass from Steve Young on San Francisco's second possession and a classic Rice catch: a slant

over the middle on which he broke a tackle by Rich Miano
and stepped into the end zone.
"It was really special," Rice said. "Steve gave me the
opportunity to make a big play early and I did it. I think
I've learned to stop cutting back and forth. The quickest
way to the end zone is a straight line."
Maybe, but while the Niners moved in a straight line
after that score, they had trouble finding the end zone.
They went up and down between the 20s, but seemed
preoccupied with finding Rice again for the record-breaker.
Rice had 8 catches for 133 yards for the game, and
Young threw for 342 yards. But the 49ers were hurt by the
absence of Ricky Watters, their leading rusher, who left in
the first quarter with a bruised left shoulder.
"The playoffs were the most important thing," said
Young, who completed 24 of 35 passes. "I wasn't conciously looking for Jerry because he'll get his record. He'll
MI TURN TO PAGE 9

LA turnovers lead to Charger win
By BERNIE WILSON
AP Sports Wrttor

SAN DIEGO (AP) — The
hottest team in the AFC also
has the hottest hands.
The San Diego Chargers
scooped up two fumbles — one
in the end zone — picked off a
pass and showed off some other
fancy fingerwork in a 27-3 win
Sunday night over the Los
Angeles Raiders.
San Diego, 7-5 and on a
three-game winning streak, won
for the seventh time in eight
games after an 0-4 start. The
Raiders, who hadwon five of
their previous seven games, fell
to 5-7.
"It was a very complete win

for us," first-year coach Bobby
Ross said. "We're a team that's
playing with a lot of confidence
right now. We won the turnover
ratio tonight, which I'm very
pleased about. I think those
things that we have been talking
about and harping on are starting to pay off."
Stanley Richard intercepted
Jay Schroeder to set up the
Chargers' first TD, on which
wide receiver Anthony Miller
picked up running back Marion
Butts' fumble in the end zone
for a 7-0 lead with eight seconds left in the first quarter.
Butts held onto the ball on a
1-yard run with 4:13 left in the
second quarter, the Chargers'
only TD not set up by a turnov-

er. One play earlier, Ronnie
Harmon pulled in a short pass
one-handed on a crossing pattern and turned it into a 45-yard
gain.
The Chargers made it 21-3
late in the second quarter with
some fancy lateraling following
a Raiders' fumble.
Harmon carried 33 yafts on a
blast to the 15 two plays into
the ensuing drive.
John Carney kicked a 27-yard
field goal with 5:40 to play and
added a 21-yarder with 21 seconds left.
Eric Dickerson gained 100 of
his 103 yards in the first half,
the first time in 24 games that
an opposing rusher has gained
that many against San Diego.

New York falls to Detroit
after beating Bulls 112-75
AUBURN HILLS, Mich.
(AP) — Twenty-four hours is a
long, long time in the NBA.
Just ask the Detroit Pistons and
New York Knicks.
On Saturday, the Knicks
crushed two-time NBA champion Chicago 112-75, extending
their winning streak to four
games. The same day, the Pistons were being beaten by lowly Minnesota 82-80, their
seventh straight loss.
Sunday night, Detroit beat
New York 92-76. And it somehow made sense to Knicks
coach Pat Riley.
"In LA, we called it the
'80-20' rule," the former Lakers coach said. "After a great
win at home, you only have a
20 percent chance of winning
the next game on the road."
Whatever the reason, the
Knicks played a horrid first
half. They scored just 34 points
on 36 percent shooting and
turned the ball over 13 times.
Detroit only shot 39 percent for

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean, Dependable Cars
•Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

the half, but still led by 18.
In other action Sunday, it was
the Trail Blazers 107, Kings 99;
and the Lakers 114, Mavericks
85.
The Pistons never really got
their offense on track, although
Terry Mills scored 18 points in
16 minutes off the bench.
Twelve of those came in a 16-6
first-half run that broke open
the game.
Detroit outrebounded New
York 53-42, including a 20-13
edge on offensive rebounds.
Much of that was owed to Dennis Rodman's return to the
starting lineup. In two starts,
Rodman has 44 rebounds, 20
coming against the Knicks.
Polynice started every game
until Saturday's contest in Minnesota, where Rodman moved
him to the bench. He had 10
points and 12 rebounds in 26
minutes Sunday but still wasn't
happy with his new role.

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIAUST
Vinyl and Aluminum Sng
Replacement Windows•Patio Doors
Carports•Patio Enclosures
*CertanTeed
'Wolvenne
'Alcoa
'Reynolds
'Masbc
5 Year Labor Warrenty Insured
Brad Haugh. Owner
P 0 Box 1064, Murray. KY 42071

(502)753-0280

NFL Week 13

AP Sports Writer

The NFL's marquee matchup
in Week 13 pitted the league's
best passing team against the
league's best passing defense.
As happens so often in football, the team with the better
defense won.
The game was New Orleans vs.
Miami at the Superdome. The
super defense belonged to the
Saints and the super arm
belonged to Dan Marino. The
outcome of the game — New
Orleans 24, Miami 13 — turned
on two Marino mistakes.
Robert Goff returned a fumble
28 yards for a touchdown, breaking a 10-10 tie, after Pat Swilling
ran into Marino as he was cocking his arm to pass. Vince Buck's
34-yard interception return for

Sued•poo Grow
Cleveland 27, Chicago 14
Kansas Coy 23. Nee Vont Jets 7
Nee Orisons 24. Maid 13
Atlanta 34. Nee England 0
Washington 41. Phoenix 3
Plitsbu
anar 5 21, Cinannal 9
Green
12, Tampa Soy 14
Ind
16, Buffalo 13, OT
lAnnemita 31. Los Anodes Rams 17
San Frandsco 20, Philsdelphia 14
San Diego 27, Los Angeles Raiders 3

another score in the fourth
wrapped up the victory.
"We've got some big-play
guys on our defense and they all
showed up to play in this one,"
Swilling said. "With this
defense, you can count on us getting to anybody."
"We don't have just one or
two guys that give us a pass rush;
we've got a lot of them," linebacker Sam Mills said. "We've
got great pass rushers sitting on
the bench on this team."

Stewart gets early Christmas
by winning $220,000 at Skins
PALM DESERT, Calif.(AP) — Christmas came early for Payne
Stewart this year.
"Wow. Unbelievable. Preposterous," Stewart said Sunday after
he'd received a gift-wrapped present from Tom Kite, Fred Couples
and Greg Norman in the Skins Game at the Big Horn Golf Club.
The gift — in the form of three missed putts totalling 1414 feet
in length — turned out to be twofold: $120,000 and Thanksgiving
of '93.
"Thanks, guys," Stewart said after the three missed putts on the
first playoff hole enabled him to win three skins and retain his position as the leading money-winner in the two-day, 18-hole, madefor-television event.
Stewart's 2% -foot birdie putt on the first playoff hole pushed his
two-day total earnings to $220,000 and assured his return on
Thanksgiving weekend in 1993 as the defending champion in the
four-man field.
While Stewart — a slump-ridden former U.S. Open and PGA
champion who had won nothing at all since his triumph in this
unofficial event a year ago — was counting his blessings, the Couples money-machine kept on grinding out greenbacks at a phenomenal rate.
Couples, who completed the official portion of the PGA Tour
schedule Nov. 1 as the leading money-winner with $1,344,188, collected another $80,000 with a 35-foot eagle putt on the 15th hole.
That gave him $210,000 for the weekend and made him unofficially a $2 million man for the year.

Personalized Childrens Books
Class,charm & comfort describe this 3 Br., 3 Ba., home
with many recent updates,including a new CG Heating
System, carpet, appliances, plus drapes. Located on a
large, lovely landscaped lot with fenced back yard. Just
Reduced from $123,500 to $112,500.

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

711 Main St.

Your favorite child is the star of their very
own story. Each full color book is personalized with the child's name, address, age,
Nrent,and friends name. The perfect gift
for any occasion. Written, illustrated, and
published by
Automated •..«,
Murray residents.
312 Wow Sower
$9.95

_Ittaimay,Martuctiy 4207.1
(502)753 8887

Heisman
run led
by 'Cane
By BERNIE WILSON
AP Sports Writer

Marino fad some measure of
success, completing 24 of 42
attempts for 259 yards against a
defense that had allowed only
one other quarterback to pass for
over 200 yards all season. But the
turnovers made all the difference.
New Orleans (9-3) stayed a
game behind San Francisco;
Miami (8-4) stayed a game
behing Buffalo.
The day's other big story was a
sad one. New York Jets linebacker Dennis Byrd suffered a broken
vertebra when he collided with
teammate Scott Mersereau while
rushing Kansas City quarterback
Dave Krieg. Byrd was experiencing total paralysis in his legs and
partial paralysis in his arms.
His prognosis was unknown.
• TURN TO PAGE 9

IN TURN TO PAGE 9

Saint defense swarms Marino
By CHRIS SHERIDAN

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Jerry Rice is in a league of his
own as a wide receiver. His
next touchdown catch will
prove it.
Rice had his 100th career
scoring reception Sunday during the San Francisco 49ers'
20-14 win over the Philadelphia Eagles, matching Steve
Largent's all-time record.
"I wanted to surpass Steve
Largent, but I think everything
happens for a reason and
there's always next week,"
said Rice, who entered the
game tied for second with Don
Hutson (99).
Rice, the 49ers' top draft
choice in 1985 from tiny Mississippi Valley State, will get a
shot at breaking the record
next Sunday when the 49ers
play host to the Miamia
Dolphins.
Rice was playing in his
120th game when he caught
Largent, who took 196 games
to get his 100th.

SAN DIEGO — Gino Torretta
may not be the nation's best
quarterback, but he's probably
the best of the Heisman Trophy
contenders.
Torretta had the "Heisman
Bowl" all to himself Saturday
night, throwing for 310 yards and
one touchdown as No. 1 Miami
won 63-17 over San Diego State,
which was playing without Marshall Faulk.
"I must still be up for it or you
guys wouldn't be here to ask me
these questions," Torretta said.
"It's nice to be up for it. I think
my teammates might take more
pride in it if I win it."
No doubt there will be arguments from all camps until the
Heisman is awarded in New York
on Dec. 12. Tortetta is being
pursued by running backs Faulk,
Garrison Hearst of Georgia and
Reggie Brooks of Notre Dame.
The voting could be so fragmented that Florida State linebacker Marvin Jones might finish
in the top five. Others likely to
receive consideration are Stanford all-purpose threat Glyn Milburn and quarterbacks Elvis

Associated Press photo,

Michael Jordan injured an ankle in Chicago's 112-75 loss in
New York on Saturday.

Rice catches
TD pass 100
to tie Largent

Robinson's dazzling debut
leads Purdue over UConn
SPRINGFIELD, Mass.(AP) —
After waiting a year to play college basketball, Glenn Robinson
wasn't about to wait any longer.
In his debut for Purdue, the
6-foot-8 sophomore had 30 points
and nine rebounds to lift the
Boilermakers over No. 16 Connecticut 73-69 in the Tipoff
Classic.
"A player like that comes
along once in a lifetime," said
Purdue coach Gene Keady. "My
job is just not to get in his way
and mess him up."
"I'm really impressed," Connecticut coach Jim Calhoun said.
"Glenn Robinson is a great, great
player."
Robinson, who sat out his
freshman season because of low
college placement test scores,
downplayed his statistics, which
also included two blocks and two
steals.

"It didn't matter what I shot,"
Robinson said. "It would be all
right with me if I didn't score a
point as long as we won."
His first 3-pointer ended a 12-0
Connecticut run as the Huskies
rallied to take a 46-38 lead after
their star forward Donyell Marshall went out of the game with
an injured knee. Robinson's second gave the Boilermakers a
52-51 lead.
"We have to learn from today
to take 23 minutes of our play
and make it into 40 minutes,"
Calhoun said. "We need to learn
how to maintain control of a
game. That's often a problem
with young teams."
Purdue led 63-62 when Robinson knifed through a double team
only to miss the shot. He reached
out with one hand and tapped the
ball in to give the Boilermakers a
three-point lead.
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Actions & Reactions
FOOTBALL
Third-ranked Florida State doubled its lead over No. 4 Texas A&M in
The Associated Press college poll Sunday, virtually guaranteeing the
Seminoles another shot at No. 1 Miami if No. 2 Alabama loses to Florida
in the Southeastern Conference championship game.
If Miami and Florida State finish 1-2 in the poll, they would be required
to meet in the Fiesta Bowl under rules established by the new bowl coalition. Miami beat Florida State 19-16 on Oct. 3.
After beating Florida 45-24 on Saturday, Florida State (10-1) increased
its lead over Texas A&M (12-0) from 18 to 35 points. Texas A&M completed its regular season Thursday with a 34-13 victory over Texas.
Miami (11-0) remained a near-unanimous No. 1 after routing San Diego
State 63-17 on Saturday. The Hurricanes received 61 first-place votes and
1,549 points from a panel of writers and broadcasters. Alabama (11-0),
which shut out Auburn 17-0 on Thursday, got the other first-place vote.
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP) — New York Jets defensive end Dennis Byrd suffered paralysis in his lower body Sunday after colliding with
teammate Scott Mersereau and breaking a vertebra.
Jets spokesman Frank Ramos said the 26-year-old Byrd had fractured
his C-5 vertebra, which Ramos said "in layman's terms is a broken neck."
Spinal surgeons at Lenox Hill Hospital in New York decided Sunday night
to postpone surgery for three or four days. Byrd will be fitted with a "halo"
brace to immobilize his neck and he will be given medication.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Phillip Fulmer, who guied Tennessee to a
3-0 start while Johnny Majors recovered from heart surgery, was named
Sunday to succeed Majors, whose contract was bought out after 16 years.
Fulmer, 42, agreed to a five-year contract that will pay him $300,000 a
year, including radio and television income — $11,000 below what Majors
was paid. Majors will coach Tennessee (8-3) in its likely meeting with Boston College in the Hall of Fame Bowl on Jan. 1.

BASEBALL
NEW YORK (AP) — Baseball's executive council may take action
against Cincinnati Reds owner Marge Schott this week in attempt to stop
the controversy over her statements about racism and anti-Semitism.
An executive council member, speaking Sunday on the condition he not
be indentified, said some owners believed the group shouldn't wait until
next week's winter meetings to take action against Schott, who has been
accused of making remarks offensive to blacks, Jews and Asians.

Holtz happy after Irish win over USC
LOS ANGELES (AP) — They
played a tie with Michigan in the
second game of the season, then
were upset by Stanford in their
fifth game, and were 3-1-1.
Lou Holtz began to hear a rising swell of. criticism.
However, the Fighting Irish of
Notre Dame have silenced the
critics since then, finishing the
regular season with six consecutive victories.
"I'm very proud of our team,"
Holtz said after the fifth-ranked
Irish beat Southern Cal 31-23
Saturday, their 10th consecutive
win over the Trojans. Southern
Cal (6-4-1) dropped from 19th to
23rd in the rankings.

"We were 3-1-1 and fell about
as low as you could get," Holtz
said. "Everybody was writing us
off. But now we've beaten three
ranked teams in a row.
"That says a lot about our
team."
The Irish are headed to either
the Cotton Bowl, against Texas
A&M, or the Orange Bowl,
against the Big Eight champion.
The Trojans, although improving on their 3-8 record of 1991,
lost their final two games. They
will play Fresno State in the
Freedom Bowl.
Before the win over Southern
Cal, the Irish beat Penn State
17-16 and Boston College 54-7.
"We have momentum now and

we're playing well," Holtz said.
The Irish played extremely
well against the Trojans, with
their rushing attack particularly
impressive.
Reggie Brooks carried 19 times
for 227 yards, only 2 yards short
of an opponent record against
Southern Cal (California's Russell White had 229 in 1991).
Brooks scored on runs of 55, 44
and 12 yards, and his 42-yard run
set up the final touchdown.
"Reggie Brooks did a lot of
great things," Holtz said. "He
was suffering from the flu. He
didn't practice much last week. It
wasn't a question of whether he
was going to play, it was a question of how strong he would be.

SCOREBOARD

Heisman run...
FROM PAGE 8
Grbac of Michigan, Marvin
Graves of Syracuse and Rick
Mirer of Notre Dame.
Torretta's season totals are 228
of 402 passing for 3,060 yards
and 19 touchdowns, with seven
interceptions. Still, he's rated
only 18th in passing efficiency

"He finally wore down at the
end of the game."
"I ran on instinct because my
body was drained toward the end
of the game," Brooks said.
Brooks finished the season
with 1,343 yards, becoming only
the fourth Notre Dame runner to
top 1,000 yards in a season.
He barely missed the school
record of 8.10 yards per carry set
by the legendary George Gipp in
1920, finishing with an average
of 8.04.
Brooks would have broken the
record had he not had a 27-yard
run called back Saturday because
of a holding penalty.
"I don't worry about records,"
Brooks said.

The Insurance Center
of Murray

and fifth in total offense.
Even Larry Maxey, who
replaced the injured Faulk in
SDSU's lineup, leaned toward
Torretta, but with a qualification.
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"He wins. There's no doubt
about it, but a lot of guys would
win with that cast," Maxey said.

901 Sycamore

David King
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Marshall tops
EKU's Colonels
44-0 in playoffs
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.
(AP)— Troy Brown scored on
a 71-yard punt return and
caught two touchdown passes
while Marshall shut down alltime Division 1-AA rushing
leader Markus Thomas in a
44-0 first-round playoff rout of
Eastern Kentucky on Saturday.
Eastern Kentucky (9-3) did
not get its initial first down
until 4:53 left in the first half.
Thomas, who entered the game
with 5,556 yards and 54 touchdowns for his career, was held
to minus 4 yards rushing on
nine carries.
Marshall (9-3) led 14-0
when Brown took a pass at the
Eastern Kentucky 22-yard line
and scampered untouched into
the end zone to cap a 58-yard,
four-play drive with 11:52 left
in the first half.
Less than two minutes later,
Brown fielded a punt at his
own 29, took off up the
middle, stepped down the right
sideline and went untouched
into the end zone for a 24-0
lead.
On Marshall's first possession of the second half,
Michael Payton hit Brown on
a short pass and the 5-foot-9,
184-pound senior split end
raced down the right sideline
for a 44-yard touchdown to
make it 41-0.
Brown caught 10 passes for
188 yards. Payton completed
26 of 34 passes for 353 yards.
Both played only three
quarters.
Eastern Kentucky managed
just 11 first downs and could
get no closer than Marshall's
20-yard line.

•Eagles come up short..•
FROM PAGE 8
get to 101 doing the same thing.
Somewhere down the road when
we need a big touchdown, he'll
get it.
This time, however, it was
Carter who got the biggest.
The Niners couldn't get in the
end zone after Rice's touchdown,
led just 13-7 entering the final
period and were backed up to
their own 12.

Rice's 100th was the only
touchdown of the first half as the
49ers took a 10-0 lead. Mike
Cofer had a 22-yard field goal
but missed a 28-yard attempt
wide right with 8 seconds left.
Philadelphia's Jeff Sydner
returned the second-half kickoff
45 yards to San Francisco's 48.
Four players later, just 1:58 into
the second half, it was 10-7 as

Cunningham hit Barnett in stride
in the end zone from 23 yards
out.
Cofer's 28-yarder with 3:57
left in the third quarter extended
the 49efs' lead to 13-7.
"It felt good to be back in
rhythm," said Cunningham, who
played perhaps his best game
since being benched for a game a
month ago.

•Saint defense swarms...
FROM PAGE 8
Chiefs 23, Jets 7
Byrd's injury ended one of the
worst weeks ever in Jets' history.
Byrd lay prone on the field for
several minutes, surrounded by
concerned teammates, before he
was strapped to a backboard and
carted off the field. All-Pro
receiver Al loon retired earlier
this week, saying the nine concussions he sustained were
enough to convince him to quit.
Kansas. City (8-4) took a halfgame lead in the AFC West over
Denver, which plays tonight.
Dave Krieg threw for 222 yards
and two touchdown and Nick
Lowery made all three of his
field goal attempts against the
Jets (3-9).
Colts 16, Bills 13, OT
At Indianapolis, Dean Biasucci
made a 40-yard field goal to cap
the opening drive of overtime to
give the Colts (5-7) an upset victory over Buffalo (9-3). Biasucci
had tied the game in the final
minute of regulation with a
23-yarder, and the Colts then
drove 56 yards with the overtime
kickoff to set up the gamewinner. Colts quarterback Jack
Trudeau passed for a season-high
337 yards.

Packers 19, Buccaneers 14
Vikings 31, Rams 17
At Milwaukee, Brett Favre
At Anaheim, Calif., Sean Salisbury finally got his first NFL found Jackie Harris for the gostart after seven years of pro ahead touchdown pass in the
football. He made the most of it, fourth quarter, and Chris Jacke
completing 23 of 34 for 238 kicked four field goals as the
yards in relief of the benched Packers won their third straight
Rich Gannon. The Vikings (9-3) and got into playoff contention.
will win the NFC Central title Favre completed 26 of 41 passes
with their next win or Green for 223 yards and Sterling
Bay's next loss. The defeat was Sharpe, the NFL's leading receivthe fourth in the last five games er, had nine catches, giving him
363 for his career — the most
for the Rams (4-8).
ever
in a player's first five years.
Steeiers 21, Bengals 9
At Cincinnati, the Bengals' Tampa Bay (4-8) lost for the
switch from Boomer Esiason to seventh time in eight games.
Falcons 34, Patriots 0
David Klingler didn't do much
At Atlanta, the Falcons put an
good. The Steelers (9-3) began to
blitz the rookie quarterback after abrupt end to New England's
he completed his first five passes, two-game winning streak. The
and the defensive unit ended up defense set the tone for Atlanta,
with a team-record 10 sacks. Bar- getting two fumble recoveries,
ry Foster, the NFL's leading two interceptions by Deion Sanrusher with 1,319 yards, scored ders and five sacks, with Darion
two touchdowns and broke Fran- Conner in on three of them.
co Harris' team rushing record. Atlanta (5-7) held the Patriots
The Bengals (4-8) are last in the (2-10) to 105 yards, 90 on the
ground.
AFC Central.
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Here's How It Works:
Before and at halftime of home
basketball games and other school events,
YOU shoot three free throws by making a
$1 00 donation If you hit two out of three,
you qualify for a drawing from which
eighteen winners will be selected to
participate in a final Shootout at the 1993
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Kentucky State h-I4 School Boys
Basketball Tournament in Rupp Arena
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of the state championship game If the
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Call 762-4895 for ticket information.
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i-cilnched playoff berth
Thursdays Goma
Houston 24, Detroit 21
Dallas 30, New Volt Giants 3
Sunday's Games
Cleveland 27, Chicago 14
Kansas City 23, New Vat Jets 7
New Orleans 24, Mara 13
Atlanta 34. New England 0
Washington 41. Phoenix 3
Pittsburgh 21. Cincinnati 9
Green Bay 19, T_aa Bay 14
Indianapolis 16 Buffalo 13. OT
lAnnesolla 31. Los Angeles Rams 17
San Francisco 20. Phadeans 14
San Dago 27, Loa Anglian Raiders 3
illonday's Game
Denver at Seattle $ p m
Thursday, Dec. 3
Manta in Nevi 0,1041110, 7 p
Sunday, Dec. 6
Cindnnat at Cleveland 12 P m
Detroit vs Green Bay at Milwaukiie
Indianapotis at law England, 12 p
lAnnesota at Phiiidelehia, 12 Ori3
New R004 ate at Buffalo. 12 pm
Seattle at Pittsburgh, 12 pm
Dallas at Denver, 3 p.m.,
Kansas City at-Los Angeles Radars 3 pm
Main at San Franctsco, 3 p.m.
San Otago at Phoenix, 3 p.m
Washington at New York Giants, 3 p in
Los Angina Rana at Tama Bay, 7 p rn
Nonday, Dec. 7
CNcigo at hlouston. 8 pm

901 Sycamore

MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL

Racers vs. Campbellsville College
Tuesday, December 1
7:30 p.m., Racer Arena

753-8355

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

TAKE A SHOT AT
WINNING ONE
MILLION DOLLARS...
and support your local high school

I
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Trying to find something
for that someone that
has everything. . . .

say -

-

,N

1-

1:4)-1

00.HOI

with a

YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION TO
The

Murray Ledger & Times

$57

all Murray

.0

and surrounding counties

Out of the area

(kC-tX 1_,.104141 NAME OF PERSON RECEIVING GIFT:
Name
Address
Zip

State

City

Phone
NAME OF PERSON GIVING GIFT:
Christmas Card Wel Be Sent To Announce Gin

Sand In the coupon above with payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
(502) 753-1916

Murray Ky. 42071

P.O. Box 1040

r ma am lam

National Home Care Week is
November 29-December 5. This
special week, established in 1982,
helps increase public awareness of
the home health care services available in communities throughout the
nation.
In the Calloway and Marshall
County areas, patients needed nursing and health service in their homes
can be served by Home Care Services, affiliated with MurrayCalloway
Hospital.
County
Whether you require follow up after
outpatient surgery, need a private
duty nurse, or need skilled nursing
care for an elderly person, Home
Care can help. This personalized
care at home is provided through
coordinated planning, evaluation
and follow up efforts of physicians,
the hospital and the friendly Home
Care staff.
Nearly every hospital department
can provide services through Home
Care. It is an economical alternative
to an extended hospital stay or being
in a skilled nursing facility. Support
services available include nutritional counseling, social services,
homemaker services, respite care,

speech and respiratory care, I.V.
medications, tube feeding, catheter
care, colostomy care, medical supplies and the use of various medical
appliances.
The patient's age does not matter.
He or she must be a Calloway or
Marshall Countian who is under the
care of a physician who approves a
prescribed home care program to be
followed. Patients must also be
homebound although not necessarily bedridden and need intermittent care.
Services are paid for by: Medicare or Medicaid programs if the
patient is qualified; private insurance; or the patient or family on a
per visit basis.
Also part of Home Care is the
adult day program. Shared Care.
This program provides care for
those who may be physically or
socially impaired,or elderly individuals who are simply limited in their
ability to be independenL
Participants have opportunities to
be involved in activities enjoyable
to senior adults and go on interesting field trips. Shared Care gives the
participant's family members time

OM 1•111

=111 II=11

EMI 11

MMI

MI=

National Home Care Week observed

=NI MIN

FREE

$30

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

I
'

VALUE

EXAMINATION

for themselves while their loved one
stays at the facility located on the
ground floor of the Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar Street.
Shared Care and Home Care
share the objective of providing

quality care to keep patients in a
home setting for as long as possible.
If you have any questions about
MCCH Home Care call 762-1537 or
come by 903 Poplar Street. For
Shared Care, dial 753-0576.

MSU Academic Team places
second at Pikeville tourney
The Murray Stale University
Academic Team placed second in
the Pikeville Invitation Academic
Tournament held at Pikeville College on Saturday. In the championship round the Racers lost a hardfought 51-48 battle with a powerful
team from the University of Kentucky.
"This was a great tournament for
us," said Racer coach Ted Brown
after the contest. "We would of
course have liked to win the whole
thing,but we gave UK all they could
handle. If just one more question
had gone our way, we would have
won the tournament,and we proved
that we can play with anybody,even
schools with talent pools as large as
UK's. I'm very proud of this team."
The Racers' final-round performance was all the more impressive
in the light of the fact that the UK
team had downed MSU 59-29 in
preliminary round action earlier in
the y. Sandwiched between these

losses10 the state flagship institution, however, were convincing
Racer victories over Eastern Kentucky University (83-20), Union
College(65-13),and a strong Transylvania University team (62-37).
Team captain Jason Taylor was
especially impressive, and the day
was also marked by excellent performances by other team members
Brad Kelley, Rick Marshall, Jessie
Darnell, and Dennis Ruez, Jr.
The MSU Division II team also
had a good tournament, finishing
fourth in a tough 10-team field.
Representing MSU in Division II
action were captain Billy Parker,
Zubin Rivetria, Craig Callen, and
Sean Ditterline.
The MSU Academic Team will
next be in action on Dec.4-5 in the
Bluegrass Bowl at the University of
Kentucky in Lexington. Teams expected to compete include Vanderbilt, Emory, and Georgia Tech.

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16

1.
2.
3.
4.

1
1
1

5.
6.
7.
8.

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

13.
14.
15.
16.

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

1
I5
1

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE.
If you want more care and treatment,
we do all the paperwork.

FREE.

1

DISCLAIMER:OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU:'TK PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY. CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES. EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT •

1

CALL for

1

301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071

VALUE

lemia

FREE appointment NOW!

your

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

$30
I

New laws take effect Dec. 1

DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

1

11

=IN IM
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759-1116
EM MN

NMI

CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU.
sm mil gm

The Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources will
start enforcement of the new
mussel harvesting regulation on
Dec. 1.
The new regulation passed by
the KDFWR is an effort to better
control the harvest of mussel
shells from Kentucky and Barkley Lakes. The new brailing
hours for Kentucky and Barkley
lakes are as follows:
*West side of the black navigational buoy: December through
February, 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.;
March through November, 8 a.m.
to 6 p.m.
*East side of the red navigational
buoy: December through February, 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.; March
through November, 9:30 a.m. to 5
p.m.
*Entire canal connecting Kentucky and Barkley Lakes and all
of Barkley Lake from the dam to

river mile 36.2 (Big house ford
light and day marker): December
through February 8:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m.; March through
November 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
The new regulation also
requires that anyone who possesses green mussel shells must have
an appropriate Kentucky musseling license or buyers' license.
All brail boats are now
required to clearly affix their
license number so as to be visible
from the sky.
Only those persons who purchased a valid musseling license
in either 1990 or prior to Dec. 1,
1991 are eligible to buy a license
for 1992. In 1993 only those individuals who purchase a license in
1991 or 1992 will be eligible
with the two-year eligibility criterion being applied in succeeding
years.

Horoscopes

GRAB ON TO THIS NEW
ADVANCED CD AND WATCH
THE RATES GO UP
United Commonwealth's
Advancing Rate CD
6.00%
And it takes only S500
to get it started.
Why keep your
money locked up
at a low rate of
return? Stop by United
Fourth
Third
6-Months 6-Months
Commonwealth Bank
today and open an Advancing Rate CD. Sec
how advanced banking can be at Murray's

5.00%
When you invest in
4.25%
United Commonwealth's
3.75%
Advancing Rate CD, there's
only one thing your interest

rate can do. Go up.
You see we start with a
Second
First
beginning rate of 3.75% and 6-Months 6-Months
every 6 months the rate goes up during the
24 month term until it reaches 6%. And
that's not all. You can withdraw any or all of most progressive financial institution.
your investment at any 6 month interval.

UNITED
COMMONWEALTH BANK
A Federal Savings Bank

\

United Commonwealth Bank. Together it's possible.
1 300 Johnson Boulevard. Murray, KY 42071 • -)()2 739-444 3.
•
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TUESDAY,DECEMBER 1, 1992
(For your personalized dailS( Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call I -900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE sion on a newcomer. You could find
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: that you are on the same wavelength
Nothing bores you more than the with a VIP. Move ahead with
ordinary. Energetic and imaginative, greater confidence. Be daring in
you seek new experiences and chal- romance.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
lenges wherever you go. Count on
your outgoing personality to play -a Ingenuity brings the best results
key role in advancing your career in today. Your personal flair helps you
1993. Your business associates are advance in both business and
intrigued by your unique way of romance. You can be very persualooking at things. Be sure to keep in sive now! Enlist the cooperation of a
touch with those who have helped friend or neighbor.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Conyou in the past. Your social life
slows down a bit next summer. then sider new ways to increase your purpicks up again in the fall. Travel chasing power. Redeploying your
enjoys favorable influences all year assets could lead to greater financial
security. Exploit mutual resources.
long.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON You have an ear for languages.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE: superstar Bette
Midler. screenwriter Abby Mann. Steady effort and concentration proactor-director Woody Allen. come- duce good results. Adequate rest and
regular meals will reduce health
dian Richard Pryor.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): concerns. Avoid making impulsive
Untried activities occupy your changes.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
thoughts today. The highway to success may be paved by what you are 21): Brash statements could tarnish
able to accomplish in a limited your public image. Adopt a sensitive
amount of time. Continue to work at middle-of-the-road stance and
remain calm if certain plans are cantop speed.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A celled. Take a friend's suggestion
money situation improves. You seek with a grain of salt.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
new directions in both work and
romance. The simple pleasures of 19): A keen desire to accumulate
everyday life hold fresh appeal. luxuries requires a guarded attitude
Sweep away the mental cobwebs toward spending. When it comes to
risky ventures, heed the advice of
holding you in the past.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): someone who is widely respected.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 1)1):
Refuse to be rattled by unexpected
developments and last-minute Read up on information pertinent to
changes. You may decide to seek an your personal resources. Questions
older family member's support in regarding taxes, savings and insurance are favored. Romance effermaking a major decision.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): vesces. putting you in a merry
Some long-awaited news arrives, m(xxJ.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
laying the foundation for a new partnership. You may want to withdraw Creative ideas abound! Use your talfrom a static romantic relationship. ents to further your career aims. A
relative's health could be a source of
Be kind but finn.
LE()(July 23-Aug. 22): Your concern. Seek medical help before a
artistic abilities make a deep impres- condition worsens.
l'ODAI"S CHILDREN are born optimists, always focused on new
activities and challenges. Energetic and curious, these Sagittarians enjoy
both sports and long-distance travel. Wise parents will counsel these children against scattering their energies too widely. Multitalented and versatile,
they tend to skip from one project to the next. These Sagittarians' ability to
see the larger picture makes them top-flight executives: They never lose
sight of their ultimate goal.
ol lean: Dixon's hesi wiling honk Yemen*,. 1 oalas, and
ised .10 tipdaied
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Obituaries

The funeral for Dr. L.J. Hortin
was Sunday at 12:30 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Dr. Jerry L. Jeffords officiated. Music was by Mrs. Joan
Bowkcr, organist, and Mrs.
Debbie Tracey, vocalist.
Active pallbearers were Wells
T. Lovett, Dr. Harry Sparks,
Mancil Vinson, Walt Apperson,
Dwain McIntosh, Dr. Robert H.
McGaughey and Dr. Ralph Izard.
Members of the Murray Rotary
Club and Murray Magazine Club
served as honorary groups.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
The family asks that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to the Li. Hortin Scholarship Fund and sent to the
Department of Journalism at

Murray State University.
Dr. Hortin, 88, died FnlIay at
10:32 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was a member of Virst
United Methodist Church, Murray Rotary Club, Kentucky
Retired Teachers Association,
MSU Retired Faculty Association, and a 67-year-member of
Heritage Masonic Lodge, Albion,
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mellie Scott Hortin, to
whom he was married on Nov.
26, 1930; four brothers, Dale E.
Hortin, Bonita Springs, Fla., Virgil Hortin, Albion, Ill., Dwane
W. Hortin, DuQuoin, Ill., and
Charles L. Hortin, Carmi, Ill.;
and several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Sallie S. Whitnell
Services for Mrs. Sallie S.
Whitnell were Sunday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. Dr. David Roos
officiated. Mrs. Oneida White
was organist and soloist.
Active pallbearers were Joe
Dick, Joe Pat Ward, James Thurmond, Howad Steely, Dan
McKee! and Bruce Greer.
Members of Men's Sunday
School Class and Wear-Helm
Sunday School Class of First
Christian Church served as honorary groups.
Burial was in Murray City

Cemetery.
Mrs. Whitnell, 93, of 410
South Sixth St., Murray, died Friday at noon at Long Term Care
Unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Her husband, Bill Whitnell,
died in 1973. One sister, Mrs.
Elma Rummager, also preceded
her in death.
She ,is survived by one niece,
Mrs. Mary Ann Ewald and husband, Gerald, Plano, Texas; one
great-niece, Mrs. Lou Ann Phillipy, Arkansas; one great-greatniece.

Funeral rites for Tollie D.
McMillen were Sunday at 2 p.m.
at Scotts Grove Baptist Church.
The Rev. Heyward Roberts and
the Rev. William Hornbuckle
officiated. Music was by Mrs.
Mary Tutt, pianist, and Tommy
Hoke, vocalist.
Active pallbearers were Larry
Hurt, T.C. Collie, Robert Cross
Spann, Leon Collie, Joe Spann,
Dr. George Oakley and Buddy
Miller Spann.
Honorary pallbearers were
Rudy Barnett, M.D. McGinnis,
John E. Cohoon, James Vance,
Carl Hoke, Joe T. Outland, Toy
Lee Barnett and Hugo Wilson.
Burial was in Scotts Grove
Cemetery with arrangements by

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. McMillen, 63, of 421
South 10th St., Murray, died
Thursday at 12:55 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was the son of the late
Tollie D. McMillen Sr. and Tulia
Spann McMillen.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Donna Ford McMillen; one
daughter, Mrs. Diane M. Johnson
and husband, Gordon, Paducah;
one son, Patrick E. McMillen and
wife, Marie, Murray; one granddaughter, Danielle McMillen,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Sally
Ann Grisham and husband, A.M.,
Oxnard, Calif.; one brother, Howard B. McMillen and wife, Jean,
Murray.

Miss Olean McClanahan

Thirty-two students from Murray
High School participated in the 48th
annual Kentucky Youth Assembly
sponsored by the YMCA held
November 19-21 at the Hurstbourne
Convention Center in Louisville
and in Frankfort at the state Capitol.
Representing Tri Alpha were
Bonnie Turner, press; Tyiesha
Crouse, lobbyist; Aimee Clark,
Mary Friend, Paige Alcoa, Christie
Walters, Melissa Muscio, Jenny
Thomas, senators; Shannon Beale,
Kacey Guin,Ginger Crouch,Jennie
Bell, Megan Malinauskas, Noelle
Sedan, Beth Rose, Jasmine Van
Volkinsburg, Jennifer Goodell,
Courtney Adams, Maggic Snyder,
Tory Holton, and Jill Miller, representatives.
Representing Hy-Y were Michael Carr, press; Russell Adkins,
lobbyist; David Gresslar, Scott
McKee!,Darren Gantt, Matt WeathIn

Harold. Barrow, Neal Barrows,
Neville Barrows and Edsel
Barrow.
Burial was in Dover Cemetery,
Dover, Tenn.

Final rites for Miss Olean
McClanahan were Saturday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Robert Usrey
and John Dale officiated. The
song service were by singers
Miss. McClanahan, 86, Rt. 2,
from Glendale Road Church of
, Murray, died Thursday at 7:10
Christ.
Pallbearers were Elroy Barrow, a.m. at Princeton Health Care
Teen Barrow, Charles Brewer, Manor, Princeton.

Company

WKMS will feature
Christmas programs
WKMS, at 91.3 FM, will offer
over thirty radio features celebrating the holidays starting Sunday,
November 20, at 8:30 AM with a
concert by the Philadelphia Singers,
and concluding Friday, January 1,
1993, at 10 AM with a concert of
waltzes from Vienna, Austria.
This year's holiday programming
on 91.3 FM will offer brand new
elements. For one, WKMS will
record the annual "Hanging of the
Green" ceremony as it happens in
the Curris Center of Murray State
University Sunday, December 6, at
5PM,and broadcast it later the same
day at 8:3S PM.
Another part of the "Home for the
Holidays" that hasn't been heard
before on 91.3 FM will be a series of
twelve holiday shows from classic
radio series of the past. These will
be broadcast Sundays from 6 to 7
PM,November 29 through December 27. Among these programs don't
miss the Christmas shows of Jack
Benny, Abbot and Costello, Hopalong Cassidy, Fibber McGee
and Molly,Edger Bergen & Charlie, Burns and Allen, and six other
terrific features.
Also new to the 91.3 FM holiday
programming schedule will be a
Holiday House Party with Los
Lobos on Friday, December 25,at9

PM,and NPR's New Years Coast
to Coast, Tuesday, December 31,
from 9 PM into the New Year.
"Home for the Holidays on
WKMS" will include lots of old
favorites like the Advent Carol
Service Sunday, December 13, at 8
AM, Christmas on the Front
Porch Saturday, December 19, at
10 AM, A Big Band Christmas
Sunday, December 20, at 2 PM, A
Festival of Nine Lessons and Carols on Thursday, December 24,at9
AM, and many others.
WKMS classical producer Margaret Hunt will feature hours of
holiday music Tuesday at 11 AM
and Fridays at 1 PM throughout the
month of December. In addition
WKMS will record for broadcast
the Paducah Symphony Orchestra's Christmas program which
will air on Friday, December 18 at 7
PM.
4
WKMS is providing printed
schedules of "Home for the Holidays" for which interested listeners
in Kentucky may‘call 1-800-5994737. The studio phone for listeners
calling from neighbor states is 1502-762-4359. This schedules are
also available in many of the region's libraries, along with the station's regular program listing.
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'Does your family know what
funeral arrangements you want?"
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1991 Chevy SVB
2-Wheel Dr.
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Wilder speaks
to Lions Club

Hunting season
set at LBL
for small game

Price

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.......-..+9.19
DJIA Previous Close..-.-328210
Air Products....-....--4734 +

and Mrs. Pamela Daum, Dallas,
Texas; one son, Charles Foster,
Newcaney, Texas; her mother,
Mrs. Frances J. Harris; one sister,
Mrs. Viola Stankus, Newport
Richey, Fla.; two brothers, Frank
Harris, Chicago, Ill., and Charles
Harris, Mesa, Ariz.; 13 grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Murray
City Cemetery. John Dale will
officiate.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home will be in charge of
arrangements, but no visitation
will be scheduled.

The funeral for James W.(Bill) 1952; three daughters, Mrs. JenMerrell was Saturday at 1 p.m. in nifer McGuire, Jackson, Tenn.,
the chapel of McEvoy Funeral Mrs. Karen Johnson, Paris, and
Mrs. Linda James, Puryear; one
Home, Paris, Tenn. Steve Gallimore and Gerq Nash officiated. son, James L. (Buddy) Merrell,
Pallbearers were Corey James, Paris; one brother, D.J. Merrell,
Joey Johnson, Walter Flowers, Dallas, Texas; five grandchildren.
Anthony Sanders, Donald Sanders, Steve Sanders, Mark Swor,
Monte James, Gerald McGuire
and Steve Starks.
Burial was in Maplewood
Cemetery.
Mr. Merrell, 75, Hudson
Dr. C.D.(Duke) Wilder, Biology
Avenue, Paris, Tenn., died Thurs- professor at Murray State Univerday at 12:19 a.m. at Henry Coun- sity, was the guest speaker at the
ty Medical Center, Paris.
regular meeting of the Murray Lions
He had retired as a fireman for Club Tuesday night.
Louisville and Nashville Railroad
Dr. Wilder spoke to the local
and was a member of Jones civic group on Murphy Pond,
Chapel Baptist Church.
MSU's Outdoor Laboratory in
Born Oct. 10, 1918, at Hazel, Northeastern Hickman County. He
he was the son of the late Daniel told the Lions that the intent is to
Merrell and Virginia Hamby keep Murphy Pond as natural as
Merrell.
possible, with few improvements.
Survivors include his wife,
Wilder's particular interest is the
Mrs. Laverne Sanders Merrell, to population of cotton mouth snakes
whom he was married on July 17, in the area, which has been estimated as high as 300 per acre."This
area is one of the last remnants of
Cypress Swamp in this part of the
state," Wilder said, "and we would
like to keep it as natural as possible."
Small game hunting seasons at
In othei business, plans were
TVA's Land Between The Lakes announced for the annual Chrisunas
(LBL) will begin December 1.
party, to be held December 8 at
LBL biologists say quail and
Kenlake State Park Lodge. Lions
,rabbit numbers are slightly better
planning to attend should contact
than average this year, and that
Richard Tuck or James Rogers.
raccoon and squirrel populations
also look good.
All hunters must have an LBL
Hunter Use Permit and appropriate state license. Raccoon and
Federal-Sten Marlon Seam Service Mum lik 11r1r1
Kentucky PorcimseSres Hog Marks Report Includes 3
opossum hunters are required to Buying
Stations Receipts: Act. 244 Itat. 4114 Barroom &
Gila compared be but Wednesday Some
check in and out at designated
US
1-2
2.31.231 Roe.
1.35 WYO.%
stations.
US 1-1 111.231 lba.
$.34.411-3&30
US
14
2.31-2441
lbs.
131.30-39.1111
For a copy ofaLBL's hunting
US 2-4211-171 Ma.
SP.SIN.ISSO
regulations, call 924-1213 Sows
US
1-2
270465
lbe...—....
S36.341.17-441
between 7 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. US 1-3 31111-411 lbo
127.911-211.141
Monday through Friday, Olt US 1-3 411.525 lba.
5211.1141-14.30
1-3 525 and up
40-32.4141
copies can be picked up at any of US
US 2-3 310-3111 lbo
S1S-341.24-541
the LBL Welcome Stations.
Mors mond, 1.34.342.11111

Since 1851

Prices as of 9 AM

Mrs. Margie Louise Foster
Mrs. Margie Louise Foster, 69,
Murray, died Sunday morning at
Baptist Hospital, Oklahoma City,
Okla.
She was married Feb. 28,
1938, to Lawrence P. Foster, who
died Oct. 15, 1973. Born June 12,
1923, in Chicago, Ill., she was
the daughter of Frances Jamison
Harris and the late Frank Harris.
She was a member of Church
of Nazarene.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Constance Whitford,
Oklahoma City, Ms. Bonnie Foster, Grand Terrace, Calif., Mrs.
Peggy Smutney, Tinley Park, Ill.,

erly, senate; John Reid, Clay Bol in,
Andy Gupton, representative; Thomas Daniels, lobbyist; Kevin Cornpton, advocate in the Supreme
Court program.
The students had first hand experience in state government as they
drafted bills and performed other
governmental tasks. All bills approved by the youth assembly will
be presented in writing to the real
lawmakers. More than 300 of the
state's current laws were proposed
during prior-.youth conferences.
Tri Alpha proposed improved
legislation relating to domestic violence and the inclusion of a student
on the decision-making councils
mandated by KERA. The Hi-Y
presented three bills, one relating to
the right to die,one lowering the age
for purchasing tobacco products
from 18 to 16, and one to prohibit
smoking by teachers and administrators in the school building.
Students worked in committees at
the Hurstbourne in Louisville on
Thursday and on Friday debated the
bills in the house and senate chambers of the Capitol in Frankfort. The
speaker for the Friday night banquet
in Louisville was SenatorWendell
Ford.
Accompanying the students from
Murray were Mary Ann Russell and
Jerry Crider, club sponsors; Allen
Russell, Debbie Bell, and Danna
Hutson.

Stock Market
Report

James W.(Bill) Merrell

Murray High School's academic team defeated Livingston County
43-12 in the first round of the West Kentucky Academic Bowl held
Nov. 23 at Marshall County High School. In the second round,
Calloway County beat Marshall County 25-23 and in the championship match, Murray won over Calloway County 30-22. The win
advanced Murray to regional play in Paducah Dec. 7 where they
will go against Heath and Graves County will play Hickman. The
Edwin Reid scholarships, which are shared among each school,
will be awarded after the completion of finals. Team members pictured (front, from left) are David Chu, Rob Carpenter, Dennis
Whittaker and Chris Burgess. Back, from left: LOyd Hasty,
coach; Jason Shelby, Christopher Fuhrmann, Sam Green, Belinda
Lockhart, Shawn Kellie, Keisa Bennett and Cindy Clemson, assistant coach.
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MHS students attend Youth Assembly
Tollie D. McMillen

Dr. L.J. Hortin

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

*03155

Burgandy & Silver, 47,xxx miles,
Power Windows & Locks, AM/FM
Cassette, Tilt, Cruise.

)7S 3 888 7
(CO2

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

13,900
Rafts

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York
There is an easy way to make sure you have the exact
arrangements you want without putting a burden on your
family.
Choose the arrangements you want yourself, through the
Family Considerations program. And you can pre-pay them over
time so your family won't inherit the bill.
Come see us anytime. With Family Considerations, your
farnily will never have to worry about your funeral arrangements.

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Professional, Personal Dedicated
713 South Fourth St.

Service - Modem Facilities

753-6800

Family Conmderatrone piens am undermntten by Un.ted For,'
Insoranoe Company.

753-2617

I.

4

a
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Classified

010
020
025
030
040
050

.‘NNoCNt
,
EMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
..
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

FARMERS NIAIIKE1

MISCELLANEOUS

Help Wanted
060
070 ............Domestic & Childcare
090
100
110

410 .......

Public Sale

540

For Trade

Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity

560

Free Column

Instruction

570

Wanted

nin

Legal
Piotif•

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
REAL ESTATE RENTAL

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

TRANSPORTATION
470
Motorcycles
480
Auto Services
485 ..................
...Auto Parts
Used Cars
490
v
Vans
495
500
Used Trucks
510
Campers
Boats & Motors
520

nin

010

Lops'
Notice

120
230
250
290
530

280

Mobile Horne. For Rent

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

365

For Sale Or Lease

300

Business Rentals

420

Home Loans

310

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

320

Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

3415

Houses For Rent

450

-Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

010

In compliance with Kentucky Revised Statutes and the regulation of the State Board of Education, we, the board of
education of the above-named school district hereby submit to you for approval our General School Budget showing the
estimated expenditures, the estimated receipts, and the rate oflevy specified by this board for the succeeding school year
July 1, 1992 to June 30, 1993. This budget provides for a school term of 190 days.

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
Code
111-155
211-269
311-353
411-453
511-558
611-659
711-754
851-881

ADMINISTRATION
INSTRUCTION
ATTENDANCE SERVICES
,
HEALTH SERVICES
PUPIL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
OPERATION OF PLANT
MAINTENANCE OF PLANT
FIXED CHARGES
A. TOTAL CURRENT EXPENSES, CODES 111-881 INCLUSIVE
911-955
FOOD SERVICES
1111-1173
COMMUNITY SERVICES
1251-1275
CAPITAL OUTLAY
1351-1371
DEBT SERVICE
1451-1491
ADVANCEMENT AND TRANSFERS
B. TOTAL ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OTHER THAN
CURRENT EXPENSES, CODES 911-1491
C. TOTAL BUDGET APPROPRIATIONS (A+B)
TOTAL OUTSTANDING INDEBTEDNESS, Revenue Bonds (Principal only)
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS FROM SOURCES OF DISTRICT TAXATION

11-a

11-b
14-a

14-b

15
18
19

We expect to have on July 1 unexpended cash balance
in the general fund
The assessed valuation of real property subject to
taxation for school purposes certified by the
Department of Revenue is $355,935,550.00 and based
on levy on real property will produce
The assessed valuation of tangible personal property
is $48,932,601.00 and based on levy tangible property
will produce
The assessed valuation on real property of public
service corporations certified by the Department
of Revenue is $5,219,566.00 and based on levy on
real property will produce
The assessed valuation on tangible property of public
service corporations is $22,392,886.00 and based on _
levy on tangible property will produce
The total assessed valuation of all distilled spirits within
the school district as assessed by Department of Revenue
amount to $0.00 and based on the levy, will produce
The 3% permissive tax requested to be levied will produce
The assessed valuation on motor vehicles is
68,969,901.00 and based on levy will produce
D. TOTAL OF CODES 0, 11, 14, 15, 18, 19
Less: Cost of tax collections
Exonerations (estimated)
Delinquencies (estimated)
Discounts (estimated)
E. TOTAL DEDUCTIONS
F. ESTIMATED RECEIPTS FROM PREVIOUS TAX DELINQUENCIES
(Code 12) AND REVENUE IN LIEU OF TAXES (Code 13)
(include municipal plant board)
G. TOTAL ESTIMATED BALANCE AND INCOME FROM DISTRICT
TAXATION (D-E+F)

$360,000.00
$7,872,727.15
$60,080.32
$13,000.00
$1,001,153.58
$814,000.00
$314,000.00
$529,378.54
$10,964,339.59
$0.00
$0.00
$315,498.00
$17,400.00
$656,784.00

$711,463.71

$1,366,792.51

(es

Tuition payments by individuals a'from other districts
Interest from investments
Rental of school facilities
Non-public school transportation
Student fees
All other revenue receipts
SEEK Program
Other State aid
Chapter II (if recorded functionally)
Public Law 88-210; Vocational Business
Other Federal aid through State
Public Law 874
Other revenue from Federal sources
Sale of real property and equipment
Net insurance recovery
Reimbursements and refunds
H. TOTAL ESTIMATED INCOME FROM SOURCES OTHER THAN
,DISTRICT TAX
I. GRAND TOTAL OF ALL ESTIMATED RECEIPTS (G+H)

$187,901.19

$20,043.13

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy. For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

ogn

Help
Wanted

ACCOUNTANT
Desired CPA or potential CPA with minimum of 2 years
CPA firm experience.
Excellent compensation, creative work
environment, unlim-

ited opportunity for
advancement.
Send resume to
Steven C. Sacora,
CPA
Rt. 1 Box 186
Sedalia, Ky. 42079

you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school. Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8:00am-3:00pm. We are an
EOE. This project is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry CouncilJTPA.

PART-time employment,
doctors office. Approximately 16 hours/4 day
week. Nursing and office
skills preferred. Call
753-7272 between
8 30-5 00 M-T.
PART time position for
gymnastics instructor.
753-1976 or 753-6705.
WANTED barmaids, waitresses, dancers $500 plus
weekly Doll House Cafe,
Paris, TN 642 4297,
6pm-2am
070
Domestic
1. Childcare
ABSOLUTELY Cleanl Ex
perienced, dependable
cleaning service Home or
office. References. Call
Kimberly White, 436-2569
CLEANING Service Will
do weekly and holiday
cleaning Have references
Call 492-8238. 436-5330

SEWING lobs wanted in
cluding formal wear
753-1061
100
Business
01:4portuntty
BREAKTIME Billiards, lo
cated in Dixieland Shop
ping Center, Murray, KY
Serious inquiries only.
759-9303, business hours,
open lpm daily or
442-2900. LuAnn Edwards,
owner

'free local Palm swyce'
„

Lost
And Found
LOST yellow gold nng with

$3,174,374.56

$0.00
$55,000.00
$615.00
$0.00
$0.00
$2,500.00
$7,618,496.03
$749,646.00
$0.00
$3,553.00
$265,569.00
$0.00
$40,263.00
$4,005.00
$0.00
$40,000.00

Help
Wanted
AVON Representatives
needed, 10 positions available, no experience, new
career choice, opportunities earn cash now Free
gift with appt Call immediately, 753-0171.

MOSS-Heltsley and
Frankel Tobacco Floor, DISTRIBUTORS for all naHopkinsville KY, 2nd and tural products, good money
Virginia St We have room and incentives Call
to sell your tobacco before 436-2000
Christmas Ernest Lawrence, Floor Manager,
502-885-3090
Help Wanted: Earn
up to $500 per week
proassembling
ducts at home. No
experience. Info 1-

LEARN TO DRIVE

TRACTOR • TRAILERS

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road
south to Sq. Hale Road, nght on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 rnie
OPEN TO THL PUB( IC

753-0466

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

•
•

HOUSE Inspectors No
exp necessary Will train
Up to $800 wkly Call
219769-6649. ext H239,
9am to 9pm 7 days

•••••

poinictemanci

Rent-A-Car

RN Positions
Sign-on bonus for full-time
Med-Surg-AM & PM, 12 & 8-hr. shifts
CCU - PM, 12-hr. shift
Adult Psyche - AM & PM,12-hour shifts
ER - 3-11 shift
Infection Control - part time 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Other positions
CNA - 12-hr. shift (nights)
Unit Clerk - 8-hr. evening shift
Contact: Pat Willis-Hauck, 644-8256

lir_ HENRY COUNTY
MIC MEDICAL CENTER
301 Tyson Avenue
Paris, Tennessee 38242

ALLIANCE

u5CT0A- TRALER TRA/4110 CENTERS
MANION,TN

INSIDE Sales Quality Industrial supplier otters career opportunity in Western
Kentucky Experience in in
dustnal sales a plus Re
quires mechanical and
sales aptitude Send re
surne to P0 Box 6611
Louisville KY 40206

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote

TRANSFER home movies
to video tape Only 7$ per
foot Makes a great gift Call
Donna Darnell at Video
Production Specialties
759924€

PART Time EMT position
available in Calvert City Ky
area Good starting pay
group medical insurance
available Must have cur
rent certification Apply at
Murray Guard Inc , 58 Mur
ray Guard Dr Jackson, TN
3 8 30 5
Phone
901 6683122 EOE WF

VCR Service

X3000CXXXXXX30000(
DOLL HOUSE
x
X
CAFE

McConnell
Insurance Agency

Exotic Dancers
(fey. 7, Ejim Par* Tenn

Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.

515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

Rick Murdock, Chairman
•

504-648-1700 DEPT.
KY-2021

C705!lot)
1- 5
t;1119
CI7DICritte
/4054WI
%OMAN INEMEWEE WELCOMED

$8,779,647.03
$11,954,021.59

Submitted by order of the Calloway County Board of Education

(Doors open at 6-00)

We're growing and so
is our need for purses...

060

$300,363.92
$3,292,553.14
$67,643.58
$18,625.00
$13,900.00
$26,510.00
$126,678.58
$8,500.00

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

small diamond. Very sentimental value. In Murray
area. 753-9387.

$0.00
$620,000.00

Also the following tax levy is requested:$.521 for motor vehicles and 3%for permissive tax as authorized under provisions of
KRS 160.605 (occupational), KRS 160.613 (utility), or KRS 160.621 (excise).

All Brands

To subscribe to the paper call 753-1916

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

EXPERIENCED person to
call on telephone marking
appointments for sales
people. Hours 5pm-9pm
weekdays Starting wages
$5 00 per hour Prefer person 30yrs of age or older.
Call 753-5441.

AURORA Pizza Magic GePersonals
nuine hand tossed pizza,
DIAL-A-Devotion.
Memor
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros. Open all year at 'al Baptist Church
5pm. Closed Mon and 753-4411.
Tues.
474-8119,
050
1-800-649-3804

$85,988.68

Under provisions of Kentucky Revised Statutes, the Calloway County Board of Education on the 10th day of September,
1992 requests State Board of Education approval to impose on real estate, tangible personalty, public service companies,
and distilled spirits alevy of:$.324for real estate and tangibles,$.06 for real estate and tangibles for FSP-K KRS 157.620(1)
(A), and $.384 grand total of above levies.

Jack D. Rose, Secretary

PLAN your Christmas party
at Pizza Magic, Aurora. Call
or
4 74 - 8 1 1 9
1-800-649-3804 for available dates and details.

Lordy, lordy
Cheryl Jean
Skinner is 40.
Love your
grown children

25a per word $5.00 minimum let
day. 5e per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

025

ESTIMATED RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES OTHER THAN DISTRICT TAXATION
e
dt3
31
32
33
34
35
41
42-45
51
52
53
61
62
81
82
83

Notice

$989,682.00
$11,954,021.59
$6,915,000.00

Reader Ads:

DO you need a JOB, or do

n2(1
Notice

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
40% Dm-ow 2nd Ran,
60% Discount 3rd Run,
(All 3 Ads !duet Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$1.75 per column inch extra for Tuesday(Shopping Guide).

Help
Wanted

THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY HEREBY INVITE
BIDS FOR (1) USED CAB AND CHASSIS
TRUCK BETWEEN THE YEARS 1985, 1987
FOR USE BY THE WATER/WASTEWATER
SYSTEM. SPECIFICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE CITY CLERKS OFFICE 5TH
& POPLAR STREETS, MURRAY, KENTUCKY. SEALED BIDS SHOULD BE SO
MARKED AND IN THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE BY 1 P.M. THURSDAY,DECEMBER 3,
1992. THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL RESERVES THE RIGHT TO ACCEPT THE
LOWEST OR BEST BID OR REJECT ANY OR
ALL BIDS.

020

Display Ads

060

*al
Notice

INVITATION TO BID

TO THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY

Code
0

MEM II \ NO151:
__Computers
120
130.................For Sale Or Trade
140
Want To Bay
150
Articles For Sale
155
Appliances
160
Home Furnishings
165
Antiques
170
Vacuum Cleaners
180
Sewing Machine'
195
Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240
Miscellaneous
260
TV. & Radio
380
Pets & Supplies

Legal
Node*

Legal
Notice

GENERAL BUDGET
FOR SCHOOL YEAR 1992-93
CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, COUNTY OF CALLOWAY

•

REAL ESTATE SALES

010
Legal
Notice

Classified Ad Rates

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916
SERVICES

190
Farm Equipment
370 .............Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
390
Produce
400
550
Feed & Seed

EMPLOY MEN I

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

X

x

X Mon.-Sal. 6 p rri-2 ant X
X
901-642.4297
X
XX3PIXXXVOIXXXXXXX

00

753-4199

(alt _
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CLASSIFIEDS
Business
Opportunity

Articles
For Sale

Business
Services

BUSINESS Loans, al
types. Call Mon -Fri ,
8 00am- 3 30pm
502-545-3616

TIRES Tires, Tires New
and used Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Ad, Murray,
753-1111.

PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Investigations Southside Shopping Center Suite $102,
Murray, 753 2641

12ff
Computers
COMPUTERS-Sales &
Service, free set-up & training, home/office. Hawkins
Research, 753-7001.
NEW IBM Compatible
Color Printer. 753-7001

WATER heaters, electric,
round, double heating elements, five year guarantee
on glass lined tank. Your
choice, 30, 40, or 50 gallon,
$139.99 Wallen Hardware,
Downtown, Pans
WOLFF tannning bed, 20
bulb, 2 extra bulbs, 110 or
220 adapter, perfect for
home use $1000
753-9313 or 753-6758

140
Wart
To Buy

ISO

Home
Furnishings

ANTIQt)ES by the piece o
collections Call 753-9433 COUCH, Gilliam 2 cushion
like new, beige background
after 5pm
w/light blue and peach tuCASH paid for good, used lips. Only $350. 759-1922
rifles, shotguns, and pis- evenings.
tols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, COURISTAN oriental design rug, 10'x13', excellent
Murray.
condition, deep red cream,
OLD gas, oil and coca cola light teal, navy. $500
signs Pedal cars and trac- 753-3827.
tors Old stone lugs with
advertisements on them. MOVING must sell, 2 LR
Ask for Larry at 753-3633. suites, BR and more Also,
Pioneer stereo, will sell
USED and antique furni- cheap 753-7432
ture, glass, tools, quilts
RECTANGULAR wood di474-2262, 901-642-6290
ning table with 6 chairs,
practically new, $150.
150
753-7104 after 5pm.
Articles
For Sale

THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN

2 LARGE office desks with
credenzas to match. 1 high
back office chair on rollers.
1988 Panasonic FP-1530
Genesis color on color copier, Utility topper and tool
box for full size pick-up
truck. 753-1970.
500 GALLON propane
tank $450 Call 489-2704
after 6pm
55 GAL and 20 gal aquarium 753-6204
ASHLEY Imperial wood
burning stove with blower
436-5274
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc. We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap. 759-1828.

1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture,Appiiances, and MisC. Items
Use Our Layaway Pian
Now Renting Nintendo

HAND made knives
753-2498.
210
Firewood
A-1-A FIREWOOD, seasoned oak, $30 rock delivered, $25 rick pick-up.
492-8254

A FIREWOOD for sale
COMIC books for sale, 437-4667
753-9481
FIREWOOD 436-5598
COOPER tires with miLifeline
leage warranty.
220
Classic 60,000 miles.
Monogram 50,000 miles.
Maks!
Trendsetters 40,000 miles.
Warehouse Tire, 400, In- I3ALDWIN Classic console
dustrial Road, Murray, piano, just like new but less
753-1111.
than half the price.
753-1369
FRED'S Home Crafter
Woodwork on sale. Dis- PIANO tuning, expert serplayed at University Tire, vice and repair, John
1406 Main St. Ph. Gottschalk, 753-9600
753-4994, 759-4675 Items
WANTED: A person with
made to order.
good credit to take on a low
LET us make your clothes, monthly payment on a
alter and repair. Uniforms beautiful console piano. No
and sportswear, rentals, money down. See locally.
toll
free
gowns and tuxedos. Ruth's Call
See and Sew, Country 1-800-635-7611.
Square, 1608 N. 121, Murray 753-6981.
240
RC airplane, 753-9691 after 6pm
SHOPSMITH Mark V with
ban saw, planer, lathe,
table saw attachments,
works great $700 obo
753-8270 leave message
SOLOFLEX, barely used,
all attachments, $750 Call
753-4586 leave message
STEREO system for truck.
MIX speakers, Alpine
booster and equalizer, 160
watt Orion amp.,(2)5 midrange, coustic in-dash
$1100 obo Call 498-8669
after 5pm

klacellamous
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now offers U.S. and foreign
coins at Hobee's Coin and
Card Shop, 102 North 5th
Street, in Murray. Our
coins, proof sets, paper
currency and coin supplies
are available at Decades
Ago (in Hazel) and at the
Mercantile (in Aurora).
Stamps and stamp supplies are featured along
with our coins and coin
supplies at the Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Center in Murray). We appraise
estates and are active buyers of coins and stamps.
Call 502-753-4161

Computers
Home or Office Computer on-site
service and sales. Select 386 or 486
IBM compatible systems.
Hawkins Research
Call 10 AM - 10 PM
VISA / MasterCard accepted

753-7001

NOW HIRING DRIVERS

270
Horn*. For Sale

360
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
12x50,$900 obo 437-4887 KY, is now renting. You
Pets
or 437-4875
must be 62, handicapped,
Supplies
14x78, 1973 BONANZA, or disabled New 1 and 2br
units. 502-527-8574 for 3 RAT Terrier puppies
front porch, back deck
more information. Equal 753-7269
492-8342
Hoqing Opportunity.
AKC registered champion
BEST Home Center, Hwy
bloodlines German She45W,Milan, TN. New 93,2 LIKE new 2br apt., central
pherds and Australian
bdrm only 518 down, only h/a. Stove, refrigerator, w/d
Cattle Dogs Healthy, loyal
121 20/mo. Delivery and furnished. No pets.
companions, working or
set-up induded. Call toll 759-9439 after 5pm
show dogs. 502-436-2858.
free, 1-800-282-3781 for MUR-CAL Apartments now
the best deals in the south.
accepting applications for ARC registered Basset
Hound puppies, shots and
BEST Home Center, Hwy 1, 2 and 3br apartments.
wormed 489-2259.
45W.. Milan, TN. New 93, Phone 759-4984. Equal
Housing
Opportunity.
16x80, 3 bdrm, 2 bath, sitAKC Schnauzers, ready for
ting on our yard, only
Christmas, pick yours now
NEW
1,140
sq.ft.
duplex,
all
16,907, payments 179/mo.
$150 436-5811.
gas,
central
air,
appliances
Call toll free today for best
deals in the South. plus dishwasher, utility BABY parakeets for sale,
room with w/d hook-up,
759-4119 after 5pm
1-800-282-3781.
quiet area, avail 12/15,
BEST Home Center, Hwy lease and deposit, no pets BLUE Healer puppies,
45 W., Milan, TN Call toll 759-1087.
$20/ea 753-4618
free for best deals in the
NEW 2br duplex, gas heat, BULL Terrier puppy, AKC,
South, 1-800-282-3781
hook-up, 408B North- brindle and white male,
w/d
New 16 wide, 3 bdrm, 2
$400/mo. Refer- $400 Paradise Kennels
wood,
bath, sitting on our yard
502-753-4106
only 14,990 Payments ences and deposit required. 753-4873 after HAVE an obedient, safe
only 159/mo
6Pm.
dog for show or home
BEST Home Center, Hwy
Classes or private lessons
TAKING
applications
for
45 W, Milan, TN. 93 2
Serving Murray for over
bdrm, start at 9999 Best in section 8 rent subsidized
12yrs 436-2858
the south, 93 3 bdrm, start apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms
Apply
Hilldale
Apts.
at 11,999. Best in the south.
PEG'S Dog Grooming
93 3 bdrm, 16 wides, start Hardin, Ky. or call 753-2915
EHO.
at 14,990 Best in the south 502-437-4113
TWO breeding pair of
93 double wides, start at VERY nice, clean, 2br, cenCockabels and a pair of
17,990 Interest rates start tral h/a, laundry hock-up, Canaries. 753-7370.
at 6.75% fixed, best in the no pets 641 South
south. If you need a home 492-8634
and want the best price.
410
Best payment. Best ser- WANTED: 2 roommates to
Public
vice. Best value. Call toll share 3br furnished apartSalo
tree, 1-800-282-3781, call if ment w/male. Water and
you want to save money. garbage included,
$120/mo. Call Bob at TropCUMMINGS Meter Poles. ics Tanning Salon,
Specializing in mobile 753-8477, for information.
home electric services 200 Available Dec. 1, 1992.
Christmas
amp $375 100 amp $325.
in the
340
435-4027
Country
Houses
MOBILE home with underCrafts by
For Rail
pining steps partially furnJenny Wood
ished, $2500 Neal Starks 1004 MAIN, 2br, 1 bath
Janette Gtles
carpeted, stove, refngera
Motor Sales 437-4424
_•••
December 5th
tor, freezer, central h/a, w/d
9 a.m. to 5 pat.
hook-up, no pets $360/mo
280
at
$300 deposit 759-1265.
Mobile
Wood VCR
Homes For Rent
Spring Creek Ch. Rd.
2BD house available Jan 1
Info: 753-0530 4"
12x60, 2br, wrci hook-up, Non smokers prefaced All
cable, nice lot 3 miles East appliances furnished,
of Murray $200/mo. + de- wooded lot, blacktop drive,
easy access to 641
posit. 753-2250
430
$250/mo + one month deRost
2BR trailer for rent, near posit 437-4931
Estate
Almo, $210/mo and deposit. Also trailer space for 2BR house, stove and re- .1 ACRE country lot, blackrent. Call 759-4507 or frigerator furnished near top road 753-1250
campus, deposit required
753-1861
no pets, 1 year lease, BOB Haley Real Estate
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, $375/mo Call 753-2967
Sales, Appraisals Property
electric or gas Walking disMgt RE(MAX 753-SOLD
bath
brick,
stove
3BR,
2
tance to college 753-5209
REALTY ofKOPPERUD
refrigerator,
209
S.
and
15th, $400/mo., Available fers a complete range of
285
after Dec 20, 1992 No pets Real Estate services with a
Mobile
wide selection of quality
and deposit. 753-4074
Home Lots For Rent
homes, all prices
MOBILE Home Village, DIRECTLY across from 753-1222
MSU. lbr, 1 bath includes
available now. $75/mo., in
w/d, refrig., stove, $400/mo RE/MAX Properties Ltd
dudes water Coleman RE
+ deposit. No pets. Avail- Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
753-9898
able January 1. 1993 Bob Haley Jean Bird Bel
Air Center 502-753-SOLD,
753-8191.
1 800-369-5780
LYNN Grove area, 2 bedroom house available De435
cember 1st. No house pets
1800 SO FT warehouse o
Lake
work shop. Electricity, gas $250/per month. 1 month
Property
heat, loading dock. Prime depcsit. 435-4233.
LAKEFRONT LIQUIDA
location. 753-8809.
TION! Dockable waterfront
360
4 CAR dean-up shop ofon Barkley Lake. 3 5 acres,
For Rent
fice, paved lot, air,
was $29,900, NOW
Or Lease
753-4509
$19,900. Woods, views,
vacation/
BUSINESS offices for rent 38R 2 bath house on Main ready for
acre
Part time, full time, small, St. available 12/15, single retirement home 3+
family only, 1 year lease lake access $7,900 Filarge. Very reasonable
minimum Mur Cal Realty. nancing Woodland Acres
rent. Call Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444
Call 800-858-1323.
753-4444.
CREEKVIEW
Self-storage
EXECUTIVE commercial
warehouses on Center
office space, National
Hotel, Main at 6th Term Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
negotiable. Please call
753-0762_
NORTHWOOD storage 5 ACRE wooded lot for
presently has units avail- building or mobile home
FOR Rent-Business Retail
able 753-2905 for more Coles Campground Area,
or Office Space in S Side
$9500 759-1530
information.
Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
365
WOODED building lots in
For Sift
Lynwood Heights City waOr Leas*
ter, natural gas, cablevi220
son, 3 3/10 miles on 94
Apartments
condominium
3BR, 2 bath
west from Murray City LimFor Rent
753-3293 after 6pm
its 6% simple interest fi1, 2, 3, OR 4br furnished
nancing available
apartments, nice, near uni370
753-5841 or 753-1566
versity 3br house. 1604
Llvtirtock
Main St, central gas heat,
&VOW
a/c, near campus.
BRANGUS
and black An
$450/mo. 753-6111 days.
bull $725
gus
mixed
nights
753-0606
436-2619
ATTENTION Hunters 101
1BR, $195/mo. + utilities,
Sad- acres, 9 miles west of
1608 College Farm Rd. HUDSON Company
sup- Hazel, lots of deer and
Available 12/15. 753-6733 dles, Bridles & Horse
turkey, $35,000 759-1701
753-4545
759-1823,
plies
after 5pm.
753-6763
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753-41b9

•Flexible Hours
•Be a part of one of the fastest growing
pizza companies
•Paid Vacation
'Mileage & Tips
•Must be at least 18 years
•Clean driving record & insurance
Send Resume To:

1 ROOM efficiency apart
ment, very near MSU,
available now Coleman
RE, 753-9898

Papa John's

2BR duplex, 401-A Northwood Dr Days 753-6654,
Evenings 753-1829 Ask
for Becky

2412-A Fort Campbell Blvd.
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240

2 OR 3br duplexes, central MULE for coon hunting and
hie, appliances lurnished. trail riding, gentle
Coleman RE, 753-9898.
753-8965 after 4:30pm
5 ROOM apartment or of- WHEAT straw, $1 50/bale
fice space, located at 703S 489-2436, if no answer
4th St, see Carlos Black
leave message on
Jr., Black's Decorating
machine.
Center or call 753-0839

2BR carpeting, drapes, ref,
dishwasher, w/d hook-up,
central h/a, $350/mo Deposit required No pets
753-9240

Used
Cars

Homes
For Sale

Homes
For Salo

Livestock
& Supplies

490

4fifl

460

370

250

100

10+ ACRES partially NEW 2br duplexes, gas
wooded with creek plus heat, 1800 sq ft. brick
nice 3br home, just waiting $82,500 Call for appointfor you Just reduced to ment, 753-4873 after 6pm
$48,500. MLS $4536. Call
house in UniverKopperud Realty, NEW 3br
sity Heights, buy now and
753-1222.
choose your carpet Spa3BR, 1 bath brick house for cious home, wood deck in
sale by owner. Located in rear, 2 car garage, vinyl
Murray. Good condition. If siding. Reduced to
qualified, could also be pur- $69,500 Call 753-7775
chased under FmHA
$37,900. 753-0356
d 0
CANTERBURY, 3br, 2'4
bath, Ir, dr, hardwood, 2 car
garage, privacy fence, fully
landscaped. 753-5264.
HOME for sale on quiet
street in older section of
town near Murray Middle
School. 3-4 bedroom home
totally redecorated and
ready for immediate occupancy, central gas heat,
central electric cooling
Property also includes nice
garage apt with 2 car garage_ Offered at $75,000.
Contact Bill Kopperud,
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.
NEWLY remodeled 4br 2
bath home on 1+ acres
Priced in mid 570's Sunroom deck and more MLS
*4428 Call Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
NEW on the market, older
home with lots of character.
Large lot in town, 2br, 1
bath, large kitchen, room to
expand upstairs $47,000
753-9902

Motorcycles
1980 HONDA XL 185,$400
obo 753-8270 leave
message
1985 250R 3-wheeler,
1986 Tri-Z 60 1990 Quad
80 492-8870

1989 DODGE Ram Char
ger. 4x4, 47,000 miles ex
cellent shape 753 0638 af
ter 5pm

1986 PONTIAC 6000 station wagon high mileage
excellent body new battery, good tires Can be
seen 1 2 miles east of Kirksey on Hwy 464 $950 obo
753-9585

1990 CHEVY Ext Cab
pick-up, white tan interior
loaded 759-1515

1987 CHEROKEE, excellent condition $6900
753-7027

510
Campers

1987 DODGE 600 ps/pb,
a/c, recently overhauled
$1950 489-2609

1987 28' GEORGIE Boy
motor home 18,000 miles
bought new in 1988 one
owner, real sharp
753-2967

1989 HYUNDAI Excel,
4-door, auto, a/c good
cond , 64,000 miles
$2900 489-2156
1991 LUMINA Z-34 25,xxx
miles excellent condition,
one, owner 753-5814

A-1 TOWN/country yard
mowing,landscaping.tree
trimming,tree removal,light
hauling. Free estimates
Tim Lamb, 436-2528.

A*1 CAR stereo installation
and stereo repair 30 years
experience World of
Sound 753-5865
JOHN'S Auto and Truck
Repair Sun roofs, cruise
controls installed. Cars
hand washed, waxed. Burgular alarms, rear window
defrosters installed
474-8855

Auto
Parts
HEAVY duty industrial motor hoist,$150 Coats 40-40
tire machine, $400
759-1645 after 4pm

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music Murray's
Car Audio Specialist
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm 759-9816 753-0495
A-1 TREE removal & tree
trimming Light hauling &
odd Jobs Free estimates
436-2102, ask for Luke

FOR Sale 1990 Chevy Cavalier, 44xxx miles amifm
stereo, a/c $5692
753-9240

AA TREE trimming and
yard mowing. 436-2102
ask for Paul

495

ALPHA Builders • CarpenVans
try, remodeling, porches
1983 FORD Customized roofing, concrete, drive van, 75,000 miles, good ways, painting, mamtecondition, $5500 nance, etc Free estimates
753-6839
489-2303.
AL'S hauling yard work
tree removal, mowing Free
estimates 759-1683

PERFECT STARTER
HOME PRICED IN 'THE 1982 TOYOTA Celica GT,
530'S 3br, living room, 5-speed, ps/pb, a/c, $1950
kitchen, 1 bath, dining 489-2609
1979 CHEVROLET Silverroom, utility. Washer and
dryer and appliances in- 1984 HONDA CRX, good ado swb, fully loaded, best
cluded. 501 S 9th St condition, very good gas offer 753-6063 after 5pm
mileage, 5-speed, tinted
753-7027.
1985 CJ7 JEEP hard top,
windows, air 435-4620
$3800 or best offer. Please
TOTALLY redecorated and
renovated 3 bedroom 1984 LINCOLN Mark VII, call 762-6838 before 5pm
home on 1 acre lot Located good condition, high mi- or 436-2298 after 5pm Ask
between Murray and Ken- leage, new tires. Was for Charlie
tucky Lake Attractive $2900, now $2000. 1989 DODGE pick-up Ram
home and attractive price. 436-2755
150 V-8, auto., air, ps/pb,
Just reduced to $62,500. 1985 CHEVROLET Cava- tilt, cruise. rails, 1 owner,
Contact Kopperud Realty lier, 4-door, auto ps/pb, excellent condition, 30xxx
753-1222 MLS $4570
a/c, $1500 firm 489-2609 miles_ 489-2784

ANY remodeling, building,
roofing Refer
ences 759-1110
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
CHILI Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sed
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
"Wimakt
.
...

igY

FREE
DELNERY
Lay-A-Way
EZ Terms

Wall-to-Wall Savings!

Wiggins Furniture

,t

Hwy. 641 — 2 miles north of Murray on 4 Lane
Quality bedding and furniture for your
living room, bedroom,dining room and
rattan for your den.sunroom or breakfast nook.

,#)

Plus lots of gifts and accessories includ-

ing: Heritage Lace, brass, silk flower
arrangements. touch lamps, ceramics.
curios & more.

Open Monday - Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. •(502) 753-4566
Owned & Operated by Robert & Nell Wiggins
For All Your Christmas Shopping
Low In-Store Financing Rate
Since 1958 Where Quality
We Take MasterCard &. Visa
Doesn't Carry A High Price

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Like To Be
Little Busier?
Put Yourself Here!

GAllimort ritetrec
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS

Commercial and Residential• Licensed arid lnsur:•
James C. GaIllmore, °ismer
Soecaliz,ng n Custom Homes • .1 Audvideo
Instaiaton • a Home Automaton

759-1835

Gentry Painting Co.

53

Poison
Control

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

"Ail Types Of Pressure Washing & Steam Clearnng"
Free Estimates • All Work Guaranteed
Insured

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

KLEEN TEC
COMMERCIAL HOOD & VENT CLEANING
(502) 753-28411
•2:), Tnweatt Owner
1209 Kirkwood Murray, KY 42C

762-1100
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

ALPHA BUILDERS

kemodeling. garages,decks, porches,concrete
,tialn link fences Home maintenance

Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling
('all I's Anytime

489-2303

759-4685

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE!
$a00

Commercial Waste
Disposal
-I Iv.,

Rip Per Week
Only
(=wawa' 111 weeks)

•

ls 111

Calloway Co. Fire
& Rescue Squad

753-7588 753-6952

Phone 435-4268
Wat. Gentry
fit 4 Bei 1774. Ihkrrey. Ky 42071

All Types of Refuse Service

1-800-585-6033
Bud Stewart, Route Manager

Call 753-1916

00000
01immilla,

18giramorwreiti•444.

1

Owner Aoattious To Sell!! Two bedroom stucco 12
miles east on 94. Approx 2 acre lot. Only $21,000.
Call Roberts 753-1651

Roberts Realty
414 So. 12th

763-1651

10

a

;LA

'
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CLASSIFIEDS

Transportation secretary announces priority roads

Kentucky Transportation Secretary Don C. Kelly today announced
the priority roads in Calloway
530
530
530
County
for snow and ice removal
SONAMS
Union
Services
during
the
upcoming winter season.
Offered
Offered
Offered
Kelly
urged
citizens to use the
•
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- SOUTHERLAND AND Priority A roadways if at all possible
Factory trained by 3 major ING. For all your carpet and LONG Construction. Home when travelling during hazardous
manufacturers Most parts upholstery call 753-5827. repairs and remodeling, conditions. "These roads will be

cleared as quiky as possible when
winter weather its," Kelly said.
"We recommend that travelers use
these routes if they must be out on
the roadways. We will do everything feasible to keep area roadways
clear of snow and ice and to ensure
the safest possible travelling conditions. I ask the citizens of Calloway

in stock, on my truck. All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455.

estimates. roofing, room additions,
Free
Emergency water removal_ foundation work. Free estimates No jobs too big or
PARKING lot sealing, mi- too small. Call S&L Connor repairing and restrip- struction. 753-3870 day
or
BACKHOE Service- ROY ing. 436-2776.
night.
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations, PLUMBING repairman with SUREWAY Tree & Stump
same day service Call Removal. Insured with full
etc. 759-4664.
436-5255.
line of equipment Free esBACKHOE SERVICE.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank PLUMBING - Free esti- timates. Day or night,
installation, repair, replace- mates. Affordable rate. 753-5484.
Same day service. AM work T C Dinh Repair
ment. 759-1515.
and Mainguaranteed. 492-8816
tenance. Electrical - CleanBILL Travis trucking for
gravel, dirt, fill sand, white REFINISHING, stripping, ing Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
rock, rip rap, and backhoe custom woodworking. Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm.
753-8056.
work. 474-2779.
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service. All work guaranteed. 753-1134.
CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs. Glen Bobber, 759-1247.

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates. Call
474-2307.
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand,dirt, driveway rock. 753-4545,
753-6763.

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. Complete installation and service.Call Gary at
759-4754.
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35. New location: Route 1,
Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri.; 753-0530.

560

Free

Xtras

FREE puppies, 5 wks old,
mixed breed. Call
753-1861 after 5pm.

Xtra Prints
Xtra Film

PRICES AND COUPONS IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1992

RJR ROME REPAIRS

APPLIANCE REPAIR

6 FT.
FIR
TREE

*140 CHASER OR .100 MUSICAL

LIGHT SETS

799
ASST COLORS OR CLEAR ADD-A-SET

1"

UGHT SET

Service on all brands window air condboners retngerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

30 INCH
50 SO. FT.

a linzn,

ARTIFICIAL
ROCKY
MOUNTAIN

General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Rooting and Welding

*KIDS
*MEMORIES
*NOEL
GIFT
WRAP

11 X 21613i)FOOThUT6OOR PINE

FREE 1 29 FREE
.RED/GREEN
10 SHEETS34 SO. FT.
ORWlifTE

•NERSHEYS MINIATURES .RED/
GREEN/GOLD REESES MINIATURES
OR ROLOS .RED/GREEN/SILVER
KISSES REG. OR W/ALMONDS
•YORK MINTS

11 3
9
93GALLON 799
9 OZ BAGS
3 PAO(

11 99
1
30(1.

'All Repairs Are Guaranteed
.••••

753-5341 or 753-1270

PLANTER'S
Assift'vAiETINUTS

ASSORTED SCENES

POPCORN TIN
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOCOWORKING

6

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom
4011 SUNBURY-MURRAY (BONN Bunny Bread:
713-5010

Contract Bridge
Famous Hand
South dealer.
bid two diamonds, showing a diaEast-West vulnerable.
mond suit and at least eight points.
NORTH
The bidding thereafter was natural
+954
and South wound up in three
V Q 1074
notrump.
• A Q 1094
The Australian West led the
+5
spade ace and shifted to the seven of
WEST
EAST
diamonds. Declarer did not relish
•A K J 10
+632
the prospect of losing a diamond fi✓ K 65
11,9832
nesse to East and getting a spade
•K 7 53
•8 2
return, so he went up with the ace
4 10 6
•J 8 4 3
and led a low heart to the jack. South
SOUTH
was hoping to win the heart finesse
# Q87
and then run six club tricks, but
w AJ
West yon the heart with the king,
•J 6
cashed the king of diamonds and
•AKQ972
exited with a heart, and South evenThe bidding:
tually went down two.
South West
North East
At the second table,after the Aus1+
Pass
Pass
tralian South bid one club(natural),
2*
3+
3,
Pam
Pass
West made a normal takeout double.
3 NT
North bid two diamonds and South
Opening lead -ace of spades.
jumped to three notrump. West led
Thisdeal occurred during the 1979 the spade ace and shifted to a diaWorld Championship match between mond.Butatthis table declarer could
Taiwan and Australia. It illustrates feel practically certain that West had
how artificial bidding methods can the K-A ofspades and both red kings.
sometimes unpredictably affect the Accordingly,South won the diamond
with dummy's nine and played the
outcome of a hand.
At the first table, where Taiwan A-.1 of hearts.
West ducked the heart jack, but
was North-South, the bidding went
as shown. South's one club bid was South cashed the A -K -Q of clubs,led
artificial and guaranteed at least 16 the diamond jack to dummy's queen,
high-card points. It was coincidental and cashed the ace of diamonds to
that South happened to have a club bring himselfto eight tricks. He then
suit. North could not respohd one led the queen of hearts,forcing West
diamond, which would have indi- to win and yield the gaine;going trick
cated a relatively poor hand.So North to South's queen of spades.
Tomorrow: An optical illusion.

HOLIDAY GIFTPACK

8

IF IOt ILLUS. ONLY

BCD NUS BUY

(ONUS BUY

All Types Of:

Super Value 1

RIVE
PAPER
025 CT.
BOWS
SUPER VALUE
0GIFT
TAGS CHRISTMAS CARDS

114-m
- . .
cr'Lnit

Steele-Allbritteit, Inc.

RISTMAS CARDS
ONE AT 2.49-3.99,GET ONE

Billy ONE AT REG. PRICE, GET ONE

19

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown

HOME Improvement Specialist. Vinyl siding, windows, carports, and patio
enclosures. 753-0280.

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors Free estimates. Wulff's Recovery
Murray. 436-5560.

Photo

Column

(502) 753-0468

K.B. ASSOCIATES. General construction, remodeling, garages, decks, patios,
interior trim. 753-0834.

ON ANY PRESCRIPTION!

WILL rake and bag leaves
for $5/hr. 753-1487 after
2:00pm

GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates. 18
years experience Local references. 436-2701.

HANDYMAN will do carpentry, electric, plumbing,
and general repairs. Call
753-0596

C.ros‘lend

means shorter hospital stays, less
discomfort for the patient and a
shorter recovery period.
This advanced procedure uses a
miniature telescopic camera attached to the end of a tube inserted
through a small incision in the skin.
This gives a close-up View inside
the body on a video screen. The
surgery is conducted with miniature
operating tools inserted through
small incisions.
Dr. Houston's offices, located in
Suite 207-East of the Medical Arts
Building, can be contacted at 7539595.

WALTS Mobile Home Repair. Soundproofing, rubber coating for roots, flat
and metal roofs repaired.
502-436-2776.

Robert J.
Rutherford

HADAWAY Construction:
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering. No job too
small 436-2052.

Dr. Hal E. Houston, general vascular surgeon of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, recently attended
a three-day meeting of Mayo Clinic
Surgical Alumni(Priestley Society)
in Pine Mountain, GA. The group
has members around the world and
keeps them up to date with medical
progress.
Among topics presented during
the meeting was an update on
surgical laparoscopic procedures.
Dr. Houston and the other surgeons
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital are trained to perform laparoscopic procedures. This technique

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.

GENERAL Repair: plumbing, roofing, tree work.
436-2642.

GUTTERING By Sears:
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate.

prcssways and other state roads with
exceptionally large volumes of
traffic. The next roads to be cleared
will be Priority B and Priority C,as
shown on the attached map. Priority
B roads include state primary roads,
bypasses and roads with slightly
less traffic than Priority A roads.
State secondary roads, rural secondary roads and other routes with
equal traffic fall under the Priority C
category.

Houston attends meeting

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203.

CARPORTS for car and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor homes, boats, RV's
and etc. Excellent protec- SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
tion, high quality, excellent installation, repair, replacevalue. Roy Hill, 759-4664. ment. Backhoe service.
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515.
CHARLIE Davidson. All
machine repair.
SEWING
types of roofing and repairs Torch down rubber Kenneth Barnhill.
753-2674.
roofing. 753-5812.
SHEETROCK finishing,
COLSON'S Home Repair. textured ceilings. Larry
Remodeling, carpentry, Chrisman. 492-8742.
painting and plumbing.
436-2575 after 5pm.
COUNTERTOPS, custom.
Homes, trailers, offices.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
436-5560.

LEGEND
,

County to work with us in this effort
and to use extreme caution when
driving. Our main concern is the
safety of the travelling public."
Priority A roadways in Calloway
County, which will be cleared first
by Transportation Cabinet road
crews, include US 641 and US
641X, KY 94, KY 121, KY 1327,
KY 2075, KY 2594, KY 822 and
KY 821. This category includes
interstates, parkways, urban ex-

BONUS BUY

ASSORTED
FLAVORS

umnap.,

1-igrutreh
TROPIC.ANA
TWISTER
DELI
ta-P--Afr" FRUIT
MICROWAVE
4.11.
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1 99
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9
16 OZ
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30% OFF
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60(1,
REGULAR
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LONG ACTING
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STRESS
FORMULA up.mrzlg NASAL
SPRAY
VITAMINS •
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2 Ft 07 CIS.Fsfi

BUY ONE AT REG. PRICE, GET ONE BUY ONE AT 2.49, GET ONE

BUY ONE AT 2.69, GET ONE
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Looking Back

Today in History
Today is Monday, Nov. 30, the 335th day of 1992. There are 31
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 30, 1782, the United States and Britain signed preliminary
peace articles in Paris, ending the Revolutionary War.
On this date:
In 1803, Spain completed the process of ceding Louisiana to
France.
In 1804, the first U.S. Supreme Court justice to be impeached,
Samuel Chase, went on trial. (He was acquitted.)
In 1835, Samuel Langhorne Clemens — better known as author
Mark Twain — was born in Florida, Mo.
In 1874, British statesman Sir Winston Churchill was born at Blenheim Palace.
In 1900, Irish author Oscar Wilde died in Paris.
In 1936, London's famed Crystal Palace, constructed for the International Exhibition of 1851, was destroyed in a fire.
In 1981, the United States and the Soviet Union opened negotiations in Geneva aimed at reducing nuclear weapons in Europe.
Ten years ago: President Ronald Reagan arrived in Brasilia, Brazil,
to begin a four-nation tour of Latin America. The motion picture
"Gandhi," starring Ben Kingsley as the spiritual leader who led India
to independence from Britain, had its world premiere in New Delhi.
Five years ago: In an interview broadcast by NBC, Soviet leader
Mikhail S. Gorbachev acknowledged that his country was engaged in
"Star Wars"-related research, but said there were no plans to build a
space-based system against nuclear attack. Author James'Baldwin died
s.
in St. Paul de Vence, France, at age 63.
agreed to bail out
Federation
Russian
Yeltsin's
Boris
ago:
One year
Mikhail S. Gorbachev's central Soviet government from a budget crisis that threatened to cut off the salaries of millions of workers and
paralyze the country.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Virginia Mayo is 72. Actor Efrem Zimbalist Jr. is 69. Former New York congresswoman Shirley Chisholm is
68. Actor Richard Crenna is 65. TV personality and producer Dick „
Clark is 63. Convicted Watergate defendant G. Gordon Liddy is 62.
Playwright David Mamet is 45. Singer Billy Idol is 37. Football and
baseball player Bo Jackson is 30.
Thought for Today: "Keep away from people who try to belittle
your ambitions. Small people always do that, but the really great make
you feel that you, too, can become great." — Mark Twain
(1835-1910).

By JO BURKEEN
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

Because our micro-film _reader
is out of order and Pogue Library
at Murray State University was
closed for the holidays, the regular "Looking Back" column will
not be published today. To take
the place, I have reviewed items
from a copy of The Murray Ledger dated April 15, 1915, that
Mary Hamilton found at the
home of her mother after her
recent death.
•

•

•

•

The section found was printed
under the auspices of the Missionary Society of the Methodist
Church of Murray. The management consisted of O.J. Jennings,
publisher, R.R. Meloan, shop
foreman, Mrs. Jack Beale, Mrs.
D.W. Morris, Mrs. C.H. Bradey,

Mrs. C.L. Smith, Mrs. R.M.
Risenhoover, Mrs. R.T. Wells,
Mrs. M.T. Morris, Mrs. G. Glasgow, Mrs. D.M. Wear, Mrs.
George 0. Gatlin, Mrs. 0.J. Jennings and Mrs. J.D. Sexton,
board of managers.
Featured on the front page are
stories about Mrs. Luella H. Beddo, Baptist missionary to Japan;
Miss Cora Graves, Presbyterian
mission in the mountains of Kentucky and Tennessee; and Miss
Alice G. Waters, Methodist missionary in Shanghai, China; Miss
Cordelia Erwin, Methodist missionary in Korea; and the Rev.
Charles Neal in Mexico.
On pages 2, 3 and 6 are articles concerning various clubs in
Murray. These include School
Improvement League of Murray,
organized in 1909 by Mrs. W.S.
Swann with Mrs. Fannie McElrath now serving as president; the

As You Like It Club of Murray,
organized in 1907 by Mrs. O.J.
Jennings, the nucleus of the present Murray Woman's Club; the
J.N. Williams Chapter of die
United Daughters of the Confederacy organized May 4, 1904, at
the home of Mrs. Effie Gatlin by
Mrs. Annie Schroader and Mrs.
W.S. Swann, along with picture
of the propose1Confederate
Memorial for Mu y; the Magazine Club organiz in 1910; and
the Arts and Crafts Club organized August 1912 at the home of
Mrs. O.J. Jennings.
Featured on page 4 are letters
to the editor. On page 5 is a story
about the April term of Circuit
Court with Judge J.T. Hanbery
presiding.
Stories In other parts of the
newspaper feature Murray
Methodist Church by the Rev.

DEAR ABBY: When I read the pes is incurable, it is manageable.
She should tell her husband she
letter from "Sinned and Sorry," I
has
genital herpes. I realized early
her,
with
identify
can
write.
I
had to
particularly with regard to the pos- in our relationship that we would
sible C-section due to her genital have a special life together and I
didn't want anything to ruin it. so I
herpes.
When I met my husband 10 told him the truth regarding my
years ago. I knew he would be the condition. It was a tremendous
father of my children. We now have relief. He appreciated my courage
three — all born naturally — even and honesty and wasn't vindictive,
though I, too, was faced with the although I know he was disappointpossibility of a C-section because I ed. Since then, our marriage has
been normal and healthy, and with
have genital herpes.
"Sinned and Sony" should edu- meticulous hygiene on my part, my
cate herself on her condition. She husband is virus-free.
What "Sinned and Sorry" does
should know that even though her-

not need right now is the added
stress of keeping her secret. It won't
help her pregnancy or the herpes.
Finally, she needs to forgive herself for her previous promiscuity.
She's paid her dues. Soul-searching
with a counselor will no doubt
reveal a sensitive and loving woman
who needs to give love and be loved
in a strong family environment,
complete with children. No name or
city, please. Just sign me ...
BEEN THERE
DEAR BEEN THERE: My
mail has been running 50-50
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DEAR ABBY: You should not
have told the woman who signed
herself "It's Been a Long, Long
Time" to look up the man she used
to go with during World War II.
By now, they are both about 70
years old — or older. And assuming
he is still alive, he probably has a
wife, since wives usually outlive
their husbands.
If she's after a relationship that
includes sex, she's sure to be disappointed because .very few men of 70
are still able to perform. Also, he
could be in poor health, in which
case do you think she would be willing to help take care of him and
give his poor wife a rest? And how
do you think she'll feel if the guy
can't even remember her name?
Abby, there are many reasons
why this woman should not look up
her old boyfriend from World War
II. You should have advised her to
become active in some senior citizen
projects, or her church, if she has
time on her hands. Looking up her
old boyfriend from 50 'ears ago
would certainly be a big disappointment.
In the future. Abby. please do
not encourage senior citizens to do
foolish things.
A THINKER

DEAR DR. GOTT: Several people I
know are taking green leaves of barley with ground brown rice and kelp
for more energy, better sleep habits
and improved respiration. What do
you know about this remedy?
DEAR READER:This sounds like a
Answer to Previous Puzzle
reasonable dietary supplement, rich
36 Epic poetry
in vitamins and fiber. However. I
38 Old Dominion
PAC
BEAST
LOB
St.
doubt that it will lead to the beneficial
40 Goddess of
ODA
ORDER
I DA
effects you mention.
discord
People perennially hope to discover
TARTAR
LETTEU
42 Halts
a
magic combination pf foods that
ROT
SLEET
45 Anger
will
cure mankind's ailments. The
DELAY
TROT
MI
47 Pack away
barley/rice/kelp combo won't do it.
49 Ms.
RUT
LATE MERE
Ho4ever, it is not, as far as I know,
Fitzgerald
AM SECURES MA
harmful.
50 Surfeit
MOST
EAST
HEE!
52 Journey
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a piloni54 Babylonian
PRIOR
TE
REDS
dal cyst that recently became infectdeity
ed. My doctor lanced it and he now
TOR
SUEDE
55 Negative
feels it has to be surgically removed.
RATTLE
TOWARD
prefix
I've talked to people who have had
56 Spire
ARE
ALTAR
LOO
removed more than once, and
cysts
59 Negative
WAD
YEARN
DIG
61 Leatherthey suffered for quite some time fol11-30 ® 1992 United Feature Syndicate
maker
lowing the surgery. I'd really like to
63 Merited
understand the situation better before
place
65 Sows
7 Hurried
I have the procedure done.
2 Daily; flirt
66 Tin symbol
8 Preposition
DEAR READER: A pilonidal cyst
3 Old pronoun
67 Shoshonean
9 Marlo's dad:
is
an inherited abnormality involving
4 Distance
Indian
inits.
the skin over the lower spine. The conmeasure
10 World —
DOWN
dition is marked by a dimple or open5 Put in
12 Iron symbol
vigorous
ing in the skin that is connected to a
14 Cuts into
1 watering
action
cyst in the deeper tissues. Ordinarily,
small pieces
6 Go before
17 Mud
this causes no symptoms.
20 Danish island
However, on occasion, bacteria can
23 Louise ID
enter
the defect, work their way into
5
6
7
8
9
10
4
24 Note of scale
the cyst and cause an abscess that is
25 Cablegram
extremely painful. Typically, the
14
13
27 Gratuities
area around the coccyx becomes hot.
30 Up to one's
swollen and tender. Pus and blood
17
18
may leak from the skin opening.
32 Carry
35 Stretchers
These infections are usually treat21
22 23
37 Food fish
ed with hot compresses and antibiot38 Call on
ics. Surgeons sometimes open the ab28
27
28
39 Macaws
promote
scess
to
drainage.
41 Painful
Nonetheless,
even
if
the
infection
31
32
33
30
43 Clark Kent's
heals, the potential for re-infection is
Daily —
high because bacteria can enter the
37
35
44 Former TV
skin defect and begin the process all
host: inits
38UI
44
over again.
41
42
46 Latin
coniunction
In my experience, surgery (to re48 Brushes oh
49
move the cyst and close the defect) is
47
51 Anglo-Saxon
the only permanent answer. The operill
slave
52
54
is standard fare for most sur.ation
53 Scheme
geons and is curative.
Ili
Spread
for
57
wi
59 60
57
drying
I don't know why your acquaint58 Teutonic
ances' surgery was so painful and had
ea
84
deity
to be performed more than once. This
60 Poem
very unusual. Perhaps they had
symbris
67
IN
Neon
62
more than one pilonidal cyst.
64 Greek *tier .
MEI

Crosswords
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point: She should educate herself about the disease.
For reliable information on
sexually transmitted diseases,
write to: The American Social
Health Association (ASHA), P.O.
Box 13827, Research Triangle
Park, N.C. 29940.

Dr. Gott

Later, Edna was forced to sell her
brussels sprout house,

'%itffl

concerning whether or not to
tell her spouse. I, too, feel that
she should not hide the truth
from him. You raise an excellent

DEAR THINKER: Please
think again — and please think
more positively. Today, a 70year-old man is not necessarily
"old," nor does he have one foot
on a banana peel, and just
because there's snow on the
roof, it doesn't mean there's no
fire in the furnace. Today, pet).
plc are living longer and enjoying life more.

P-
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CATHY
THE AFTER-THANKSGIVING
TALLIES ARE IN. AND RETAIL
SPIRITS ARE SOARING!
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J.A. Hassell, pastor; the East
Murray Methodist Circuit by the
Rev. S.R. Hart, pastor; Murray
Surgical Hospital established in
1910 by Dr. Will Mason and Dr.
B.B. Keys; Murray Public School
started in 1871; the Church of
Christ by Elder T.B. Thompson;
Murray Christian Church organized April 3, 1858; Murray Lodge
No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons organized Jan. 1, 1839
and written by J.H. Churchill,
Junior Warden; Murray Chapter
Order of the Eastern Star organized March 4, 1909; West Murray'
Methodist Circuit by the Rev. •
J.C. Rudd, pastor; Murray Baptist'
Church organized in May 1846„
written by the Rev. H.B. Taylor,
pastor; Ladies Aid and Missionary Society of Baptist Church,
written by Mrs. F.N. McElrath;
the Calloway County Fair, written by M.D. Holton, secretary.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
WHAT ARE YOu DOING,
?

•
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Health Matters
-.-

rommusur
Area residents will benefit
from addition ofneurologist

Dr. Jon Gustafson
Neurologist
Suite 283 West
Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 753-8656
Dr. Jon Gustafson, has joined the staff at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He specializes in the science of the nervous
system and its diseases and disorders.
A member of the American Academy of Neurology and the
American Medical Association, Dr. Gustafson is eligible to be
certified by the American Board of Neurology.
A native of Northern California, Dr. Gustafson completed his
- undergraduate study at the University of California at Berkeley in
1980. He received his medical degree from Oral Roberts University
in Tulsa, OK, in 1987. He served his internship at Providence
Medical Center in Portland, OR, and his three-year residency at
Oregon Health Science University, also in Portland.
Before coming to Murray, Dr. Gustafson completed a
,neurology4ellowship at Good Samaritan Hospital in Portland. He
also servetias a clinical instructor for Oregon Health Science
University.
Dr. Gustafson and his wife, Lynne, have three children:
Julie, 13:-Carl, 10; and Alex, 5.
You can schedule an appointment with Dr. Gustafson's
office by calling Monday through Friday at (502) 753-8656.

Evaluations of nervous
system disorders are available on a full time basis
with the addition of a
neurologist to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Active Medical Staff.
As a neurologist, Dr. Jon
Gustafson will diagnose
and treat persons with:
A seizures
A stroke
A Parkinson's disease
A Alzheimer's disease
A epilepsy
A multiple sclerosis
A celebral palsy
A infections such as
--meningitis
--encephalitis
--brain abscess
A peripheral nerve disease
A muscle diseases
A trauma of the head and
spine
A insomnia
Avertigo
A recurrent, chronic
headaches
The majority of Dr.
Gustafson's patients are
referred to his office in
Murray by internal
medicine physicians, family
practitioners and
emergency room
physicians. He will also
see patients without a
referral.

hammer. We check
"Murray-Calloway
sensory function by asking
County hospital is
the patient what is felt
committed to providing
when the skin is touched
quality neurologic
lightly by a pinprick, a hot
diagnosis," said MCC1I
Administrator Stuart Poston. or cold object, a cotton
ball, or a tuning fork."
"With Dr. Gustafson on
The doctor will also
staff as our neurologist and
our sophisticated diagnostic evaluate your standing and
walking for coordination
equipment, we are able to
and sense of balance. If
offer evaluation of
necessary, he may ask the
neurologic- disorders here
patient questions that help
in Murray. Dr. Gustafson's
whether
deterMine
specialty is a valuable asset
thinking, judgment or
to our hospital."
memory is impaired.
An important clement in
Many patients will
the diagnosis of a nervous
benefit from further testing
system disorder is the
with nerve conduction
patient's description of the
studies such as
symptoms involved and
.electromyography(EMG),
.how they developed. Dr.
electroencephalography
Gustaisbn
- will ask patients
or evoked potentials
(EEG)
about
•
several questions
those symptoms, as well as (EP)studies. Some patients
may require imaging
your family health history
studies of the head or spine
and will-conduct a
with CT scan or MRI scans.
neurological exam.
"I will be working hand
"A routine exam would
include testing the person's in hand with primary care
physicians to help improve
reflexes, muscle strength
and sensory function," said the health and quality of
life for people with
Dr. Gustafson. "I'll move
neurological problems," Dr
the patient's arm or leg to
Gustafson commented.
determine muscle strength
You can schedule an
and The ease and range of
appointment
with Dr.
I'll
check
movement. And.
Gustafson's office by calling
the tendon reflexes by
Monday through Friday at
tapping the knee or ankle
(5O2)753-8656.
with a rubber-tipped

We Lend Support

SYMPTOMS THAT COULD INDICATE
THE NEED TO SEE A NEUROLOGIST:
A IOSS of sensation or tingling in the extremities.
A weakness in the arms and legs
A balance problems or clumsiness while walking.
A speaking or swallowing problems.
A seizures
A recurrent headaches that have not responded to
common medication.
A persistent pain in the arms and legs.
•blurred vision or double vision.

In KY dial: 1-800-342-MCCH
In TN dial: 1-800-544-MCCH
For Your FREE Physician Directory

Miracle Moments

The Murray-Calldway County
Hospital's Health Express will be
offering blood pressure, pulse, .vision,
and glaucoma screenings at altof its
stops during the month of December
For $4, you can purchase a stool
for Occult Blood Screening Kit to
detect blood in the stool.

Monday, December 7
Dover
Uncle Joe s Discount Store
9-11:30 a.m & 12:30-2:30 p.m.

Wednesday. December 2
Murray
Piggiy Wiggly
8-11 30 a.m & 1230-3 p.m.

Tuesday. December 8
Calloway Co. Public Library
8-11.30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.
Wednesday. December 9
Water Valley
M & W CeramIcs
9-1110 a.m.
Pilot Oak
Pilot Oak Grocery
12 30-2 30 p m
Thursday, December 10
Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
8-11:30 a.m. & 12 30-3 m

Thursday, December 3
Symsonia
—ourty
9-11 30dm
Hardin
litiracy
1-3 pm

Monday. December 14
Wingo
Town Square
9-11:30 a.m.
Sedalia
Bagtr51 Church
12:30-2:30 p.m

Tuesday. December 1
Camden
Wal-Mar,
9-11:30 a rr & 12:30-2 p.m.

Tuesday, December 15
Paris
Wal-Mart
9-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-2:30 p.m.
Wednesday, December 16
Murray
Post Office
8-1 1 30 a m & 12:30-3 p.m.
Thursday, December 17
Benton
Ken Lake State Park
9-11 30 a m & 1230-3 p.m
Monday, December 21
Murray - Hwy. 94E
Duncan s Market
10 a m - 12 noon
Murray - Hwy. 94E
East Y Grocery
1-3 pm
Tuesday, December 22
Murray
Court Square
8-1.30 a m & 12 30 3 p.m.
Wednesday, December 23
Murray
Olympic Plaza
8 30 a m 12 noon

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal
classes listed below. Pre-registration is required for all
classesand fees may bepaid at thefirstclass.
Theseclassesarepart ofa gift package valued at over
$200 which is given to Miracle Moments Prepipment
Ran participanti.
If you would like to receive this valuable gift package
and become a prepayment participant, stop by the
hospital admitting office for complete details about the
program.
If you are not a Miracle Moments Prepayment
participant, you are still welcome to attend the classes at
the fees listed
For class information and pre-registration, call the
Perinatal Education Coordinator at
(502) 762-1385.
Pre-register for:
•Prepared Childbirth Class (S35)
Option I: Mon., Nov.306 Dec. 7, 14621
Option 2: Thurs., Dec.3, 10, 1 76, Wed.,Dec.23
7-9 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
•SIbling Class: SaL, Dec. 12 10-1 1 a.m.(Free)
•Refresher 1: Mon.,Dec. 76 14,7 9pm (S10)
•Refresher Thurs., Dec. 10617,7-9pm ($10)
•Post-Partum Exercise Class ($1.7)
(Call(502) 762-1139 to schedule)
•Prenatal Nutrition ($10)
•Post-Partum Weight Loss Class(S15)
Six weeksafter you've had your baby or
aftecyou've stopped breast feeding, you
can safely begin the three week post
parlum weightloss class. Theclass s
taught by registered dietitians at the
hospital. Call(502) 7621533 to schedule.
•Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour(free)
•Miracle Moments PiewsleUer(Free)
•Miracte Moments Booklet (Free)

Alzheimer's Disease Intoorsation
7th Annual Christmas Potluck
Tuesday, December 8,1992
4:30 p.m
Hospital Board Room
For information about Alzheimers Disease
meetings, contact Cindy Ragsdale,(502)
762-1100 orJoretta Randolph,(502)753-5561.
Carciac Support Grow
Tuesday, December 8,1992
"Cholesterol Management"
By Rebecca Noffsinger, R.D. at MCCH
Hospital Board Room
10 a.m
Contact Shirley Lamb,(502) 762-1170
Laryngectomee Support Group
Friday, December 11,1992
400 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Ann Ingle, RN,or Dime Hopkins,
speech pathologist,(502)762-1100
Parkinson's Support Grow
NO MEETING DECEMBER
400 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Call Dune Hopkins, speech pathologst, or
Ann Ingle, R N at (502) 762-1100
Compassionate Friends
Candle:lighting Service & Potluck
Thursday, December 3, 1992
6:30 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Rebecca Church (502) 762-1274
or Hilda Bennett(901)498-8124
Bereavement Support Grow
Every Wednesday
9:30-11 am.
Hospice Office, 3rd Floor
Contact Nancy Rose, Hospce Director.
(502) 762-1389

MURRAY
CALICAVAY
COUNTY
HOSITTAL
803 Poplar Suitt
Murray, Kcausd4 42071-2432
(502)762-1100
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RACERS

Ingredients in place for Racers to make run
By STEVE PARKER .
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Scott Edgar had to be pleased,
and not surprised, when Murray
cffli:ials decided to hang
former Racer Popeye Jones'
jersey from the Racer Arena
rafters.
The unavoidable gesture of
appreciation and admiration also
teases the second-year coach
everyday in practice.
Just wait until the games.
Before walking out of the locker room behind his team last
year, Edgar could count on the
6-foot-8 two-time all-Ohio Valley
Conference selection to stick 15
rebounds and 20 points in the
book each night.
But, as Edgar points out sadly,
that's not all.

Interested
In Playing
YMCA
Basketball?
*Competitively
or
*Non-Competitively

"Popeye made everybody better," Edgar said before a recent
practice. "He took the ball out of
bounds against the press, he was
one pass away when we were
trapped, he caught every good
thmwn to him and half the
bad passes.
"With Popeye on the floor we
always had some type of poise,"
the coach added. "He got every
rebound that came off the glass
late in the game."
Replacing Jones is an impossiblity, Edgar says, but they have
the personnel to make up the difference in other areas and win a
sixth -straight
OVC
championship.
For one, they'll be able to take
the tempo up a notch without
Jones. Beginning this year, Edgar
will be able to initiate his fastbreak offense and full-court press4re defense.
"This has all the makings of a
great basketball team," Edgar
said of the post-Popeye squad of
1992-93, "but I really feel like
we're replacing the best player in
the history of the university."
Murray State has been faced
with the dilemma before: entering
a new era without its star, or
stars. Jeff Martin and Don Mann
led the Racers to new heighths in
the late '80s and when it looked
as if the well was dry, Jones
came to rescue in the early '90s.
For the next transition, Edgar has
brought in a legion of talented
athletes to go along with the next
possible candidate — Frank
Allen.
"He had a great year last year,"
Edgar said of the 6-3 senior
guard from Memphis, Tenn.
"He's going to see a lot more
attention now that Popeye's gone.

Deadline
For
Competitive
League
January 8,
1993

Call
759•11ICA

STEVE PARKER/Ledger 8 Times photo
Frank Allen has the job of leading the Racers into the postPopeye Jones era for Murray State basketball.
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4 0 liter automatic power windows/
locks tilt/cruise alloy wheels Ba
lance of 7/70 available Hard to find
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FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE
Lowest Legal Cigarette Carton Prices

OPEN 24 HOURS

SURGEON GE NE RAL'S WARNING Ou1tting Smoldno
Now °fealty Reduces Serious Risks to You; Mikshh

Cigarette Specials, Coupons, & Gifts.
'TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE (Whilit auantitios Lot)
Snacks • Cold Drinks • Groceries
We have the Improved 76 Super Unleaded 92 Octane.
Food Stamps Watcome • All Ma/or Grath? Cards Acceptad • KY Lotto

STOP IN S SEE US!

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray 753-6448
llnoted Way

Cont'd on next page

With Popeye in the middle, he
"But I think he can get a good
could always pop it out to Frank. shot anytime he wants to in the
Maybe this year the wide-open OVC," Edgar pointed out.
shots won't be there.
Down the stretch in the conference race a year ago, Allen
showed his mettle and his ability
to take over a game to rescue the
Racers on a number of nights.
"Down the stretch he's at his
best," Edgar said of Allen, who
averaged 17.6 points per game
last season. "He's the best clutch
player I've ever seen."
Already Allen has shown his
familiar hot hand.
In the 103-80 loss to Indiana in
the Preseason NIT on Nov. 18, Freshman Marcus Brown

'89 JEEP CHEROKEE
LAREDO 4x4

Price plue tax 'e.
;access tee license

Allen's shooting kept the Racers
close at the half and early in the
second half with deadly threepoint and hanging mid-range
shots.
A vocal leader on this, and
teams of the past, Allen expects
this year's team to be even better.
"Athletically, this is the best
All
team i'VZ p:ayCe. On,"
noted. "Our destiny is in our own
hands."
With Allen, and a good group
of guards returning, Edgar knew
that the inside was where this
team- needed immediate help.
He started 6-10 junior college
transfer Antoine Teague, then got
6-8 Michael James to go along
with returning front-court players
Jerry Wilson (6-7) and Scott
Sivills (6-7). Also expected to
battle inside is 6-8 junior Jeremy
Park.
Teague, a Chicago native,
came to Murray State from Rend
Lake College with plenty of
hype, but little experience. He
played just three games last season at Rend Lake before a knee
injury ended his season.
Recruited by Cincinnati and Connecticut, Teague brings big-time
shot blocking ability to the Racers' pressure defense.
"Teague is our most improved
player," Edgar said of the lanky
center. "He gets better everyday.
He'll be a good OVC player this
year, but next year you could
take him anywhere."

811 Sycamore, lAurray

USA 0 Mart

502-753-7113

41.1%

4..
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•Murray State Racers...

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Junior college transfer Lawrence Russell, a 6-5 swingman, typifies the Racers' versatile athletes.

Edgar also loaded up on his
favorite position — the midrange, multi-talented, runningjumping-rebounding swing man.
From Todd Day to Paul Pressey, Edgar, and his former boss,
Arkansas coach Nolan Richardson, have enjoyed plenty of success by turning these versatile
athletes loose.
This year is no exception.
The most imposing of this
group is 6-6 junior dunking
machine Antwan Hoard, whom
Edgar only had to watch 10
minutes in a pickup game last
spring. The smoothest is a slick
6-5 Hopkinsville product, junior
Lawrence Bussell. The best shooter of group is 6-5 junior Tony
Bailey.
The most impressive, however,
has been a freshman.
Marcus Brown, a 6-3 guard/

SCHEDULE

RACER ROSTER
No
3
4
5
10
14
20
23
24
25
3335
42
43
44
50

Name
Antoine Teague
Cedric Gumm
Marcus Brown
Kenneth Taylor
Jerry Wilson
Antwan Hoard
Tony Bailey
Maurice Cannon
Lawrence Bussell
Frank Allen
Jeremy Park
Michael Hunt
Scott Sivills
Michael James
Bo Walden

Poe
•
•
G-F
•
F-C
•
G-F
G-F
G-F
•
F-C
•
•
•
•

Ht
6-10
6-0
6-3
5-10
6-7
6-6
6-5
6-4
6-4
6-2
6-8
6-3
6-7
6-8
6-0

Wt
205
160
175
160
215
200
200
195
185
180
215
200
220
215
175

CI-Exp
Jr-JC
Jr-2L
Fr-HS
Fr-HS
Jr-2L
Jr-JC
Jr-iC
Sr-IL
Jr-JC
Sr-3L
Jr-IC
Sr-IL
Sr-3L
Jr-1C
Sr-1L

Hometown(High School/Junior College)
Chicago, Ill.(Lane/Rend Lake)
Bowling Green,Ky.(Warren Central)
West Memphis, Ark.(West Memphis)
Little Rock, Ark.(Parkview)
Spartanburg,S.C.(Spartanburg)
Chicago, 111.(Washington/South Suburban)
Villa Rica, Ga.(Villa Rica/East Central)
Memphis,Tenn.(Carver/Shelby State)
Hopkinsville, Ky.(Christian County/Southeastern)
Memphis,Tenn.(South Side)
Marshalltown,Iowa (Marshalltown/Marshalltown)
Madisonville, Ky.(North Hopkins)
Cadiz, Ky.(Trigg County)
Gary,Ind.(Lew Wallace/East Central)
Anchorage, Alaska (East Anchorage!Wentworth)

BASEBALL CARDS
Having a hard
time deciding
what to give
your card
collector?
Gift Certificates
•Non-Sport Cards
•Baseball Cards
•Supplies
'Basketball Cards
•Becketts
•Football Cards
•Flockey Cards
'Michael Jordan Starting Lineup
753-2744
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"Buy, Sell, Trade"

bit of everything and he does it
all out.
"He understands the game and
his instincts are very good," said
Edgar. "He's just a competitor.
When you're competitive, you
find ways to get the job done."
In backcourt, Allen is joined
by returning starter Maurice Cannon, In 1991-92, Cannon averaged 13.7 points a game. At the
point, Edgar has a trio of superquick floor generals — junior
Cedric Gumm, senior Bo Walden
and freshman Kenneth Taylor.
Murray State comes back from
a 12-day layoff after the Indiana
game with a Dec. 1 home game
against Campbellsville College.
"After the Indiana game I said
we needed to practice," Edgar
recalled. "Now, we need a game;
just for a change. We've gone
long and hard against each other
for almost two weeks."
Those battles in practice have
produced several injuries. Allen
is nursing a bad back, Bailey is
having trouble with his knee and
Taylor is hampered by a groin
injury.
"Until we're healthy we're not
a complete unit," Edgar
explained.
But when the time comes,
Edgar expects the Runnin' Racers
to be exciting and right in the
hunt for a sixth-straight OVC
title.
"When they (players) reach
their potential," Edgar said, "I
wouldn't want to play them on a
neutral floor."

Good Luck
Racers, Tigers and Lakers!
We Offer the Best
Products, Installation and Service.
I mull! fops • Tub 1)(iilcis • Ccuimic
1)11).s • Shotivr 1>(1,)s ,m(1 Walls • Alirrors
ColitItcr • 13(ithroant ileccssories
Show('r 1)1)Hrs • Kr(

Thornton Tile and Marble
612 S. 9th St.
753-5719

Open: Mon.-Tues.-Thurs. 2:30-7 p.m.
Fri 2:30-6 p.m.; Sat. 10-5 p.m.
Closed Wed. & Sun.

616 South 4th St., Murray

forward from West Memphis,
Ark., was originally supposed to
be rcdshirted. But since a summer
all-star game which Edgar was on
hand, Brown has gone from redshirt to roster, from hard worker
to starter.
"He's the best player I've got
right now," Edgar has said
repeatedly. "He's doing more
than the average freshman needs
to do."
His first start ever came
against Indrana in the 103-80
season-opening loss. Along with
drawing Hoosier all-American
Calbert Cheaney on the defensive
end, Brown managed to score 11
points.
Possibly the Racers' best
defender, Brown is not the best
shooter on the team. He's not a
wizard with the ball, or even a
glass cleaner. He just does a little

a.
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Point production key to success in '92-'93
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger & TIMMS Sports Editor

Though she plans to take her
run-and-stun style of basketball
to a higher level this season,
Lady Racer basketball coach Kelly Breazeale is going to have to
go up and down in more ways
than one.
She wants to turn the pressure
defense up, while cutting down
on the numerous turnovers that
plagued her team last season.
In an exhibition game on Nov.
17, the Lady Racers turned the
ball over 35 times in a 101-87
loss to the Temple Stars of Nashville, Tenn. It was a look back at
last year for Breazeale, but she's
confident her Lady Racers can
learn from that difficult lesson.
"That game did us a lot or

good," said Breazeale, entering
her second full season. "That
team pressured us and had excellent intensity. When you play a
team like that it points out glaring faults.
"The girls were upset because
they got beat, but they knew it
was good for them."
Breazeale hopes that effort will
be improved by Dec. 4 when the
Lady Racers meet Kentucky in
the Lady Kat Invitational. "Their
execution and intensity is tremendous," Breazeale said of the
Lady Kats.
If taking care of the ball is a
top priority of the Lady Racers, it
doesn't look good that last year's
point guard and all-time MSU
assist leader, Julie Pinson, has
graduated.
Taking over at point guard is

We.%

sophomore Rechelle Cadwell. A
5-foot-10 former Marshall County standout, Cadwell is a natural
shooting guard or small forward.
But Breazeale has confidence in
her new floor leader.
"She's getting there," Breazeale said of Cadwell. "She
understands that role and makes
good decisions."
If Cadwell needs help, she'll
find it in junior guard Jennifer
Parker. The returning ...leading
scorer for the Lady Racers at
13.0 points per game, Parker will
handle the ball if she has to but
she'd rather spot up for the threepoint shot.
"I'd rather do that, but if I
have to play it (point guard) I
will," said Parker.
Parker has started since she
was a freshman right out of Mur-

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

Call Today
For An
Appointment

Call Today
For An
Appointment

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Tunes photo

Murray High graduate Jennifer Parker is back for her third
season.
ray High School. She said the iron-willed comretitiveness. "But
team will miss Pinson's fiery we're not too relaxed.
leadership on the floor, but
"This year we've got quickness
expects a different atmosphere and more athletes," she added. "I
around the team.
think we're going to surprise
"It's more of a relaxed atmo- some people."
sphere now," said Parker, referring to the absence of Pinson's • Cont'd on next page

"The oldest
Independent
repair shop in Murray"

$14:‘

fil

WINTERIZ
E
'Flush Cooling System

'Heater Systems
-Tune-Ups

'Fuel Injection Service
'Batteries

• Lifetime Warranty On Brakes
Good Luck Racers, Lakers & Tigers!

YOUR TOTAL CAR CARE BUSINESS

From All Your Friends
Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

from minor tune-ups to major overhauls.
Maruigernent & Staff WA Cunningham, Larry Cunningham, Randy Cunningham, Ricky
Cunningham, Robert Doyle, Tim Cunningham, Kelly White, Allen Hill & Vickie Herdon.

619 South 4th St.

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
(502)753-6831 or 753-3571

UI

.•

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
..••••

Professional, Personal Dedicated Se

- Modem Facilities
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713 South Fourth St.

753-6800
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•Lady Racers...
Last season's 12-15 mark and
fifth-place finish in the OVC was
a surprise to many, considering
they were picked dead last.
In addition to the loss of Pinson, the Lady Racers lost top
rebounder Fondeolyn Garner, the
No. 14 rebounder in the nation
last season.
Helping the Lady Racers go
from worst to fifth last year were
Melissa and Mechelle Shelton,
Allison Gallimore, Kristi Snell
and Kriste Haberer.
Melissa Shelton, a 5-10 guard/
forward is the team's designated
scorer. She has already put up 39
points in an intrasquad game, and
can hit from anywhere.
Mechelle Shelton, a 6-4 senior,
is the tallest player on the team
and its best shot blocker. Breazeale said the most important
thing for Shelton is to stay out of
foul trouble.
Allison Gallimore and Kristi
Snell give the Lady Racers quickness. Each are excellent defenders that can run the floor on the
break or pop the three-point shot.
Breazeale expects each to use
their quickness on the boards as
well.
Haberer has been one of the
most improved Lady Racers thus
far after not seeing much playing
time in 1991-92. The 6-0 forward
has improved her quickness and
is a better rebounder.
With the eight newtoiners,
Breazeale has added both size
and quickness.
Freshmen Jeni Childers (6-2)
and Amy Lassiter (6-3) give the
team size inside to backup
Shelton.
Lequida Pearson, Lakeisha
Hopson, Stephanie Gray and

LADY RACER ROSTER

Layette Arnold give the team
quickness.
Pearson, a 5-10 freshman redshirt, provides versatility with her
speed and jumping ability. Hopson, a 5-9 freshman, is also a versatile performer.
— Arnold, a freshman point
guard, gives the team depth
behind Cadwell. At 4-10, Arnold
is "growing everyday," said
Breazeale.
The most impressive of the
newcomers so far has been 5-8
Mayfield High product Stephanie
Gray.
"She has so many tools and
she's such a coachable young
player," Breazeale said. "She's
going to be a force in the OVC."

No
11
21
25
23
15
42
12
51
33
40
35
10
20
45
31
50
22

Name
Layette Arnold
Rochelle CadweU
Jeni Childers
4
Alkson Gallimore
Stephanie Gray
Kriste Haberer
Lakeisha Hopson
Sheryl Hubbard
Amy Lassiter
Lora Mote
Laura Newcomb
Jennifer Parker
Lequida Pearson
Mechelle Shelton
Melissa Shelton
Taneka Smith
Kristi Snell

Poe
G
G-F
F-C
G
G-F
F
G-F
F
F-C
G
G
G
F
C
G-F
G
G-F

Ht
4-10
5-10
6-2
5-8
5-8
6-0
5-9
5-10
6-3
5-9
5-9
5-6
5-10
6-4
5-10
5-9
5-9

CI-Exp
Fr-HS
So-1L
Fr-HS
Jr-2L
Fr-HS
So-Sq
Fr-HS
Fr-HS
Fr-HS
Sr-1L
Jr-JC
Jr-2L
Fr-RS
Sr-3L
Jr-2L
Fr-HS
Sr-1L

Hometown (High School/Junior College)
Memphis, Tenn.(Whitehaven)
Benton, Ky.(Marshall County)
Evansville, Ind.(Central)
Puryear, Tenn.(Henry County)
Mayfield, Ky.(Mayfield)
Charleston, IU.(Charleston)
Savannah, Tenn.(Hardin County)
Russellville, Ky.(Logan County)
Elkton, Ky.(Todd County)
Columbus, Ind.(North/Glen Oaks(Mich.])
Neelyville, Mo.(Neelyvilie/Three Rivers(Mo.1)
Murray, Ky.(Murray)
Waverly, Tenn.(Central)
Albany, Ky.(Clinton County)
Albany, Ky.(Clinton County)
Louisville, Ky.(Manual)
House Springs, Mo.(Northwest/Jefferson (Mo.))

Schedule
Kentucky Inv.
Southern III..
Memphis St.
Southern Miss. Cl.
Evans/111
Austin Peay
Tennessee St.
Tenn.-Martin.
Southeast Mo St.
Eastern Ky.•
Morehead St.
Eastern 111.0
Tennessee Techs
Middle Tenn. as
Southern III.
Southeast Mo. St..
Tenn.-Martin
Eastern Ky.
Morehead St.
Austin Pears
Tennessee St.
Tennessee Tech
Middle Tenn. St.
Western Ky.

04-5
Dll
D20
J1-2
J4
J9
J11
.J14
J16
J23
J25
J27
J30
F 1
F4
F8
Fl 1
F13
F15
F20
F22
F27
M 1
M 3

SAVE MORE DOUGH!
CLIP
THESE VALUABLE COUPONS.

2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
& SpaGatti Buffets
Expires 12/3/92

$599

2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
& SpaGatti Buffets
Expires 12/3/92

Only

STEELENALLBRITTEN
Plumbing & Electrical

Call Us
For All
Your
Service,
Residential,
& Commercial Needs
209 S. 3rd St.

753-5341

Only

Daily
Lunch 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sunday
Noon-2 p.m.

DELIVERY SPECIAL

One-Topping Large
Expires 12/3/92

Dinner 5-8:30 p.m.

DELIVERY SPECIAL

3-Topping Pan Perfect
Expires 12/3/92

Only

Must Present Coupon
When Ordering

Chestnut
Sti=eet

$F799

$699

Original Crust

\

$699

Only

0

Coupons Not Good With
Any Other Specials

753-6656)
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TIGERS

Growing pains nearly over for Miller's Tigers
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lodger & Times Sports Editor

Cary Miller suffered through
one of the worst seasons in his
long coaching career last year
when his young Tiger basketball
team went 5-18.
Not happy with the status of
his Murray High program, Miller
did the only thing a high school
coach can do to upgrade his program, without being able to recruit
in the off-season.
He watched them grow.
They say the only good thing
about freshmen is that they
become sophomores. Miller may
add: The only good thing about
freshmen is that they tend to get
bigger, stronger and smarter.
"Two or three of our kids,
(Chris) Cheaney and (James)
Foster especially, have grown,"
Miller pointed out.
Foster, a part-time starter last
season, grew from 6-foot-2 to
6-3, as did Cheaney. Seniors
Chip Greene and B.J. Jenkins

have added mass to their 6-2
frames.
Still, Miller says this year's
Tiger team is more about speed
than size.
"With so many players near
equal ability, we'll play as many
as possible," the 18-year veteran
said. "We'll play an up-tempo
style."
Exactly what kind of style?
Well, Miller is using many of the
same sets that the University of
Kentucky's been using under
Rick Pitino.
"All of our kids can shoot the
three," Miller points out. "We
certainly work on it. Having kids
play inside and outside could be
to ilty: advantage."
WiTh football season ending
late for the Tigers, Miller hasn't
had time to set a lineup. But, he
expects Greene and Jenkins to be
there.
Jenkins led the Tigers in scoring with 17 points per game last
season, while Greene tallied 14 a
game. They each typify Miller's

•

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Murray High Cary Miller returns nearly all of last year's team, and luckily, nearly all of his
young Tigers have grown over the summer.

Here's To A
Winning
Season!

Peza
Where Courteous Service
Isn't Just A Memory!

Racers, Lakers
and Tigers...

•Automatic Transmission-drain oil,
replace oil pan gasket, change oil filter
and replace trans oil
(up to 3 qts.)

•Glyclean-anti-freeze recycling
system

•Hand Car Wax
(appointment needed)

$34.95
$29.95
$37.95

We're Behind
You All The
Way!

up

FORD
MERCURY

TEN MINUTE OIL CHANGE
NO APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY
16th at Chestnut

759-1529

LINCOLN

"The Area's Most Established and Experienced Dealership"

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701

Main St.

Murray

753-5273

inside/outside threat.
"Those two guys have been
around and have a lot of experience," Miller said. "It's crucial
that they play hard. They're the
one's that set the tone for the rest
of the team."
Besides Greene and Jenkins,
the Tigers will get inside help
from sophomores Foster, Cheaney, senior Darren Gantt, junior
Chris Allen, and sophomore
Robert Weatherly.
"We'll have problems rebounding against real strong teams, but
hopefully we'll increase our
rebounding ability with good
fundamentals."
Foster, Cheaney and Allen all
bring athletic ability to the floor,
while Gantt and Weatherly are
the workhorses underneath.
In the backcourt, junior parttime starter Damon Cohoon (6-0)
returns with added heighth and
strength. Sophomore James Curtis (5-9) is lightning quick and a
skilled ballhandler.
Murray added maturity when
senior Todd Thomas returned to
the team after laying out his
junior year. Junior Clay Bolin is
also back with his long-range
jumper.
"We have a lot of options,"
said Miller. "We have a lot of
players that can play more than
one position. We can use different combinations and put diffe-

111

• Corral on nex1 page
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•Murray High Tigers...
rent types of teams on the floor."
What Murray needs more than
anything is practice time. Some
of the (football) players have
only been out for a week.
"Once we can get practice time
and some game experience, I
think we'll have a good team,"
the coach said. "Early on, though,
we'll struggle and be, out of
synch."
If Miller could pick a time for
his team to pull together, it would
be the end of February at the All
"A" Classic regional tournament.
"I'd like to have us playing our
best basketball at that point," said

Tiger
Schedule
DECEMBER
1 — REIDLAND
4 — ST. MARY —
5 — at Hickman County'
11 — MARSHALL COUNTY12 — at Heath
18 — at Calloway' (at MSU)
26-29 — at Hancock Co.
tournament

Miller, who suspects they will.
"By that time the players will
have had game experience and
they'll know what they can do."
As for the district, Miller
expects Marshall County to still
be strong. And Murray, as well as
Calloway, return everybody.
Mayfield, on the other hand, was
hit the hardest by graduation,
according to Miller.
Despite the agony of 1991-92
for the Tigers, this season could
cure a lot of those ills.
"Last year was tough," Miller
said, "but we can make up for it
this year."

2 —
8 —
12 —
15 —
18 —
22 —
26-30

Tiger Roster
No. Name
3
4
10
11
12
14
20
22
23
24
25
30
33
34
44
50

Ht. Yr.

James Curtis
Donnie Thomas
Todd Thomas
Damon Cohoon
Jeremiah Rayburn
James Foster
Ryan Vanover
Jason West
B.J. Jenkins
Clay Bolin
T.J. Myhill
Chip Greene
Chris Allen
Chris Cheaney
Darren Gantt
Robert Weatherly

5-9 10
5-8 10
5-10 12
6-0 11
6-2 10
6-3 12
5-11 10
5-10 09
6-2 12
5-11 11
6-2 10
6-2 12
6-2 11
6-3 10
6-2 12
6-3 10

Storey's Sport Stop
to Gift Certificates Available to
Lowest Wax Pack
Prices In Town—
*Layaway Now
For Christmas
Largest supply of
Nascar Haulers in Murray.
Monday-Friday 2:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
Saturday 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sunday 12:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.

502 Maple

2
5
9
11
16
19
22
23
26 —

Buy-Sell-Trade

759-1214

Follow Your Local Teams

JANUARY
at Caldwell County
at Fulton County'
FULTON CITY
at Mayfield"
FT. CAMPBELL
WEST HOPKINS
— All 'A' Regional
at Mayfield
FEBRUARY
at Reidland
CALLOWAY (at MSU)
MAYFIELD—
at Ft. Campbell
at Graves County
at Marshall County"
at Fulton City•
HICKMAN COUNTY
FULTON COUNTY'

MARCH
1-5 — District TournarnOnt
at Mayfield
8-12 — Regional Tournament
at Murray State
STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Senior Chip Greene, right, will be counted on for inside muscle
and outside shooting.

•-Girls/Boys doubleheader
--Tripleheader

$4,29 WILL GET YOU THE BEST
HOT PLATE LUNCH IN TOWN„,

HONEY',
All-You-Care-To-Eat
Hot Food Bar With 2 Meats, 9
Vegetables, Breads, And Our
Very Own Soup, Salad and
Fruit Bar Is Only...

$4.29

If You're In A Hurry.Get Yours To Go
Monday-Friday 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

Hwy. 641 North

SHONE%

753-9257

—
%.

•

•

t
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LAKERS

Greene more familiar with task at hand
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lodger & Timm Sports Editor

Though he hasn't seen his team
on the floor during game action
yet, Laker head coach Ron
Greene is already ahead of last
year.
"It makes it easier now that I

know all their names," the
second-year Calloway County
boys' coach said after a practice
last week. "Part of any program
is to know what to expect of the
players and what they know
about you. From that factor alone
we'll be improved."
Programs and improvement are

two things that the former Southeastern Conference Coach of the
Year knows something about. His
turnaround at Murray State in
1980 (from 4-22 to 23-8) ranks
second all-time among NCAA
teams.
The formula for turnaround is
in place for Greene at Calloway.
A year ago, the Lakers struggled
to a 2-24 record with a team consisting of underclassmen with
little varsity experience.

01.3%ck,
000/
:0•
5
ctsrfOrw
840VIS

"Last year we came back with
a total of two points on offense,"
said Greene, referring to his
team's scoring average from the
previous season. "It's pretty
tough to hold someone to two
points. I figured we'd win 3-2.
"We played a varsity schedule
with a junior varsity team."
That all changes this season as
the Lakers return the entire
roster.

State Auto Insurance

...and we try hard
to give them the very best
insurance protection and service
we can provide - the kind
they expect and deserve. If
you'd like to be one of our
V.I.P.'s give us a call.

PURDOM,
THURMAN
8L McNUTT
INSURANCE
Dan McNutt,AM

Southelde Court Square

753-4451

HOI3EE'S COIN 8
CARD SHOP
HOCKEY—BASEBALL—BASKETBALL—FOOTBALL
* Studio * Upperdeck * Leaf * Stadium Club
* Platinum * Ultra Fleer * Pinnacle * Classic

RACE CARS & HAULERS
-Winston Cup Racing Cards
-Winston Cup Drag Racing Cards
-Trax Petty Family Racing Cards
-Maxx Racing Cards
-Racing Champion Collectors Car & Haulers
-Match Box Cars & Haulers

COINS
1952-92 Mint & Proof Sets
1980 Commemorative Coins
1986-92 Silver Eagles & Proofs
1971-74 Eisenhower Sets

KENNER STARTING LINEUP
Baseball * Basketball * Football
Open 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Monday-Saturday
1 p.m.-6 p.m. Sunday
102 N. 5th St.
759-1692

ir0

STEVE PARKER/Ledger a limes photo
Calloway County coach Roo Greene won't need a program to
know his players the second time around.

Laker Roster

Ht. Yr. • Cont'd on next page

No. Name
35
34
3
32
52
12
23
10
21
15
4
50
20
24
22

Craig Carraway
Trent Gibson
Jason Greer
Eric Johnson
Matt Price
Ricky Boyle
Wes Cogdell
Chad Darnall 1
Tyler Bohannon
Thomas Hornbuckle
Jay Herndon
Jason Leet
Brad Cleaver
Dwayne Morton
Brent Anderson

4
• -

6-2
6-6
6-3
5-10
6-2
6-1
6-0
6-2
6-3
5-11
5-11
6-2
5-10
6-0
5-10

12
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
9

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY • (502)674-5530
with hardboard siding
1' 2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2', CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2' 7 CAR (24x30)

Owner, DWAIN WARREN
vinyl siding
Deluxe Models
$3,125
1' CAR (12x20)
$2,725
53.p25
$3,425
2 CAR (18x20)
$4.25
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$3.725
$4,325
2 CAP (24x2)
$3 925
$4,925
LARGE 212 CAR (24x30)
$4,425

Laker
Schedule
DECEMBER

— at Crittenden County
3 — FULTON COUNTY
8 — at Marshall County*
1 1 — HICKMAN COUNTY**
15 — PADUCAH TILGHMAN
18 — MURRAY* (at MSU)
21 — FULTON CITY***
JANUARY

12
15
18
22
26
29
30

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

at Mayfieldat Graves County
HOPKINSVILLE
MAYFIELD**
CARLISLE COUNTY**
LONE OAK
REIDLAND**
TRIGG COUNTY*

2
5
9
16
19
26

—
—
—
—
—
—

MARSHALL COUNTY
at Murray* (at MSU)
at Reidland**
at Fulton County
GRAVES COUNTY**
at Hickman County*

4 —

FEBRUARY

MARCH

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL
.2x6 Trusted
Rafters
•Vanous Colo!
Roofs
.4" Curb
.4" Concrete Slab
.0H Steel Door

"Our biggest improvement is
there won't be any surprises,"
Greene explained. "The players
know what to expect."
Another improvement for the
Lakers will be on offense. Last
season Greene quipped that his
team couldn't score with "pencil
and paper."
Jason Greer lived up to

•1 2" Decking
•Window
•12' Footings
.teel Service
Door
•Concrete
Reinforced

1-5 — District Tournament
at Mayfield
8
(
-12 — Regional Tournament
at Murray State
'-Girls/Boys doubleheader
**-Tripleheader
***-Four games
I-Homecoming
10-Senior Night

%Or
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•Calloway County Lakers...

At.

tribution with his outside shoot- sent season.
ing," Greene said. "He's shown
"More and more people talk
maturity for a freshman. We about.a player playing up to his
deliberately brought him up full potential," the coach comthrough our system because we mented. "Last year we played up
anticipated he'd need to play t9iar potential but weren't capsome."
of winning.
Although much of the Lakers'
'Hopefully, they're potential
success didn't show up on the ha been enhanced through good
scoreboard last season, Greene summer work. If we play close to
expects that to change in the pre- our potential, we'll be winners."
STEVE PARKER/Ledger photo

from
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Senior Eric Johnson adds
quickness to the Laker
lineup.
Greene's preseason prediction of
a year ago as the Only Laker that
could score consistently. Greer, a
6-foot-3 senior, scored 18 points
per game as a junior.
The other four seniors should
give Greer scoring support in
1992-93.
Trent Gibson, the team's biggest player at 6-6, has been
impressive in the preseason and
needs it to carry over into the
regular season. '
"Trent's got to have a good
year for us," Greene said. "He
should, he's improved physically
and mentally he just has to
relax."

tees 'n', things
Dixieland Shoppthg Center
1304 Chestnut'. 759-1972
Mon.-Sat 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
'NFL, NBA, MLB
'Smith & Wesson Shirts
Shirts & Caps
'Hunting Shirts
'Licensed Harley-Davidson 'African Earrings
Aron On Transfers
Shirts & Caps
...Lettering
species
'Blank 1-Shirts
'Endangered
& Sweatshirts
Shirts
(set-in sleeve sweatshtrts)
'Southwest & Indian Shirts
'Harley Earrings
'Wildlife Shirts

1.0114je-

Pc

Craig Carraway (6-1) and Matt
Price (6-1) are Greene's "lunch
pail" players. The two seniors,
"come to work every night,"
according to Greene.
Eric Johnson is the other
senior, whe adds quickness and
intensity on the defensive end
and ballhandling on offense.
"They all went to shooting
camp this summer, so that just
gives us more of an outside
threat."
Another returning starter is
sophomore Thomas Hornbuckle.
The 6-0 point guard was thrown
into the fray a year ago and
Greene thinks it paid off.
"People forget about him, but I
he may be our most improved
player," Greene noted. "He got a I
baptism by fire last year, sort of
like what we did with Lamont I
Sleets (at Murray State)."
Other players that will provide I
depth, (or the Lakers are: Ricky
Boyle'f-1:junior.), Wcs Cogdell
(6-0/40-Lot), thad Darnall (6-2
juni1ir)1ay Paul Herndon (5-11
so.ph,P- Jasian- Lect (6-2 soph.).
ticavet.•(5-10 soph.) and i m
Dtayne Morton (6-0 soph.)
• Calloway will also get the scr• vied' of freshman Brent Anderson. A 5-10' shooting guard.
Ander0i ,v.,111 be a boost to thc
Laken' offcnse."Hvefully, he'll make a con-

Seas Chtldren—XXXL
STEVE PARKEFVLedger & Times photo

Jason Greer provided much of the scoring for the Lakers last
season, but the senior has help this season.

imom

11

!"' NMI =In

Trans-Tune Special
Extended!! Extendedl! Extended!!
*FREE Road Test
•Band adjustment (if applicable) —
•Linkage Adjusted
*Throttle Pressure Checked
*Fluid
*New Pan Gasket
*Clean Filter (if applicable)
*Filter Extra

$1995
753-6577

iimm

immo

FREE!
Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely
FREE..Only two children per ming
adult.
Bel-Air Center
753-0440

TRANSMISSION
Mon.-Fri. 8 am.- 5 p.m.
200 N. 4th • Murray

KIDS EAT

Laribm• •
(Pb &

1st=ge

mom ems

111111113 =II MINI

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
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LADY LAKERS

O'Rourke keeping Lady Lakers on schedule
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Two years ago, when Calloway
Counts upset superpower Marshall County in the Fourth District Tournament finals, it was
supposed to be the dawn of a new
era in Lady Laker basketball.
But the win didn't blast a hole
in the Marshall program and Cal-

loway was still learning tO walk
with the girls' basketball elite.
"We set a goal the first year to
beat Marshall County and we did
that," said optimistic third-year
head coach Peter O'Rourke. "We
set the target too soon."
O'Rourke proclaimed that the
state tournament was next for his
coming program, but they
couldn't repeat their magic over

Lady Laker Roster

No. Name/Position

Ht. Yr.
5-4
5-8
5-8
5-5
5-10
5-11
5-6
5-5
5-9
5-9
5-9
5-7
5-9
5-9
5-9
5-4
5-1
5-8
5-7
5-5
5-11
5-4

14 Farrah Beach
Stephanie Bessent
32 Robyn Blackford
22 Susan Bucy
45 Leah Darnall
31 Antonia Dunn
Jackie Geurin
34 Stephanie Holland
34 Kylie Johnson
Cassie Maness
20 Marti McClard
Jennifer Paul
43 Jayme Pigg
50 KaDonna Randolph
25 Mitzle Rickman
13 Valerie Shelton
Linda Skaggs
35 Linda Stubblefield
22 Gina Tabers
24 Heidi Wilson
55 Molly Wisehart
Jull Yoo

10
9
12
12
12
12
9
9
9
9
11
10
11
12
11
11
9
10
9
10
10
9
/
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Marshall in last season's district
tournament.
"We went to the regional and
refocused and gave Graves everything they wanted," the coach
points out.
With three girls fouling out,
Calloway fell by eight points to
the Lady Eagles, eventual First
Region champs.
Though they didn't meet their
goal, lir Lady Lakers still
improved by three games.
O'Rourke says the program is
coming, but its not fair to judge it
by its neighbors.
"Our success is always measured against Marshall County,"
the coach admitted. "Not to sell
our program short, but who else
has beaten Marshall County?
"Unfortunately for us, we're in
the toughest areas (for girls'
basketball) simply because Marshall County is always so
strong."
Marshall returns all five starters from last year's district
champion and regional runner-up
team. Despite the odds, 0(Rourke
sees no reason why his program
can't compete with the rest of the
area teams.
One reason is because
O'Rourke still boasts of having
one of the best players in the
region.
To the horror of First Region
coaches, Valerie Shelton returns
for just her junior year. Shelton
followed up her introductory
freshman season of 1990-91 with
20 points per game last year,
despite a sprained ankle.
"Unfortunately, she's not
sneaking up on anybody anymore," O'Rourke said of his
5-foot-4 guard. "But she works
her butt off and its contagious
with our team."
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Darnell and Antonia Dunn, each
5-11, will be counted on to score
and rebound. Dunn averaged 3
points per game and Darnell
averaged 6 ppg.
Joining the seniors is 5-11
sophomore Molly Wisehart.

Valerie Shelton

in
at
vi

"With that lineup we'll be a lot
slower," the coach said. "And we
were by no means quick last year.
We'll play a lot of half-court
stuff and make people make
mistakes."
Senior Kadonna Randolph,
possessing a well-rounded game,
will come off the bench to aid the
front-court.
Other players that O'Rourke
expects to use are: freshman
Jackie Guerin, junior Marti
McClard, junior Mitzi Rickman,
sophomore Jennifer Paul, junior
Jamie Pigg, sophomore Heide
Wilson and sophomore Linda
Stubblefield.
O'Rourke set 20 wins as a goal
for this year's team, but points
out that this year's schedule —
Marshall, Graves, Obion (Tenn.),
Massac and Martin (Tenn.) — is
very difficult.
"Looking at our schedule, we
don't have time to breathe," the
coach said. "The only patsy on
our schedule was Meet the Lakers, a scrimmage against
ourselves...and that was a two- to
four-point game."
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Lady Laker
Schedule
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4
7
11
14
18
21
25

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

JANUARY
at Mayfield**
MASSAC COUNTYat Paducah Tilghman**
OBION CENTRAL
MAYFIELD**
GRAVES COUNTY**
LONE OAK

2
5
8
11
15
18
22
26

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

FEBRUARY
MARSHALL COUNTY
at Murray* (at MSU)
PADUCAH TILGHMAN**
HICKMAN COUNTY
at Fulton County
at Carlisle COunty
FULTON COUNTY
at Hickman County*

Serving. Murray Since 1967
Residential - Commercial
*Repairs 'Remodeling 'New Construction
1989 LeSabre Limited
OAS

Local one owner, all power, low miles,

L'Ii- Electric Inc.
/

as
a

Coming into this season,
O'Rourke -expected to have a
dynamite backcourt with Vanessa
Bucy joining Shelton for their
second year together. But Bucy,
who scored over 15 points per
game as a sophomore, left the
team two weeks ago. Which
means more responsibility for
Shelton.
"This is the first year I'm putting pressure on Valerie," said
O'Rourke, who says he doesn't
ask much of his freshmen and
sophomores. "Without pushing
her physically, she can get 20
points a game with no problem."
With the Lady Lakers tipping
off the season tonight against
Carlisle County, O'Rourke will
go with Bucy for Bucy.
Senior Susan Bucy (no immediate relation) will get the start in
the backcourt alongside Shelton.
NOVEMBER
Also expected, to see a lot of
playing time in the backcourt is 30 — CARLISLE COUNTY
DECEMBER
sophomore Farrah Beach.
8 — at Marshall County*
With the graduations of Anne 10 — BALLARD COUNTY**
Paul and Kwanda Hornbuckle, 12 — at Obion Central
the Lady Laker inside game will 14 — at Graves County**
be by committee. Seniors Leah 18 — MURRAY* (at MSU)
21 — FULTON CITY***
26-29/Martin Lions Tournament

am

/
/

•

753-4912

,

Purdom Motors, ITIC:

/

Oldsmobile • Pootme • Bun* • Cadillac.
753-5315
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass

'-Girls/Boys doubleheader
--Tripleheader

616 S. 4th St.
W.A. & Donny Lyons, Owners

900

MARCH
1-5 — District Tournament
at Mayfield
8-12 — Regional Tournament
at Murray State

$10

•

1,0

•••
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LADY TIGERS

Lady Tigers ready to take the next step
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Lady Tiger head coach Jimmy
Harrell likes to think of last year
as a reenforcing year rather than
a rebuilding year.
Sure, the Lady Tigers were trying to come back from a miserable 1990-91 season, but improving TCZcrsif. aPd achievements
weren't paramount last season.
The key last season for Harrell
was to start from the basics —
hard work, hustle and enjoyment
— and go from there. He accomplished that last year and fashioned a 10-13 record in the
process.
In fact, the Lady Tigers closed
out the season in the Fourth District Tournament by putting a
scare into powerful Marshall
County in their own gym.
"We wanted to come out and
play as hard as we possibly could
all the time we were on the
floor," said Harrell, entering his
I 1 th year. "We got that established last year.
"Instead of being a team a few
games shy of a winning season,
we want to be a few games over."
Last year's turnaround in dedication was led by seniors Mary
Catherine Wooldridge, Christy
Bell and Collette Jones. This season's effort will be led by senior
returning starters Renee Hornbuckle and Veronica Lamb.
Hornbuckle is the team's top
returning player, a proven scorer
and rebounder.
"She's good inside and she can
shoot from the outside," Harrell
said of the 5-foot-10 forward/
center who averaged 12.5 points
last season. "She likes to shoot
the basketball, but I'd rather it be
from three feet, although we'll
probably pull her out and let her
play some outside.
Lamb, who played her first
season at Murray last year after

transferring from Marshall County, will be counted on for
rebounding and inside scoring.
"She needs to be a more consistent contributor for us," Harrell said. "She needs that little bit
of confidence."
Rounding out Harrell's group
of tested players is 5-8 sophomore Bonnie Payne. A featured
frontcourt player off the Lady
a year
ago Payne
I %L..a Isnnelt
11".
,
.••••••
will now move into the starter's
role.
"She'll play the wing this year,
or our No. 2 guard," the coach
explained. "She's a good shooter
and she jumps well. She's still
young, but she's got a good varsity year under her belt."
Senior Carla Denton is
expected to make a considerable
contribution, as will senior Karina Holden and junior Noelle
Jedan.
Up front, the Lady Tigers will
be bolstered by sophomore Poppy
Hogsed, a 5-10 forward who saw
some action last season. Sophomore Connie Payne, a 6-0 center,
will also see some varsity action.
Like last season, Harrell wants
to play an up-tempo style. He
also expects to play plenty of
players, which means dipping
into a talented freshman class.
"We'll have three or four
freshman that will see varsity
action, maybe exclusively varsity
action," Harrell said. "They'll
make some mistakes early on, but
they'll get better as the season
goes along."
At the head of the Lady Tiger
freshman class is Stacey Thomas.
At 4-10, Thomas is a superb ballhandler and the first pure point
guard Harrell has had since Anne
Greenfield.
"She's as quick as we've got,"
Harrell said of Thomas, who'll
get the start out front. "She's
going to make a lot of mistakes,
but she plays so hard and pushes

the ball up for us."
Other freshmen that could see
varsity action right away are 5-7
forward Emma Shaw, 5-9 forward Sarah Snyder and 5-6 guard
Ellen Uddberg.
"Right now we have seven
girls that look to play on the varsity level," Harrell noted. "Maybe

later more will come along, and
hopefully, we'll have nine or 10
by the time January gets here."
Murray High's schedule,looks
difficult again this year, especially with two games with district
foes Marshall, Calloway County
and defending First Region
champion Graves County.
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No. Name/Position .
23
15
33
21
40
11
52
35
22
43
50
34
44
24
32
10
31

•

Karla Denton
Karina Holden
Renee Hornbuckle
Veronica Lamb
Noelle Jedan
Whitney Dix
Anna Garland
Poppy Hogsed
Sarah Kneebone
Bonnie Payne
Connie Payne
Allison Cantrell
Wendy Dowdy
Emma Shaw
Sarah Snyder --.--- — Stacie Thomas
Ellen Uddberg

lit. Yr.

,

5-8
5-4
5-10
5-71
/
2
5-71
/
2
5-5
5-8
5-10
5-4
5-71
/
2
6-0
5-6
5-9
5-7
5-9
4-10
5-6

12
12
12
12
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
9

Domino's
Pizza!

We Now Carry
Garden Fresh
or Domino's
Choice
Salads!

Try Our
New Twisty
Bread!
•

•

Buy a medium
unlimited toppings pizza
$999

Lady Tiger Roster

However, the toughest stretch
on the schedule might be right
out of the box.
"We have four games the first
five days of the season; kind of
like a tip-off tournament," Harrell
said regretfully. "Those quick
four games will allow us to see
where we are."

for
Get an order of Domino's
Twisty Bread

FREE!
Expires 1-3-93
Valid al pan6cipasino stores only. Not valid *yr any other Wee Prime may
vary. Customer pays sales lax where applicable Delivery arises l.mrm.d to
ensuresale diving &um drreers arty Ness than $2000 Cash value I /20t.
Our drivers arm not penalized tor tele deliveries.

Carry-Out Special!
One large, one topping
pizza
• J.
•t
•

$499

Only
Expires 1-3-93

Veld at participating stores only Not valid with any other otter. Prices may
vary. Cuslorner pays sales tan where applr.•bie. Delivery at... hinted to
ensure sale driving Our drivers carry less than $20.00 Cash value 1,20t
Our drivers are not penailzed tor tete deliveries.
•

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
.DOMINO'S
11ow,You Like Pizza At Home,
Sunday-Thursday 11 a.m.-1 a.m.
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m.-2 a.m.

Available toppings pepperoni, sausage, beet, mu
&brooms, onions. green pepper, green di black olives.
bacon, pineapple, extra cheese, extra sauce, hot
peppers, anchovies, ialapenos

Call us at our new number:

7534030
117 S. 12th St.

•
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Here's To A Winning Season!

.•

Tigers shoot

Murray High and Calloway County girls' basketball
is back!

for Fourth District title!

•

44

Lakers are grabbing bold
District.

in the

Fourth

Lady Racer bead coach Kelly Breazeale shows
technique to Lady Racer team member.

This Page Sponsored By

Racer head coach Scott Edgar and team discuss
next game strategy.

Peo1es
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Ban
The Hometown Bank
MURRAY,

Bank of Murray
Peoples First Corporation Bank

753-1893 • Member F181, • FAiltd Homing Lender0
Main Office — 101 S Fourth St • liniverNit) Branch - 515 N 12th St • S Manor Branch — 611 I lth St

MEMBER FDIC

LOCATIONS
MAIN C*TICI 9:10 MAIN AT 5M • NORTH BUNCH - NORM 12TH AT CHESTNUT
SOUTH MANN • 9301112111 AT MO • MSLI MB MACHINE (12.1115 CFNIER
912.75.1•1231

